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HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN FUEL HANDLING

A report prepared by Humansystems Incorporated, under contract to the Atomic Energy Control Board

ABSTRACTI
The staff of the Atomic Energy Control Board wish to further their understanding of human factors issues

I of potential concern associated with fuel handling in CANDU nuclear power stations. This study

contributes to that objective by analysing the role of human performance in the overall fuel handling

I process at Ontario Hydro's Darlington Nuclear Generating Station, and reporting findings in several
areas. A number of issues are identified in the areas of design, operating and maintenance practices, and

the organizational and management environment.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the statements made or opinions

expressed in this publication and neither the Board nor the authors assume liability with respect to any

damage or loss incurred as a result of the use made of the information contained in this publication.
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HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN FUEL HANDLING

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The need for this investigation of human factors issues in fuel handling arose from a review by Atomic

Energy Control Board (AECB) staff of fuel handling incidents at CANDU stations over the past decade.

The review showed an increasing number of events related to human error in a variety of ways.

The purpose of the present study is to contribute to improving the state of knowledge of the AECB staff

concerning human factors in the design, operation, and maintenance of CANDU fuel handling systems at

Canadian CANDU power stations. Specifically, the study sets out to review and assess the entire fuel

handling process at Darlington NGS, and to identify areas of current or potential concern with respect to

human performance.

The Statement of Work set out a number of tasks to be performed, presented here in abbreviated form:

(a) Become familiar with the fuel handling process at Darlington NGS.

(b) Determine which areas of the process should receive most attention by:

(1) reviewing all fuel handling significant event reports (SERs) which have a human

factors component, from all CANDU stations in Canada; and

(2) interviewing key Ontario Hydro fuel handling staff (at Darlington NGS) about

their experiences with normal and abnormal operations.

(c) Review and analyze the elements of the fuel handling process listed below, identifying

any deficiencies which could contribute to human error occurrence:

(1) Tasks involved in new fuel reception, storage, and loading (especially HMI

and workplace design, communications, and the usefulness of procedures);

(2) Tasks involved in main control room operation (especially HMI and workplace

design, the interactions and temporal dependencies between tasks,

communications, and the usefulness of procedures);

(3) Tasks involved in irradiated fuel reception, inspection, and storage (especially

HMI and workplace design, communications, and the usefulness of procedures);

(4) The usability of software programs;

(5) The pertinence and effectiveness of defence-in depth provisions, especially

interlocks and overrides;

(6) Maintenance support activities, including environment and management issues.

(d) Comment on the physical, psychological, organizational, and managerial environments.
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The study was carried out by a team of consultants from Humansystems Incorporated, with many years of

combined expertise and experience in human factors engineering, operation, and maintenance in the

nuclear power industry; design of fuel handling computer-based control systems; and organizational

psychology.

The study reviewed fuel handling functions and tasks based on a hierarchical task analysis. A

preliminary review of relevant Significant Event Reports (SERs) and Fuel Handling Incident Reports

(FHIRs) was conducted (FHIRs are internal to the Fuel Handling Department and provide a means to

document and assess a much wider variety of events than the SERs). These reports can be a good source

of information about actual or potential problem areas, although it must be recognized that they have

significant limitations for the purposes of human factotrs analysis. Additional information was obtained

by interviewing fuel handling staff and reviewing a wide range of relevant documents. These preliminary

stages identified the areas where detailed analysis would be most valuable.

From the preliminary review, it was determined that in the remainder of the study, the allocation of effort

should place particular emphasis on:

(1) control room computer interaction (particularly for operations involving discharge of

irradiated fuel)

(2) maintenance

(3) technical issues (such as technical surveillance, maintenance procedures, jumpers, etc.)

(4) organizational culture

(5) implications of the fuel position management (long bundle) program

More detailed information was then gathered through a combination of further document review,

discussions and interviews with fuel handling personnel at all levels, direct observation of operating and

maintenance work in the main control room and in the field, and analysis of fuel handling tasks. At the

invitation of fuel handling staff, some of the regular meetings held for planning, review of experience,

and discussion of safety issues were also attended. Altogether 20 working days were spent collecting

information at Darlington. Cooperation from Darlington NGS fuel handling staff at all levels was

exemplary.

The fuel handling process at Darlington was investigated at a variety of levels and from several points of

view. Certainly there have been a great many design issues to look at, some very specific and others

broader in nature. But a substantial part of the effort was also spent exploring the area of overall

programs in the organizational and management contexts in which they function, because it is here that

many of the strongest and most fundamental influences on the way people work can be found.
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The study began with the SERs, and with the expectation that they would turn out to represent simply the

most prominent manifestation of a wider range of experience, from which much more could be learned.

The authors believe that the findings of this study do indeed serve to amplify and illuminate the trends

originally identified, as well as providing some insights into further areas of potential concern.

An important recurring theme has been the discrepancy between the goals and objectives set by the

station and fuel handling management, and the state of practice in many of these areas. The observations

on the lack of evidence for a solid safety culture present a particularly striking example of this gap. New

ways need to be found to translate the many good intentions into real results. On the other hand, an

encouraging aspect of the management environment is the conduct of a variety of important meetings,

where both communication and overall process are effective.

The study found a consistent lack of adequate rigour in the control of, and the compliance with,

procedures of all kinds. There is a parallel and related difficulty in the lack of progress toward effective

technical surveillance and preventive maintenance programs, which are absolutely central to ensuring

successful human performance in all aspects of fuel handling work.

Many Fuel Handling Operating Manuals were found to be out-dated and accompanied by large and

much-revised Operating Memos. This situation raises several concerns, including whether the procedural

basis for incident response is adequate (there is no Abnormal Incidents Manual for Fuel Handling).

A contributing factor to the large volume of temporary documentation in general is a shortage of

operators qualified to verify software 'op data' changes; this has created a significant backlog of such

changes.

There are a number of problems regarding the testing of protective interlocks, which has not been carried

out to the extent required or intended. Many of the tests involve placing jumpers (usually lifted wires)

which cannot be guaranteed to be removed afterwards. This is not in accordance with correct safety

system testing philosophy.

Significant progress has been made with panel operator training, but this effort needs to be extended to

other training, particularly in the maintenance area.

Tracking of follow -up actions (to FHIRs for example) is backlogged, and other aspects of performance

feedback are limited in scope and priority.

Investigation of the new fuel inspection and loading process revealed a number of potentially important

design issues, as well as questions of procedural control and compliance, particularly related to the long

bundle program now being phased in. Main control room operation is also affected by design issues,

including considerable difficulty associated with the trouble-shooting of interlock logic, particularly (as
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predicted from SERs) in the discharge of irradiated fuel. Assessment of manual handling of irradiated

fuel has necessarily been very limited, but there are design issues associated with these facilities which

could present problems as time goes on.

While it is understood that resources may be very limited, the Fuel Handling Department could benefit in

several ways from more access to human factors specialist assistance; for example in personnel safety,

ongoing re-design issues, shift schedules, presentation of information in a wide range of documents, the

NUFLASH development, etc.

Maintenance is unquestionably a key area. Technical staff within Darlington's Fuel Handling Department

should be re-focused onto maintenance. Again, there is a combination here of difficulties related to the

system design together with a wide range of process questions such as training, verification, procedural

compliance, and safety awareness. To do this job better, fuel handling staff must understand the need for

a complete technical surveillance package, how this relates to and drives the maintenance programs, and

how much the overall performance of the station and its people depend on it, both for safety and for :#

production.

The Fuel Handling staff at Darlington are aware of many of the shortcomings decribed in this report and

have been working at improvements in a number of areas. Thus the situations described continue to

change as time passes. The report represents an accurate 'snapshot' at the time of the observations, and is

not in the authors' view invalidated by subsequent changes.
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HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN FUEL HANDLING

A. PURPOSE

The need for this investigation of human factors issues in fuel handling arose from a review by Atomic

Energy Control Board (AECB) staff of fuel handling incidents at CANDU stations over the past decade.

The review showed an increasing number of events related to human error, with a variety of causes in

human-machine interface (HM) design, operation and maintenance practices, or training deficiencies.

Human factors staff at the AECB have therefore embarked on a process of increasing their understanding

of fuel handling activities and the human performance issues involved. This study is one part of that

process, and is directed specifically at fuel handling at Ontario Hydro's Darlington Nuclear Generating

Station (NGS). It was recognized that because the AECB's internal resources in human factors are

limited, external consulting resources could be called upon to carry out some of the necessary detailed

evaluation.

The purpose of this study is to contribute to improving the state of knowledge of the AECB staff

concerning human factors in the design, operation, and maintenance of CANDU fuel handling systems at

Canadian CANDU power stations.

Specifically, the study sets out to review and assess the entire fuel handling process at Darlington NGS,

and to identify areas of current or potential concern with respect to human performance. These are areas

that will require further attention and analysis in the future. Such further analysis is beyond the scope of

the current study.

B. INTRODUCTION

The over-all fuel handling process at a CANDU station, from reception of new fuel deliveries through to

storage and monitoring of irradiated fuel, includes a great diversity of interaction between humans and

technology. High standards of operation, maintenance, and materials handling are necessary to ensure the

integrity of the fuel is maintained at all stages of the life-cycle. Accurate records management is also an

important requirement so that Canada can meet nuclear safeguards commitments.

Operating tasks include high-level supervisory control of complex real-time computer-based automatic

systems; communication and coordination with the Unit operators and control systems; and basic

inventory control and inspection. Even within the control room, fuelling operations vary considerably.

Operator involvement ranges from selection and monitoring of the progress of automatic actions to

detailed step-wise operation or sensor-by-sensor trouble-shooting. The scope and extent of these

interactions create a strong need for the application of human factors in the design and analysis of the fuel

handling process. Moreover, the consequences of errors can be substantial for both safety and

production. It follows that the human factors analysis of fuel handling is inherently complex. Careful

choices had to be made as to where the analysis effort could achieve the greatest benefit.
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Fuelling operations in the control room are carried out by operators dedicated to these tasks. At

Darlington NGS, they are supported by colour graphic computer-based CRT displays and other interface

equipment which give the operators a clearer and more direct interface with the fuelling systems than at

earlier plants. To a great extent fuelling operations are independent of reactor operations, but clearly

there are constraints and interactions between the two operating regimes. For example:

(1) fuelling a channel affects reactivity locally and results in the Reactor Regulating System

(RRS) taking compensatory action, thus changing the overall operating margins;

(2) any extended delays in fuelling may require limits to overall power production;

(3) scheduled fuelling would be postponed in the event of a unit transient;

(4) the fuelling machines form part of the primary heat transport pressure boundary while

connected to a channel.

When fuelling operations run smoothly, the automatic systems require very little active operator

involvement. But the fuelling machines and their associated transfer systems (for loading new fuel and

receiving irradiated fuel) are extremely complex, with large numbers of electrical, mechanical, and

hydraulic components. A major part of the control system logic has to do with the checking of large

numbers of permissives (i.e. conditions which must be satisfied before each step can proceed; these are

derived from field sensors as well as control system logic variables). Given the complexity of the systems

and the severity of the environmental conditions (temperature, pressure, radiation) in which they work, it

is inevitable that permissives are frequently not all met, either because of real system problems or because

of sensor problems. Such occurrences necessitate operator involvement at very detailed levels

(inspection, testing, step-by-step manual operation, etc) to identify and correct whatever is wrong. The

skill and experience necessary to cope with these situations is hard to acquire, and at many stations it is

passed on from older to younger operators over long periods of time (a process which could be supported

and augmented by formal training).

Because of extremely high levels of radioactivity, the handling and the storage of nuclear fuel are

dependent on remotely-controlled handling systems. In particular, the operations outside the reactor core

involving irradiated fuel represent the most significant hazard, until thefuel is correctly in place in the

storage bay.

All phases of the process are integrated by the need for accurate records and inventory control, and by the

requirement, universal in "throughput" systems, for clearing any hold-ups or stoppages before they

detrimentally affect earlier or later stages in the process.
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C. STATEMENT OF WORK

The Statement of Work set out a number of tasks to be performed, presented here in abbreviated form:

(a) Become familiar with the fuel handling process at Darlington NGS.

(b) Determine which areas of the process should receive most attention by:

(1) reviewing all fuel handling significant event reports (SERs) which have a human

factors component, from all CANDU stations in Canada; and

(2) interviewing key Ontario Hydro fuel handling staff (at Darlington NGS) about

their experiences with normal and abnormal operations.

(c) Review and analyze the elements of the fuel handling process listed below, identifying

any deficiencies which could contribute to human error occurrence:

(1) Tasks involved in new fuel reception, storage, and loading (especially HMI

and workplace design, communications, and the usefulness of procedures);

(2) Tasks involved in main control room operation (especially HMI and workplace

design, the interactions and temporal dependencies between tasks,

communications, and the usefulness of procedures);

(3) Tasks involved in irradiated fuel reception, inspection, and storage (especially

HMI and workplace design, communications, and the usefulness of procedures);

(4) The usability of software programs;

(5) The pertinence and effectiveness of defence-in depth provisions, especially

interlocks and overrides;

(6) Maintenance support activities, including environment and management issues.

(d) Comment on the physical, psychological, organizational, and managerial environments.
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D. APPROACH

1. Makeup of Study Team

Most of the work for this study was carried out by a team of three consultants from Humansystems

Incorporated, all former Ontario Hydro employees, with many years of combined expertise and

experience in:

(1) human factors engineering in a wide range of applications within the nuclear power

industry;

(2) direct management of reactor and fuel handling operation and maintenance (at Pickering

NGS); and

(3) a broad knowledge of the nuclear industry from design and operational viewpoints.

Supplementing this team as required were several additional resource people, with expertise and

experience in:

(4) fuelling operation;

(5) the design of fuel handling computer-based control system; and

(6) organizational psychology and training systems.

2. Human Factors Basis

A classic approach to human factors evaluation was adopted, using a hierarchical task analysis

framework. To focus attention and effort on those parts of the fuel handling process which have most

relevance to human factors problems, a high level task overview was constructed, identifying and

representing functional responsibilities in function / task flow charts. Review of these functions and

tasks, the relevant SERs, and other input allowed identification of the tasks where detailed analysis would

be most valuable.

Tasks were viewed in the light of the framework provided by the Person-Process-Environment model of

human-machine systems illustrated in Figure 1. According to this model, a person performing a task (the

user) can be seen as:

(1) acquiring information about the system status;

(2) evaluating the information and deciding on an appropriate response; and

(3) carrying out the response actions.
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Figure 1: Person-Process-Environment (PPE) Model
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These actions affect and can change the system, which then offers new information as feedback. This

ongoing interaction imposes sensory and perceptual demands, mental demands (decision-making), and

physical demands on the user. The environment, the user's training and experience, and a variety of

organizational factors also affect the relationship between user and task.

This model forms a basis for task analysis, a key part of any human factors assessment. It allows all

important aspects of the work situations (including displays, controls, workload, physical demands,

environment, procedural support, etc.) to be identified and considered in an integrated way (i.e.

recognizing their interrelations as well as their individual effects). It also recognizes that design features,

training, procedures (content and format), communication, and organizational relationships are not

independent: decisions taken about any of these influence the rest. Training, placement, and

organizational design each have their own special issues as well.

3. Investigative Activities

The study was undertaken in two main parts. In the earliest stages, an overview of the fuel handling

process was obtained, from which decisions were made regarding which areas were most likely to be of

concern. In the remaining stages, particular emphasis was placed on these areas in carrying out more

detailed investigations.

Information was gathered through a combination of document review, discussions and interviews with

fuel handling personnel at all levels, direct observation of operating and maintenance work in the main

control room and in the field, and analysis of fuel handling tasks. We made direct contacts with

representatives of Fuel Handling Department management, technical coordinators, engineers, operating

and trades supervisors, operators, maintainers, and planners. At the invitation of fuel handling staff, we

also attended some of the regular meetings held for planning, review of experience, and discussion of

safety issues. For some purposes, the discussions with Darlington staff were extended to selected staff

outside the fuel handling group (e.g. staff concerned with Fuel and Physics, pressure tube programs, and

Health and Safety, as well as managers in other areas). We spent altogether 20 working days collecting

information at Darlington.

Cooperation from Darlington NGS fuel handling staff at all levels was exemplary. They accommodated

in a variety of ways the arrangements for site visits, responded promptly and fully to all requests for

documents, and consistently made themselves available for interviews, discussions, and anwering of

questions when required. In an immediate and practical sense, the members of the consulting team are

very grateful for this cooperative spirit, simply because it made the job easier to carry out. But we believe

it also speaks to the partly intangible issue of organizational 'safety culture' (International Nuclear Safety

Advisory Group, 1988), indicating an openness to scrutiny and a willingness to participate in a process of

improvement. We sensed an overall constructive and positive attitude to the study, and a feeling that its

results could be mutually beneficial.
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E. METHOD

1. Document Review

A wide range of Fuel Handling documents have been made available to support the study. They include:

(1) Organization charts

(2) Re-organization-related agreements (for example, between Production Technical and

Engineering Services)

(3) 'Handled With Care: Quality in Fuelling Operations' (a recent paper by the Fuel

Handling Manager)

(4) the DNGS Safety Report

(5) 'Organization for Ownership'

(6) F/H forms

(7) Operating Manuals and Operating Memos

(8) Training Manuals

(9) Station Reference Plans (SRPs)

(10) Draft Reports for the Fuel Position Management System (or 'Gap Management')

(11) Summaries of Fuel Handling SERs with human factors significance, from all Canadian

nuclear stations

(12) Fuel Handling Incident Reports (FHIRs) from Darlington NGS

2. SER Review

The AECB's SER summaries (identified as having human factors significance) from fuelling systems at

all Canadian CANDU stations were reviewed and assessed. They were categorized in accordance with

the areas of interest identified by the AECB in the Statement of Work, and also in accordance with a

broader generic set of cause categories.

Although not originally requested, a review was also undertaken of the Darlington Fuel Handling

Department's internal Fuel Handling Incident Reports (FHIRs). These reports provide a means to

document and assess a much wider variety of events than the SERs.
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3. Interviews

Beyond the initial discussions, more detailed interviews were conducted with a large number of staff over

several station visits, based on questions and other issues derived from our ongoing reviews of documents

and event reports.

4. Direct Observations

As far as was practical in the time available at the Station, direct observations were made of fuel handling

operating and maintenance tasks, both in the field and in the control room. Attending a number of the

regular meetings held by Fuel Handling staff allowed observations to be made of some of the most

important administrative and management processes.
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F. TASK ANALYSIS

As noted above, a high-level hierarchical task analysis (Kirwan and Ainsworth, 1992) was constructed. It

was first used in conjunction with the preliminary interviews and the reviews of SERs, FHIRs, and other .

documents. At this stage it provided a kind of structured checklist which helped to ensure that all fuel

handling activities relevant to the terms of reference set down in the Statement of Work were covered.

Once the areas of most potential interest in the study were identified, the task analysis also served to point

to a range of more detailed documentation, including operating manuals and memos, maintenance

procedures, and also a number of existing flowchart -based representations of fuelling tasks (e.g. see

Scott, 1994).

The high-level task analysis flowcharts appear on the following pages.

In order to supplement the hierarchical task analysis in the areas of organizational and management

environment, we drew on the concepts of (but did not in any sense carry out) the Management Oversight

Risk Tree (MORT) analysis (Kirwan and Ainsworth, 1992). This technique points to a number of

important elements which should be considered in the assessment of management effects on safety,

including

(1) technical information systems (including performance monitoring systems)

(2) maintenance programs

(3) inspection and verification programs

(4) training

(5) procedures

(6) policy implementation

(7) design and development processes

Many of these areas have direct and substantial relevance to the question of how to ensure effective

human performance in fuel handling, and this fact is reflected in our findings.

We also drew on concepts from another analysis method, the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

(FMEA). Though originally developed for reliability analysis of equipment and systems, it can also be

applied effectively to human performance assessments. In this technique, individual tasks are considered

first in the light of what possible errors can be made (e.g. errors of omission, of sequence, of timing, of

incorrect selection, of reversal, etc.). The consequence or effect of each possible error is then considered,

and this can help to indicate (along with factors such as likelihood, potential for recovery, etc.) where the

potential areas of weakness are in human performance.

We did not by any means carry out a formal FMEA (which would be a substantial undertaking in itself),

but informally applied its concepts in our investigation of fuel handling tasks. Its application is perhaps

most obvious for direct human-machine interaction, but the idea can be applied as well to other tasks; for
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example, failure to update an operating manual to reflect a large and growing operating memo can result

in important changes being overlooked, or excessive reliance on memory in carrying out procedures;

failure to establish an effective maintenance program based on surveillance of equipment reliability

performance can lead to too much pressure on corrective maintenance and thus too little attention to

preventive maintenance.
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sheet 1

0. FUEL
HANDLING

PlanO.
Do 1 when new fuel shipments arrive (or unused fuel to be returned) and when
reactors require fuelling
Do 2 when reactors require fuelling, when special reactor inspection or
maintenance is required, when trolleys are to be (or are being) maintained, when
testing or rehearsal is to be carried out
Do 3 when irradiated fuel has been received into reception bay, when inspection
of irradiated fuel is required, when modules are to be moved or stored or when
new modules are to be brought in
Do 4 when planned preventive maintenance procedures and call-ups are to be
done, or there are failures to correct or repairs to make.

1. New Fuel
Handling

2. Main Control
Room Operation

3. Irradiated
Fuel Handling

4. Maintenance

Plan 1.
Do 1 when new fuel shipments arrive.
Do 2 when reactors require fuelling.
Do 3 when fuel is to be returned to supplier.

1.1 New Fuel
Reception and

Storage

1.2 New Fuel
Inspection and

Loading

1.3 New Fuel
Return

Plan 2.
Do 1 when F/M require new fuel to be loaded.
Do 2 when trolleys or F/Ms have to be moved
Do 3 when reactors are to be fuelled.
Do 4 when irradiated fuel has been accepted and is to be
discharged to the reception bay.

2.1 Accept
New Fuel

2.2 F/M
Transport

2.3 Reactor
Fuelling

Operations

2.4 Discharge
Irradiated Fuel

Plan 3.
Do 1 when irradiated fuel has been discharged into the reception bay
Do 2 when irradiated fuel requires inspection
Do 3 when irradiated fuel modules are to be moved and stored

3.1 Irradiated Fuel
Reception

3.2 Irradiated Fuel
Inspection

3.3 Irradiated Fuel
Storage



1.1 New Fuel
Reception and

Storage
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Hierarchical Task Analysis - sheet 2

Receive
shipments
at loading

bay

Transport
pallets to
storage
room

Inspect
pallets

Label
pallets

Update
inventory
records

Store
pallets on
shelves

1.2 New Fuel
Inspection and

Loading

Panel
operator
requests
loading

based on
FCOs

Reid
operators

receive
request

Select and
inspect
bundles

update
NUFLASH

Load into
NFTM

2.1 Accept New
Fuel

2.2 F/M
Transport

Load F/M head
from NFTM

Drive trolleys
between

FFAAs, CSA,
Units, etc.

Drive bridges,
carriages

Attach F/Ms
to both ends
ofchannel

2.3 Reactor
Fuelling

Operations

Operate F/Ms
to eject new
fuel, accept

irradiated fuel

Operate F/Ms
with special
tooling (e.g.

CIGAR)

2.4 Discharge
Irradiated Fuel

1

Discharge
irradiated fuel
from F/M to

IFDM
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sheet 3

3.1 Irradiated Fuel
Reception

3.2Irradiated Fuel
Inspection

1

Receive
irradiated
fuel from

IFDM
into

reception
bay

Load storage
modules

3 3 Irradiated Fuel
Storage

Inspect for
failed,

defective, or
damaged
bundles

Inspect for
correct

inventory
records

Inspect for
expected

long bundles

Transfer
modules to
storage bay

4. Maintenance

Corrective
maintenance

(repairs)

Exchange
components

Perform
overhauls
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G. EARLY FINDINGS AND RESULTS

1. Preliminary Investigation (First Stages)

Based on the initial stages of document review, SER review, interviews, and familiarization with the fuel

handling process, a number of preliminary findings were identified. They formed the basis for planning

of the remaining stages of the study, pointing to those areas where we felt emphasis should be directed.

1.1 SER Review

1.1.1 Limitations

Ontario Hydro's Significant Event Reports (SERs) can be a good source of information about actual or

potential problem areas. However, they do have limitations for the purposes of human factors analysis

which place limits on their usefulness. This fact has been recognized for many years within Ontario

Hydro, and attempts have been made in the past to improve the reporting of human performance through

the addition of special forms and a broader awareness of human performance evaluation methods.

However, the success of these efforts has been limited: the special forms have been used inconsistently

(or not at all in some stations); thorough human performance evaluations have received insufficient

allocation of resources and management support.

The specific value of any SER for human factors analysis is greatly dependent on how clearly, and in how

much detail, the author was aware of human-machine interaction and other human factors issues. In

many cases, this affects whether the SER is designated as having a 'human performance' component or

not, and therefore whether or not it shows up in a database search based on this attribute. SER authors,

most of whom do not have human factors training, often do not make the same designation as a human

factors specialist might make.

Moreover, the SER frequently contains too little information by itself to allow inferences about the human

factors components of an event. There may also be significant degrees of inconsistency and imprecision

in the use of terms relevant to human factors assessment (e.g attention, carelessness, distraction, human

error).

All these factors have put limits on the precision of the review carried out for this study. There is no way

to be certain that all events with human factors significance were included in the survey, since such

significance might not have been indicated in the SER; and even for the events reviewed, the SER

summaries were sometimes found to contain insufficient information for a clear determination of the

nature of the human factors issues (in the tables that follow, such SERs are shown separately).

Nevertheless, a number of patterns emerged clearly enough to help determine where the emphasis would

best be placed in the later stages of the investigation.
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1.1.2 Categorization

Fuel handling SER summaries from Darlington, Bruce A and B, Pickering A and B, Gentilly, and Point

Lepreau were obtained and read. For several events at Darlington, the full SERs themselves were also

reviewed, because these were regarded as having the most direct relevance. The FHIRs for Darlington

were also reviewed in detail. Conversely, the summaries from Pickering, Gentilly, and Point Lepreau

were found to be somewhat less relevant to Darlington, because of substantial differences in design (and

in operations organization, especially for Gentilly and Point Lepreau). The findings reported below have

been selected to reflect the emphasis on Darlington and on Bruce A and B, the stations considered to be

most relevant to this study.

The SERs from CANDU stations were categorized in two main ways:

(1) according to the areas of interest identified in the Statement of Work;

(2) according to a generic set of cause categories.

Summaries of these categorizations appear in Tables 1 - 4. The numbers represented in bold face in

Tables 1-3 highlight the areas of most concern; it is important to note that this assessment takes into

account the nature of the events reviewed, as well as their frequency. The lists of event numbers

corresponding to Tables 1-3 appear in Appendix A.

1.1.3 Findings

The areas highlighted by the review of SER summaries and FHIRs are as follows:

(1) at Darlington (Tables 1 and 2):

• main control room fuelling operations, particularly those associated with discharge of

irradiated fuel

• maintenance support activities

(2) at Bruce (Table 3):

• main control room fuelling operations, particularly those associated with procedures,

and including movement of equipment as well as on-reactor operations

• maintenance support activities

(3) at all Stations (Table 4):

• procedures (poor quality or not followed)

• maintenance-related activities
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Table 1: Darlington SERs

New fuel reception, storage, loading
Interface

Workplace design
Communications

Procedures
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Main control room fuelling operations
Interface

Workplace design
Interactions, dependencies between tasks

Communications
Procedures

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Irradiated fuel reception, inspection, storage
Interface

Workplace design
Communications

Procedures
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

on reactor
2

1

1
2

IF disch.
3

2

2

other
1

Software usability
FM operation 4

Inventory control
Admin

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Defence-in-depth provisions suitability
Hardware interlocks, overrides 1
Software interlocks, overrides 3

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Maintenance support activities
Environment 1

Preventive / Corrective 7
Uncategorized (insufficient information)
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Table 2: Darlington FHIRs

New fuel reception, storage, loading
Interface

Workplace desi gn 4
Communications

Procedures 3
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Main control room fuelling operations on reactor IFdisch. other
Interface 1

Workplace design
Interactions, dependencies between tasks 4 1 1

Communications 1
Procedures 1

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Irradiated fuel reception, inspection, storage
Interface 1

Workplace design 2
Communications

Procedures
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Software usability
FM operation 1

Inventory control
Admin 1

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Defence-in-depth provisions suitability
Hardware interlocks, overrides
Software interlocks, overrides

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Maintenance support activities
Environment

Preventive / Corrective 6
Uncategorized (insufficient information) 3
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Table 3: Bruce A & B SERs

New fuel reception, storage, loading
Interface

Workplace design
Communications

Procedures
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Main control room fuelling operations on reactor
Interface

Workplace design
Interactions, dependencies between tasks

Communications
Procedures

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Irradiated fuel reception, inspection, storage
Interface 1

Workplace design
Communications

Procedures 2
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Software usability
FM operation 1

Inventory control
Admin 2

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Defence-in-depth provisions suitability
Hardware interlocks, overrides 2
Software interlocks, overrides 3

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Maintenance support activities
Environment

Preventi ve / Corrective 2 5
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

3
3

eactor
1
1
2
4
11

IF disch.
1

1
1

other
2

2
3
9
5
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Table 4: SERs and FHIRs Categorized by Generic Cause

Category Darlington Darlington Bruce Pickering PtLepreau Gentilly
(SERs) (FHIRs) A & B A & B

1 Quality of 29% 25% 20% 17% 23% ' 34%
procedures

2 Procedures 15% 33% 19% 22% 17% 20%
not followed

3 Abnormal 15% 10% 17% 4% 3% 7%
activities

4 Maintenance- 40% 31% 34% 45% - - 50% 32%
related

5 Other (e.g. 1% 1% 10% 12% 7% 7%
Fuel & Physics)

No. of Events 20 48 122 83 30 44
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1.2 Organization

The organization at Darlington, including to some extent that of the Fuel Handling Department, is

relatively new. Changes came about as a result of the complete corporate re-structuring in 1993, and

were also influenced by the Ontario Hydro Nuclear Generating Division document 'Organization for

Ownership'. Combined within the Fuel Handling Section under one Manager are the Technical,

Operating, and Maintenance functions. In the past, the unique nature of fuelling systems always tended to

set the Station fuelling organization apart; now it is even more 'self-contained'. The historical relation

with engineering functions at Canadian General Electric (CGE) is essentially unchanged, with the

Darlington Engineering Services Department playing a relatively minor role (compared to its role with

respect to other Production Technical groups).

With a new organization (and with many people in new positions for less than a year) there are inevitably

unresolved questions of ownership and division of responsibility. For example, there is no clear

ownership assignment on a system by system basis for documentation (Operating Manuals, Operating

Memos, Training Manuals) and for some tasks associated with system technical surveillance and the

tracking of overall system performance. All these areas strongly influence the performance of operating

and maintenance work, because they affect directly the procedural content of work, the degree of

preparedness and competence of the staff, and the degree to which operating and maintenence efforts are

successfully directed toward the key components for safe and efficient plant operation.

1.3 Maintenance

A significant proportion of fuelling SERs from CANDU stations have involved maintenance problems.

We identified a number of concerns about maintenance at Darlington which need to be investigated

further. They include:

(1) absence of a clear well-established overall maintenance program

(2) lack of controls on some pressure boundary work

(3) reliance on standard skills or on manufacturers' manuals, rather than specific procedural

support

(4) absence of formal methods (eg use of work practices rather than formal work protection;

lack of formal requirements for testing after maintenance; inadequate verification of

maintenance work)

(5) frequency of lost-time accidents
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1.4 Software Usability

I There is a consensus that the Darlington fuelling control and interlock systems are substantially more

complex than those at any earlier station. This fact puts considerable demands on control room operators

I when they have to leave AUTO operation and enter semi-AUTO or Manual operation. There have

already been instances (in Darlington SERs) related to this difficulty, particularly with respect to

I discharging of irradiated fuel.

Additional demands of this kind are placed on operators by the growing number of non-fuelling

I operations they must support reactor maintenance activities such as CIGAR and PIPE. The software-

based Operations, Sequences, and Jobs are different in a variety of ways, and the procedural and training

support is less rigorous, for these situations.

Repeatedly it has been suggested that there are shortages of operating staff. If this is true, then in addition

I to the inherent difficulties in providing full coverage, it could increase the burden of learning and keeping

up-to-date with software complexities.

I Another potential concern with respect to software is the level of Software Quality Assurance (QA)

applied to fuelling system software. For example, software 'temporary change control' documentation is

( not part of the normal station 'jumper' procedures and associated documentation control. Software QA is

beyond the scope of this study (and beyond our expertise). It might usefully be made the subject of a

separate study by the AECB.

• 1.5 Conservative Culture

In recent years, there has been widespread and increasing recognition of the importance of a conservative,

I safety-oriented organizational culture. The lack of such a culture has been clearly implicated in a number

of major industrial accidents, and can also be an important factor where safety-related institutional

( 'quality assurance' in day-to-day operations is less than adequate (Mosey and Weaver, 1988; Advisory

Committee on Nuclear Safety, 1990).

I A substantial and sincere effort has been made to instil a conservative attitude for fuelling operations. At

the same time, there is wide consciousness of the desirability of'just-in-time-fuelling', to keep average

liquid zone control system level relatively low (for more efficient fuel burn-up). We felt that the extent to

which these two viewpoints are in conflict needed to be explored.

. In reflecting on the specific question of 'just-in-time fuelling', the Fuel Handling Department Manager

I suggested that operating with too much of an 'insurance policy' in the form of banked reactivity might

well result in a decline in work quality, which is certainly a valid consideration. Nevertheless, we felt it

I important to use this question as a springboard to consider the need for a conservative culture in a much

broader context (see discussion in the section on detailed findings).
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1.6 Fuel Position Management

The introduction of long fuel bundles for the main purpose (at Darlington) of avoiding pressure tube

fretting presents challenges at every step of fuel handling. To a degree, the inventory control aspects of

this program are similar to the existing requirements to keep track of depleted fuel, but the long bundles

bring new human factors dimensions to the task. It is important to understand that the specific risks are

different from those at Bruce (because of significant differences in the dimensional tolerances), but there

is still a need for care and an attitude that minimize the risks. There is evidence of detailed investigation

of the human factors aspects by a human factors specialist at Darlington (Scott, 1994), although the use to

be made of this analysis is not yet clear.

2. Preliminary Results (First Stages)

From the preliminary review, new fuel handling appeared to raise relatively few concerns (apart from the

new requirements associated with long fuel bundles and questions about access to the new fuel loading

' area during discharge of irradiated fuel), and on this basis it seemed appropriate to de-emphasize this area

to a degree. The same was true for the locally controlled handling of irradiated fuel once it has been

successfully discharged into the reception bay. However, the remote handling of irradiated fuel,

especially the discharging operation, has been a source of significant concern.

It was determined that in the remainder of the study, the allocation of effort should place particular

emphasis on:

(1) control room computer interaction (particularly for operations involving discharge of

irradiated fuel)

(2) maintenance

(3) technical issues (such as technical surveillance, maintenance procedures, jumpers, etc.)

(4) organizational safety culture

(5) implications of the fuel position management (long bundle) program

Once the more detailed assessments were begun, a change was made to this plan. It became clear that

contrary to the earlier expectations, the handling and loading of new fuel does in fact present a number of

potential human factors concerns, and we felt that it was important to be flexible enough to allocate more

attention to them than we originally expected to. The sections of this report describing the detailed

findings reflect this additional emphasis.
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H. DETAILED FINDINGS AND RESULTS

In this, the longest section of the report, we present our detailed findings in each of several areas of

investigation. Subsection 1 addresses the organizational and management environment, which was

explored mainly through some of its directly observable manifestations:

(1) regular meetings involving fuel handling staff

(2) the interrelated areas of procedural document and technical surveillance

(3) shift schedules

(4) training

(5) performance feedback

(6) overall safety culture

(7) personnel safety

Subsections 2, 3 and 4 are concerned with findings related to the three main stages in the progression of

fuel through the station, i.e. new fuel handling, main control room operation, and irradiated fuel handling

respectively. Subsection 5 addresses the area of maintenance, and subsection 6 looks at one aspect of

software usability ouside the control room, that of the NUFLASH (Nuclear Fuel Loading and Storage

History) system.

Wherever possible, specific examples have been cited to substantiate the findings regarding areas of

potential concern. We emphasize, however, that the identification of generic issues (illustrated by these

examples) is intended to be the focus of the study. These issues are more important than any individual

instance.

As has been made clear in the Statement of Work, the intent of this study is to identify aspects of fuel

handling systems and processes which can adversely affect human performance; but it is not within the

scope of the work to propose solutions. Although there are a few instances where we have suggested that

there should be increased attention or priority given to various issues, we recognize that any plan to solve

problems or make improvements would have to take into account a great many considerations which are

beyond the scope of this study. These include (among others) the difficulty and expense of proposed

solutions, as well as the relative levels of concern of all the issues raised.

Because our mandate is to identify areas of concern, most of what follows concentrates on criticisms and

on what we see as shortcomings of the fuel handling process. We would like to preface these criticisms

by acknowledging that this is a very one-sided picture; we fully recognize that there have been many

improvements and solid achievements in recent months, and there are many positive aspects to the work

being done by the Fuel Handling Department. In particular, we would like to emphasize that there is no

personal criticism intended of anyone in the Fuel Handling Department (or of any other member of the
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Darlington staff). We have reason to believe that they are capable of making further substantial

improvements in addressing the issues raised in this report.

1. Organizational and Management Environment

A number of human factors issues arose at the level of what is sometimes called 'macro-ergonomics', to

do with the organizational and management environment. We address them first because they tend to be

broad in their influence.

Our findings in these areas (discussed individually below) lead collectively to a more fundamental and

higher level finding which deserves to be stated clearly at the outset. It is a paradox in the organizational

and management environment, one which has considerable importance with respect to our overall

findings. The paradox lies in the fact that there is a substantial gap between, on one hand, management's

high expectations and visible promotion of high standards and excellence in performance and, on the

other hand, the presence of a great many oversights and shortcomings in the way work is actually

performed and in the support mechanisms at a number of levels. The good intentions and the desire to

improve are clearly present, at all levels from the Manager to the most junior field operators (and

substantial improvements have indeed been made); yet there remain numerous areas where there are

significant deficiencies.

Attending the Leadership Team meeting crystallized this feeling for us, emphasizing that many of the

management attitudes and tools now exist that are necessary to allow continuing improvement in

overcoming the problems discussed in this report. Much of this positive aspect to the Fuel Handling

organization is attributable to the unquestionably effective and highly respected leadership of the

Manager. He has a broad sense of vision and has maintained high standards of expectation for Fuel

Handling, and yet is candid about recognizing where actual performance falls short.

One of the difficulties faced by the Fuel Handling Department is that the Manager is continuously in

demand for special assignments outside of Fuel Handling (there have been two fairly long periods in 1994

during which he was away from the Fuel Handling Department). Such assignments can be valuable to

Fuel Handling as well as to the larger organization, because by his participation on a wider front, the

Manager can counteract the historical tendency for Fuel Handling to function as a world unto itself.

However, there is no doubt that it is harder for the organization to maintain its wider sense of direction

when he is absent (again, a situation he is conscious of).

One way to approach this dilemma would be to re-structure the position below the Manager (to which the

leadership role must be delegated when he is not there), explicitly recognizing that it should contain (and

develop) a leadership function as well as technical and administrative functions. Similarly, in all

positions further down the organization, there should be explicit empowerment of subordinates to allow

them to accept delegation of tasks and functions, so that responsibility is shared more widely and no one

level becomes overloaded as a consequence of an extended absence for any reason. Such changes would
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allow the Manager to continue to maintain his role in the Station at large with less^detriment to his home

I department.

I 1.1 Fuel Handling Meetings

( In addition to the observation of a wide range of work and the interviews / discussions with fuel handling

staff, we attended a number of their regularly-held meetings (at the invitation of the Fuel Handling

Department Manager). One reason for our doing so was simply to understand better the nature of the fuel

I handling work and the relationship between the various groups whose efforts must be coordinated to get

the work done. They were certainly helpful in this respect.

I A more important reason was related to our assessment of the effectiveness of the organization and the

assignment of responsibilities within it. Ontario Hydro's overall corporate re-structuring has emphasized

I a desire to 'flatten' organizational structures, i.e. to have fewer levels of supervision and more direct

decision-making authority at the lower levels, and there has been an attempt to apply this to the

I organization of generating stations just as elsewhere. A good measure of the degree of success of

decision-making and problem-solving processes resulting from such changes is the degree to which

( regular meetings intended for such purposes as planning, improvement of working relationships, and the

setting of overall priorities are indeed used for their intended purposes. If conflicts are not being resolved

_ successfully at the working level, regular meetings may become courts-of-appeal where unresolved

I disputes are aired, for resolution by managers or other higher level staff. The result might be that the

proper roles of the meetings are precluded or subverted.

1 We found that all the Fuel Handling meetings were well run and were, for the most part, used effectively

for their intended purposes. They all supported the conclusion that working level decision-making and

I problem-solving function effectively and do not frequently rely on unusual management intervention.

The meetings we attended were as follows:

• (1) a technical coordination meeting between the Manager and his Coordinators;

I (2) one of the weekly Fuel Handling planning meetings;

(3) one of the monthly Safety Meetings for Fuel Handling Maintenance staff;

I (4) one of the regular Leadership Team meetings.

We are confident that our presence at these meetings had no significant effect on their conduct. We were

I made to feel welcome, and our presence was often acknowledged and briefly explained as necessary, but

we judged that neither the content of the meetings nor the participants' behaviour were in any significant

I way adjusted because we were there. As in all other aspects of this study, no-one appeared to feel in any

way threatened by our presence or activities.

I
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(a) Planning Meeting

Planning meetings are held weekly to co-ordinate the immediate (and to some extent medium-to-

long range) fuel handling work; representatives from all the fuel handling groups attend. They

are called and run by Fuel Handling planners, as just one element in their overall planning

activities.

The work of the planners is guided by a number of considerations, such as unit outage dates,

requests for work from the Technical Unit, and call-up schedules. These give a long range view

which helps to stucture the shorter time frame planning. Relatively little in this respect comes

from fuel handling maintenance, head overhauls being the major exception. Unit conditions also

play a role: fuelling ECNs are usually scheduled when the average liquid zone control system

levels are high enough that fuelling delays can be tolerated. Tracking of system performance to

provide input to planning is recognized as desirable but has not been carried through.

Coordination of planning work has to some extent been made more difficult by the changes

brought about by Organization for Ownership, which has spread planners more widely across the

station organization.

In the meeting we attended, there was a great deal of challenging co-ordination of design changes

(Engineering Change Notices, or ECNs) and associated work. Some of the ECNs were

interrelated, and could impact on the equipment in a non-conservative way. This discussion

absorbed a substantial portion of the meeting, and the Manager commented later that difficult

planning challenges of this kind are becoming more common. Installation of a computer

hardware enhancement (Quickware) on Trolley 1/2 had to be scheduled within the week, with

installation on the remaining trolley systems to follow within another 2-3 months. New software

revisions (rev 8c and d, incorporating long bundle-related changes) were expected to arrive from

CGE in January 1995, and there was general agreement that the hardware changes should be

checked out with the existing software first. Also under discussion was the extent to which

testing at the Service Area Rehearsal Facility (SARF) would be required following the hardware

changes. This work had to be scheduled along with maintenance work on such equipment as

isolation valves, drains filters, and compressor governors; and all this had to be achieved within a

compact time frame and narrow windows of opportunity because of linkages with other

prerequisite or subsequent work.

A great many fuel handling jobs have to be scheduled according to other fuel handling-related

events and activities in the station, to which they are linked by time, resource availability, and the

need for completion of prerequisite tasks (see Appendix B for sample planning schedules). A

clear underlying principle was operating here (though not formally quantified): if too much is

planned in a short time, then these linkages and dependencies can become too complicated,

resulting in limiting of options, over-stretching of resources, and the risk that work progress can

easily be stalled or even stopped altogether.
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There was an ongoing element of 'ad hoc' decision-making in this planning process. Attempts to

optimize the work schedules were largely informal and intuitive, and carried out by the group as a

whole with little leadership from anyone. This approach gives considerable room for flexibility

and for individual 'opportunism' in recognizing where particular jobs might be fitted in, but lacks

the rigorous checks which would ensure that all necessary verification and testing steps are

included. For example, there were suggestions (initially) to make the computer hardware

changes, but not do the corresponding functional testing before going on to make the change in

the next trolley.

We suggest that attempting to resolve these planning problems in large meetings may not be the

most efficient method. Other ways to collect and process the necessary input data and to ensure

all requirements are met should be explored. They could help to reduce the burden on the

planning meeting and to reach acceptable decisions more efficiently.

(b) Safety Meeting

We attended the monthly half-day Safety Meeting for fuel handling maintenance staff. The

meeting was run by the Maintenance Coordinator, with various supervisors reporting on actions

that had arisen at previous meetings.

Among the issues raised by maintenance staff there was a predominance of radiation protection

issues, some of which were directly related to ergonomic concerns regarding plastic suits or

containment work areas. Specific examples were:

(1) delays in fuel handling staff being informed (by unit operators) of plans to purge

into containment;

(2) lack of operator support to allow maintainers get in and out of radiation areas

quickly;

(3) changes in posting of TLD results;

(4) evidence of field personnel smoking in prohibited areas (Zones 2 and 3);

(5) possibly low air flow to plastic suits in the West Fuelling Facilities Auxiliary

Area (WFFAA);

(6) too few air supply connections for number of people working in some areas;

(7) violations (station-wide) of radiation protection procedures (e.g. high rate (0.2%)

of alarms at portal monitors, many not reported as required);

(8) design of work areas (accessibility, clearances, etc) not conducive to good

contamination control.

Response by the coordinator and other staff to concerns raised was positive and constructive, and

were generally well-received.
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The Manager of the Fuel Handling Department attended and discussed the progress of his work

with the Joint Health and Safety Committee and the back injury prevention program called

Proformance (a large percentage of lost time accidents are back-related, for Ontario Hydro overall

as well as for Darlington.) Proformance was described as a 'tool in the toolbox' for preventing

lost time accidents involving the back. Its emphasis is on providing a mechanism for individuals

to make changes and purchase appropriate tools and equipment in order to address situations

where the risk of back injuries may be high. The Fuel Handling Department has been quite

successful in recent years in improving maintenance jobs, facilities, and tools; it is expected that

Proformance will build on earlier programs and will be more successful in communicating to the

employees changes that are made and their effect on risk.

The meeting also included a video presentation ('Back to Basics') and discussion, led by the

station's occupational health nurse, on the ergonomics of back safety and lifting. The video

contained sound information on the nature of back stress, but suffered from the common

misrepresentation of ergonomics as being concerned only with back safety and other physical

aspects of work (a fact which was not recognized).

As stated above, this meeting was primarily for maintenance staff. Operators' safety meetings are

included in their weekly meetings with management. These are held Thursday mornings in the

fuel handling meeting room that is adjacent to the control room. In addition, operators are

encouraged to attend the Fuel Handling Maintenance Safety Meeting. Technical staff typically

attend one or two safety meetings annually, scheduled as needed; this is well below Nuclear

Generation Division requirements

Overall, the level of awareness of human factors / ergonomics in worker safety is typical of most

industrial settings: the ergonomic significance of safety issues is appreciated only in a very

limited way, even where the issues themselves are prominent. Regular or continuous

participation by fully qualified professional ergonomists would substantially improve the ability

of Fuel Handling to address safety issues in an effective way. Given the limited numbers of such

specialists at Darlington, other ways to obtain such assistance should be actively explored.

(c) Leadership Team Meeting

The Fuel Handling Leadership Team meeting was of particular interest and importance to our

investigation. The team includes representatives of all levels of management and supervision,

Union and Society representatives from all work groups (operators, maintainers, and technical

unit engineers), a Human Resources staff member, and a meeting facilitator. It is intended as a

regular forum for the improvement of working relations within Fuel Handling, where all

participants can come together and communicate as equals, without regard to organizational

position.
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This team had been meeting over a period of about a year; it was the first such team formed at

Darlington and has apparently been the most successful in focusing on working relationship

issues. However, it had 'lost steam' to a degree in the past few months (in large measure because

of absences of the manager on external assignments). A major part of the agenda this time was to

re-assess and re-energize the role of the team in fostering good working relations. It was clear

that it was not at all just another management meeting, duplicating or overlapping with the

functions of other meetings. It was, rather, a well-conducted, honest, and open exchange of

viewpoints and concerns, where all present felt comfortable stating their positions and knew that

everyone was on an equal footing. There was also clear concern that each member be given a

chance to have input to the team's decisions and recommendations, even if he or she had had to

miss a meeting.

This meeting was clearly indictative of an important strength of the Fuel Handling organization.

The fact that this kind of mechanism is in place, and is clearly given considerable priority by its

members, shows that both management attitudes and the working relationships throughout the

organization are well equipped to resolve a wide range of other difficulties.

1.2 Procedures, Technical Issues, etc.

We have found it important to pay a significant level of attention, in fact more than originally anticipated,

to the overall state of fuel handling procedures (e.g. operating manuals and operating memos), training

materials, and the monitoring and feedback of operating experience (e.g. the technical surveillance

programs, SERs and FHIRs and their follow-up, and the tracking of overall performance indicators).

These are important indicators of the organizational and management environment in which work is

carried out. They also have a strong influence, in some cases directly and in some indirectly, on the

quality of work performance.

We found insufficient realization of the need for more rigorous procedural checks and controls

(Kozinsky, 1982) and for more comprehensive and better integrated technical surveillance and preventive

maintenance programs.

(a) Operating Manuals and Memos

Operating manuals are a clear example. Many of them are long out-of-date, and have been

augmented by ever-thicker, frequently revised operating memos. This makes the task of keeping

all operators aware of correct procedures considerably more difficult, and oversights resulting in

errors are much more likely.

Operating memos have their own specific structure (not the same as that of operating manuals).

The structure for the memos may be suitable when the memos are short and cover few points.
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However, when they become lengthy and cover issues that affect many parts of the corresponding

manual, then using the memos and manuals together becomes much more difficult.

It was noted that significant numbers of operating memos or temporary instructions are allowed

to accumulate for many months (the worst example being the 23 revisions to the operating memo

for Irradiated Fuel Discharge (35300)). It may be that issuing operating memos is significantly

easier and quicker than updating the manuals. In this respect, the control of operating instructions

for the Fuel Handling group does not meet the requirements specified in Darlington Station

Reference Plan 1.05, Operating Memorandum Control (Darlington NGS, 1992).

Recently staff have started to work at the cleanup of such backlogs, and some target schedules

have been established (see Appendix C). But there has not been a strong effort to date to track

and to keep a high priority on this work. AECB follow-up could help to ensure that the situation

improves in the near future.

We note that there are no Abnormal Incident Manuals associated with fuel handling. It is

believed by Darlington staff that the nonstandard operation sections of the operating manuals are

sufficient. Given the state of these manuals, a review of their adequacy for incident response

should be carried out.

There are also no written control panel checklists or routines set out for pre-requisite checks prior

to fuelling a channel. Many SERs (at all stations) have pointed to a lack of pre-start checks after

maintenance, with subsequent equipment damage or near misses.

(b) Technical Surveillance

Technical surveillance of systems is another critical area. Technical surveillance programs are

intended to 'ensure that any trend towards degradation in a system, equipment or procedures or

operator / maintenance practices is readily recognized and remedial action considered and

initiated prior to adverse safety or economic implications' (Darlington NGS, 1991, DNGS

Technical Section Procedure D-T.SP-0.03). They should include periodic review (by the

responsible engineer) of the operating, maintenance, and training documents, as well as regular

review of system jumpers and deficiency reports. They also require regular communication

between operating staff and technical staff to monitor all aspects of system performance and

identify any areas of concern. If these programs are not pursued as intended, systems will be

more susceptible to unexpected failures and other corrective maintenance needs, thus putting

more pressure on operating and maintenance resources. Recurring human performance issues

may go unaddressed, resulting in unnecessary recurrence of events or incidents.

There has been little progress in preparing the required Technical Surveillance program for each

system as required by Darlington Technical Section Procedure 0.03. A few (4) fuel handling

systems have had a bare-bones outline written with regard to suggested activities to be performed,

but these are not being actively pursued. None of these procedures make reference to key safety
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report components, loss of coolant qualified components, code registration, fatigue analysis and

component life cycle, etc. There is no mention of the requirement to visit the field, talk to users,

and witness system operation,and the requirement to ensure that worker safety and reactor safety

are not compromised.

Clearly one must take into account all of the above and keep track of and trend the results of all

maintenance activities as well as inject the impact of any operating experience (internal and

external) to be able to adjust the operator and maintenance programs to ensure optimum

performance of the system as per design requirements.

(c) Safety System (Protective Interlocks) Testing

The requirement to test special systems to ensure correct operation in abnormal circumstances is

not entirely specified and is not completed on a regular basis. It was reported to us that protective

interlocks were intended to be tested on an annual basis, but the process is so difficult and time-

consuming that it has not been possible to comply (for example, trolley 3/4 was last tested

comprehensively during commissioning in 1990). The difficulty is largely related to the fact that „

there are two interlock logic systems: an external (micro-processor-based) one; and a parallel

system within the control computers, required in order to communicate interlock information to

the operators. In effect, the two systems 'mask' each other. Moreover, there are substantially

more interlocks than at earlier stations, and operators need to understand the protection rationale

in detail in order to carry out tests ( as well as to respond to STOPs).

Few current operating manuals have any mention of interlock tests or the need to have them. It

was noted by operators that where such tests are specified, the majority could only be done with a

jumper (placed by control technicians) to start the process. Clearly one cannot rely on such a

process as this to prove a protective system's operation. There is no guarantee that the jumper

(usually a lifted wire) gets returned to normal after the test. Correct safety system testing

philosophy clearly involves injecting the primary element with a test signal which must then be

proven to be disconnected after the test.

Computer-based aids are currently being developed whose intent is to allow testing to be carried

out in a more practical time-frame. They should be reviewed to see whether they follow the

proper philosophy.

(d) Software Changes

The shortage of qualified operators to verify 'op data' changes in the software is a significant

bottleneck in getting changes made; it is not possible to dedicate anyone to this job. The backlog

of such changes is significant and contributes to the large volume of temporary changes in

documentation the fuel handling unit lives with.
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(e) Status of NUFLASH Program

NUFLASH is not in use in the New Fuel Loading Area as yet, although many long bundles have

already been loaded. This may have an impact on the accuracy of long-bundle tracking needed to

keep the reactor pressure tube surveillance program legitimate.

These problems can result in too much reliance on operators and maintainers individual capabilities.

Some of this can no doubt be attributed to the relative immaturity of the Darlington station, the severe

(Corporation-wide) restraint measures, and recent re-organization processes (many people are new to

their jobs). However, these issues are important and deserve increased attention from both the Fuel

Handling Department and the AECB.

1.3 Shift Schedules

Just as with any other Station shift staff, and just as at any time in recent history, questions concerning

shift schedules are under ongoing review in the Fuel Handling Department. This is a complex area in the

organization of work, and it would be presumptuous to suggest here that there are easy solutions to all the

legitimate concerns of.workers, management, and regulators.

Among the options currently being explored is the possibility of putting more fuelling staff on days-only

shift schedules (there are currently 3 operators on days-only), rather than on the twelve-hour rotating shift

^schedule. This would allow a better match with already existing days-only maintenance schedules, and

could result in better preparation and more continuity in operator / maintainer collaboration. It is also

thought that operators would be happier and more productive.

As another example, it has been^uggested that it might be possible to carry out all fuelling operations on

days-only. There is also an awareness, however, that such a change could substantially affect the patterns

of work for Unit operating staff, forcing them to do more work at night.

Ontario Hydro and the AECB are also reviewing the rotating twelve-hour shift structure itself. New

schedules to improve recovery from night shift are under consideration.

The AECB human factors group should (and does) continue to monitor all these developments closely.

1.4 Training

A high priority effort has been made in recent months to update and improve the training program for fuel

handling control room panel operators, and to link the training process to the newly developed training

objectives and Job Performance Measures (improved versions of Field Check-outs). A process is under

way to reclaim 'ownership' of the training program from the Station Training Department, and to put
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more emphasis on understanding of scientific fundamentals (in addition to learning procedures). Fuel

I handling management has made the maintenance of high training standards a priority.

The Job Performance Measures (JPMs) would be better given by one or two specifically qualified trainers

I to ensure consistency of standards of qualification, rather than by a range of operations staff members as

at present.

I The Operator Training Program is a good start at ensuring clear statements of knowledge requirements

and skills the trainee must demonstrate. However, it should be further improved by the addition of more

I on-the-job content and more thorough verification by Technical Unit staff. The process is, moreover, far

from complete and doesn't include the 'off-normal' situations as noted below:

I (1) set up for maintenance;

(2) pressure tube surveillance requirements;

I (3) the pitfalls associated with this work.

Fuel Handling staff agree that the training process does not currently cover non-fuelling situations (e.g.

CIGAR, PIPE) as well as it should. The development of training manuals for these situations will not

occur immediately, since they have a lower priority in the Technical Unit than the updating of operating

manuals. Development of material for the Simulatix computer-graphic-based training system covering

non-fuelling-related systems would be a helpful direction to explore.

The Fuel Handling Department's training process also does not include the long bundle (fuel position

management) program, for which training is currently being given by Fuel and Physics personnel. We

expect (and would support) the integration of this training once implementation of software support

(NUFLASH) is complete.

1.5 Feedback of Operating and Maintenance Experience

In addition to the usual SERs, the Fuel Handling Department has an internal incident reporting system,

the Fuel Handling Incident Reports (FHIRs). FHIRs remain within the Fuel Handling Department

(although they may also in some cases become SERs). They provide a means to document, assess, and

feed back experience regarding a much wider variety of events than the SERs. To date, less use of this

system has been made by the maintenance group than by the operating group, but an effort is being made

to improve this. Although the FHIRs provide a valuable reporting mechanism, we are concerned that

their full potential is not being realized because of a back-log in follow-up actions arising from the FHIRs

and an absence of any attempt as yet to analyze them for trends and patterns (largely because of the

Manager's extended absences on external assignments).
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The Manager meets with the operating crew on duty on Thursday mornings at 8:00 am. At these

meetings they discuss (among other things) any FHIRs and SERs and the results of follow-up

investigations (if any).

Performance indicators reportedfor the fuel handling department are broad ones, including the normal key

safety issues (e.g. accidents, lost-time accidents, radiation dose, bundle damage), production measures

(e.g. channels fuelled, Megawatts lost due to Fuel Handling, downgrading of heads), and code infractions

(see sample Fuel Handling Quarterly Report, Appendix D). Other indicators such as operating manual

updates, solid waste reduction targets, and whether surveillance programs are fully in place should also be

monitored. Their absence again reflects a poorly developed surveillance program.

1.6 Safety Culture

The issue of whether a conservative safety-oriented culture is operating in the Darlington Fuel Handling

Department provides a clear illustration of the paradox referred to earlier. Repeatedly we read and heard

references to the need for conservative behaviour, the need to put safety first, the need to adhere to safety

policies and procedures. We do not doubt in any way the sincerity of the intentions behind these

statements, and there are many strong management initiatives (discussed in the preceding paragraphs)

which demonstrate that a high priority is assigned to many of these areas. Examples include the emphasis

on high quality training, the promotion (by the Leadership Team and in the event-reporting systems) of

open and responsive communication between staff at all levels, the regular and effective safety meetings

with maintenance staff, and the station-wide concern for reducing back injuries and other potential lost-

time accidents.

At the same time, however, we found numerous and clear signs that a conservative safety culture does not

fully exist. Even at the management level, this is demonstrated by such things as the poor state of

operating manuals and the absence of good technical surveillance and maintenance programs. But it was

particularly clear in our observations of work 'on the shop floor' (for example in maintenance work, as

discussed in detail below). When it comes to conservatism, there is a large gap between intention and

execution.

A good safety culture is a collective state of mind where people can be trusted to do the right things, i.e.

operate conservatively, make the right technical decisions, etc., not because someone tells them to but

because they believe it is the right thing to do. Such a culture is important because it leads to a constant

awareness of the need to consider what can go wrong. Where it exists, people follow procedures and

practise good teamwork and communication skills. Procedures are up-to-date and the plant is always

operated in a known and understood state. Problems are dealt with and not put off.

A safety culture is developed over time. It cannot be instituted and regulated simply by decree. It begins

with a keen awareness of the importance of each and every job; of the responsibilities that each person

has in carrying out a job; of the dependency people have on each other; and of the need for respect for the
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roles that everyone plays in producing nuclear electric power. Each person must appreciate the individual

and collective responsibility for the well-being of many people, both within the plant and in the

surrounding area.

Top management must, of course, be involved, taking an interest in and being aware of of day-to-day

operating problems and issues. When he is present, the Fuel Handling Manager at Darlington seems to us

to have and promote this attitude (but he has been away from the Station for a significant part of the time).

It is difficult for the rest of the team to follow through on their own.

Each person working in (or in support of) the Department must believe in and respect the management

team if a safety culture is to be established. Leadership, particularly from management and from the

Technical Unit, is essential: the standards for safe and economic operation of a nuclear plant requires the

total dedication of all levels of management. In addition, all staff must be aware of and accept the

responsibility and accountability for their work. People must be encouraged to think, question, and

understand what they are doing and why. Each person should understand the importance of each

individual job in the overall success of the plant's operation. They must believe in the plant, and must be

supported by supervisors and managers who stress thinking, communication, and enhanced awareness.

Everyone has a role to play in developing and maintaining a safety culture - the keys are trust and

motivation.

What is desired, therefore, is the inculcation of a set of attitudes that promote safe behaviours. It is

frequently thought that, where inappropriate behaviours are in evidence, the solution is to change the

attitudes, and the appropriate behaviours will follow. However, a substantial amount of research supports

the notion that behaviour change precedes attitude change, not the reverse.

For achieving that set of attitudes which are, in essence, the safety culture, the keys are accountability and

logical consequences. That which is truly held to be important gets observed, and errors or omissions

related to it get a prompt management response of some sort.

Observation takes time and effort. If attitudes are to change, management must be aware, and must be

seen to be aware, of behaviours and events which could be unsafe. Moreover, management must be

concerned, and must be seen to be concerned (by virtue of the timeliness and appropriateness of their

responses) to conditions or events which could be unsafe. This means that managers at all levels must be

sufficiently in contact with day to day operations, whether by being physically present or by using

responsive monitoring mechanisms, to detect and react to unsafe practices.

This is by no means to say that what is needed is a paternalistic, punitive sort of environment where

people operate out of fear of being caught and punished - there is no need for consequences to be

punitive. However, employees must perceive that safety is important enough for everyone, at every level

of supervision, to take the time to watch for and deal with safety matters.
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Safety can therefore be seen as primarily an issue of leadership. This reinforces the necessity to deal with

issues surrounding the absence of key managers, and the need to emphasize a style of leadership at all

levels which goes beyond a primarily technical sort of competence.

1.7 Personnel Safety

The frequency and nature of personal accidents and injuries can provide insight into human performance

issues. The Fuel Handling Department does not keep any analyses of accidents, trends, etc. The current

statistics on accidents are cause for some concern, although they are generally within target. Some of the

accidents that have occurred have been in the 'non-managed' environment (eg. slips outside, etc.)

To review accident summaries, we contacted people in the Darlington Health and Safety Department.

There is no program at Darlington for reviewing human factors issues after an accident has occurred.

However, staff in Health and Safety are aware that there are ergonomics specialists in the nuclear health

and safety group, and there have been occasions when they have been called upon to carry out studies

(e.g. a study of the physical and biomechanical aspects of manual loading of new fuel into a new reactor).

No-one is looking at accident reports with a view to determining overall trends or the role of human

performance issues.

2. New Fuel Handling

Our preliminary review suggested that new fuel handling does not present major human factors concerns.

However, it is an area that is undergoing a number of changes, some of which raise issues not considered

initially. There turned out to be several concerns arising from our direct observations of new fuel

inspection and loading. These are outlined in the following sections.

As is the case with most fuelling systems (and already noted above), there is a large operating memo in

effect (20 pages, marked rev 06), a situation which should be improved as a high priority.

2.1 Procedural Correctness and Compliance

Among the concerns, a recurring theme was a series of (usually minor) discrepancies between the process

described in the applicable procedure and that actually followed. Even allowing for the inevitable

differences of approach between crews, it appeared that procedural compliance was too loosely

controlled.

The operators we observed carried.out all the important steps, but sometimes disagreed with the

procedure on the instructions for how those steps should be done. For example, the procedure (in the

current operating memo) specifies unwrapping one bundle at a time - whereas the operators unwrapped

several. The current memo also asks the operators to update NUFLASH, which was not in service at the
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time of our observations. .Some of the references to NUFLASH noted that it was not yet in service, while

I others did not.

There are also differences in preparation and inspection of fuel bundles between the various crews and at

I the two ends of the station (East and West FFAAs). For example, the use of the new laydown table and

its location are questioned by some crews. The current written procedure covering the use of this table

( forces a double pick-up of each bundle, therefore increasing the risk of dropping a bundle. Operators felt

that is possible to pick up the bundle out of the box, using the hoist, perform the inspections and record

- the bundle serial number, and then place the bundle directly on the transfer carts. In fact, for some tasks

I such as reading the serial numbers off both ends of the bundles, it is easier to perform while the bundles

are on the transfer carts, especially for shorter operators.

I Additional examples of variations in procedural compliance are noted in the discussion (below) on

transfer carts.

I Of course, deviation from procedures does not necessarily lead to poorer human performance; and it can

also be seen as apart of the important process of procedure improvement. Provided that operators have ,

I been well trained to understand the procedures, the reasons behind their requirements, and the risks

associated with deviating from them, then they can contribute to the process of improving procedures by

I assessing their effectiveness in real field conditions and discovering where changes would be beneficial.

However, for this process to be successful, operator training must be adequate to provide the necessary

f understanding; the layout and content of the procedures themselves can reinforce this understanding by

including explanatory notes and cautions. There must also be responsive change mechanisms in place;

I any modifications must be carried out with appropriate review and approvals, and once recognized should

be incorporated into the operating manuals in a timely way. Too much undocumented variation adds to

the possibility of inconsistency and errors.
\

2.2 NoiseI
The ambient noise level in the new fuel loading area is reasonably low. However, the process of

I inspection and preparation of fuel for loading includes cleaning with a brief blast of high pressure air.

The noise from this operation is sufficient that earplugs were worn by the operators in the vicinity. Voice

I communication is not greatly relied on at this stage, but there are some important instances where it is

required. For example, to check for a match of the serial numbers on each bundle's endplates, one

_ operator reads the two numbers out loud to another operator, who records the numbers on a form. The

§ presence of the earplugs increases the possibility of mishearing (and thus misrecording) a serial number.

• The design and placement of these serial numbers also contribute to the possibility of errors. They

1 contain eight characters each, printed in a continuous string, and their locations on the endplates makes

them difficult to see (for example when bundles are on the laydown tables). The probability of

I misreading, inaccurately remembering, or mis-recording these numbers is inherently high. In reading
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them aloud, the operators we observed supplied their own groupings of 3 or 4 digits at a time, intuitively

recognizing the practical limits on short-term memory, even though the design does not.

Planned developments such as the use of NUFLASH and (possibly) of the bar-coded numbers on the

bundle wrappers can greatly improve the reliability of this recording and checking process.

2.3 Fuel Transfer Carts

The carts used to carry the fuel from the inspection table to the loading area are colour-coded consistently

with the storage racks and the labelling of shipping crates (orange for standard bundles, blue for long

bundles). There was some discussion of possible changes to this code, to make it consistent with the

colours used on the displays and control panels in the Main Control Room. Such a change may be

helpful, but should be explored carefully to ensure that it can be carried out fully; for example, it may be

impractical for bundle suppliers to change the code for Ontario Hydro alone among their customers.

Labelling has been provided on the bundle positions on the carts to correspond with the eventual position

in the magazine of the New Fuel Transfer Mechanism (NFTM), and also indicates Ram side or Airlock

(A/L) side. Successive positions on the two orange (standard bundle) carts are labelled as follows:

Ml RAM

Ml A/L

M2RAM

M2A/L

M3RAM

M3 A/L

M4RAM

M4A/L

M5RAM

M5A/L

M6RAM

M6A/L

M7RAM

M7A/L

M8RAM

M8A7L

Apparently some crews use this guide, but the crew we observed preferred to place all the Ram side

bundles on one cart, and all the Airlock side on the other. They then positioned the carts in such a way

that bundles from each cart were always adjacent to their correct loading position in the NFTM.

Essentially they preferred to use the locational aid rather than the labelling aid. This decreases the

probability of inadvertently interchanging bundle positions within any one pair, but increases the

probability of reversing them all (i.e. if the carts were interchanged).
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The blue cart is labelled in a different manner:

I M9RAM
M10RAM

I Mil RAM
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I

I
I
I

M12RAM

M9A/L

M1OA/L

Mil A/L

M12A/L1
I and, because only one bundle of any pair can be a long bundle, it carries standard bundles as well as long

bundles.

I To take the new fuel to the NFTM requires that the fuel laydown cart be pushed through a narrow 'bridge'

on the floor. It has raised edges or curbs, and the space between them is only slightly wider than the

width of the cart (at the wheels). To manoeuvre the cart onto the bridge without having a wheel catch on

one of the raised edges is difficult. This arrangement will eventually lead to an accident where a cartI
bumps a curb hard enough to tip or have one or more bundles fall off.

1 2.4 Other Workspace Layout Issues

The boxes in which new fuel is delivered are quite large, housing two rows of bundles. This poses

I potential difficulties for smaller staff reaching into the boxes to remove the plastic from the bundles. A

hoist is provided for lifting the bundles, which requires some practice with the controls. The hoist could

( conceivably pull a very light person off ground if not used properly. The release switch is thumb-

manipulated, and the hand-span required would be too large for a small person. We note, however that

_ the operators we talked to do not perceive that there are significant problems in this area for smaller

I operators.

g We were informed that the bundle lifters at the NFTM are to be modified with sensors to determine if a

I long or standard bundle is being handled. There will also be an electronic readout of the result (LEDs

will indicate 'long' or 'standard' bundle). The readout units are already mounted on the hoist, but are too

I low for some fuel handling staff who knock their hardhats on them.

2.5 Loading Operation

The fuel loading operation we observed was done according to a work plan, and was associated with the

complete refuelling of a channel (13 bundles) following inspection. It involved the loading of standard,

long, and depleted bundles. The instructions on the workplan which the technical unit had produced were

minimal overall, and especially so with respect to the order that the bundles should be loaded (See
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Appendix E - Fuel Change Orders, Workplan, and Job Sequence Listings). It was necessary for the fuel

handling field Supervising Nuclear Operator (SNO) to review the workplan and, based on his knowledge

of the transfer mechanism and fuelling machine head, to determine in which order the bundles should be

loaded. The field copy of the workplan and Fuel Change Orders (FCOs) had been marked up by the SNO

to illustrate the exact procedure to be followed (the mark-ups are not shown in the copies in Appendix E).

He advised us that, depending on the experience of the field operators, they may not know how to figure

this out themselves. There was no formal process or verification to ensure the correctness of the loading

sequence.

It was acknowledged that some of the workplans that have been issued have contained insufficient

instructions for fuel handling operating staff. Sometimes new members of the technical unit are not aware

that more complete instructions are required. The workplan we observed was in fact produced by a new

member of the unit, who was working under the guidance of a more experienced engineer. However,

little feedback had been provided to the author. The Operations staff had not provided him with any

feedback; nor was there any requirement for him to review his workplan with operating staff before it was

issued. There are no adequate written instructions provided to new technical unit members before they

begin writing workplans. The sketchy nature of the workplans, and the need for detailed instructions

from a SNO who may not always be a normal part of the team performing the work, raise a concern that

incorrect fuel could be loaded or fuel could be loaded in an incorrect sequence.

2.6 Communication

We observed an incident during new fuel loading which highlighted the role of communication with the

Control Room. As stated above, the task was to refuel a channel (in this case E18) following channel

inspection, and the loading included a long bundle. This meant that having filled the NFTM up to L06,

the next pair (a long bundle - standard bundle pair) was to be loaded into L09, leaving 07 and 08 empty

(long bundles are allowed only in positions 09 - 12). The field operator requested that the main control

room operator rotate the transfer mechanism to position 09. He was advised that this was done. When he

pushed the button for the transfer to occur, the magazine rotated again. The field operator observed this

and stopped the operation. Discussions between the SNO and main control room operator revealed that

the bundles had not been loaded in the trough before the main control room operator had rotated the

transfer mechanism. This meant that the software flags were not set appropriately (a fact which is not

directly observable from the field location), causing the control program to rotate the magazine looking

for the first available empty position. (The first available empty position is aways determined by the

control program to be relative to position 0.)

Had it not been noticed by the operators, this particular discrepancy would have been quickly detected by

the software in the steps of the fuelling process immediately following. The software would not have

allowed a long bundle to be inserted in the wrong position of the transfer mechanism. However,
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correction would still have required specific manual intervention. 'Doing it right the first time' relies on

I effective human communication and checking, and the probability of success depends on such factors as

the number of field operators involved, their experience, and how they are organized.

I This incident illustrated the need for good communication between the field and main control room

operators, as well as the complexity of the software control program and the interaction with the

I operators. There might also be benefits to having increased written checks or procedures that have to be

reviewed, before manual actions or interventions are carried out, possibly assisted by software prompts.

I
3. Fuelling Machine Operation (Main Control Room)

I
_ 3.1 Human-Machine Interface (HMI)

" The fuelling panels at Darlington represent a considerable advance in human-machine interface design

I
compared to the previous designs (e.g. Bruce NGS). A great deal more information is presented in

engineering units; a variety of graphical CRT displays and message displays greatly improve the ability to

monitor and interact with the control systems.

I Since its initial design, this interface has evolved in terms of the overall panel layout, the specifics of

individual displays, the labelling of the switches and indicators, etc. Darlington fuelling staff have played

I a substantial role in the implementation of these improvements based on operating needs. For example,

they initiated improvements in panel layout to facilitate operation by one operator per trolley set (the

I original design had assumed two); they requested an additional CRT for each fuelling machine; and they

specified that the interlock override capabilities be separated so that one person could not carry out an

I override alone. Operators are generally very positive about its overall effectiveness.

There has been no formal human factors validation process conducted for this interface, but there have

I been, over many years, a number of design and operations reviews (of this interface and also of the Unit

control panel intefaces), several of which have involved input from human factors specialists.

I The review carried out for this study was certainly not a comprehensive design review. However, several

human factors deficiencies in the design were identified:

(1) Animated graphical representations, such as those showing the pushing of new bundles

into a reactor channel and the corresponding reception of irradiated bundles, are very effective.

They are a significant aid to the operators, whose comments were very positive. However, there

are a few small anomalies. For example, the irradiated fuel bundles appear in the receiving

carrier before the new fuel has been pushed, which would be misleading in the event of a control

program STOP during this process.
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(2) The displays for discharge of irradiated fuel to the storage bays, by contrast, cannot show

the progress of the fuel or components such as the shuttle (the sensors do not exist which would

be needed to provide the data for such displays). Even the shuttle advance / retract switches have

been unreliable (an ECN to replace them is in progress). The lack of reliable position information

(and consequent operator difficulty in troubleshooting) has contributed to a number of incidents

(for example when there are shuttle failures). Design changes are urgently needed.

Operators use manually operated stop-watches to time how long irradiated fuel bundles are

exposed to air during the discharge operation. Although this method is in some ways

cumbersome and susceptible to error, it does have the merit of involving the operator directly at a

crucial time, undoubtedly helping in the early detection of failures.

(3) In case of computer system failure, operators still maintain magnetic lamacoid reminders

as an independent (but not seismically qualified!) indication of where each fuel bundle pair is.

Keeping such a back-up is valuable and carries the benefit of encouraging greater operator

involvement in the tracking process, even when it is proceeding automatically with no problems;

but it is inherently an informal, unverifiable process.

(4) The standard indicating lamp colour code found on the Unit panels (using white and

amber) is not used on the fuelling panels. This is because the use of white LEDs would have

required a new, different power supply voltage in addition to the one serving the amber LEDs.

Electrical limitations made this course not available. The result is that an amber LED may

indicate either 'brake de-energized / released' or 'brake energized / released'

(5) CRT display colour codes for type of fuel, and for designations of trolley position and

movement limitations, overlap to a degree, and they are not entirely consistent with field codes

(see Appendix F for an overview of the sensor displays and further detail on use of colour).

Consideration is currently being given to changing colour codes in the field to increase

consistency.

(6) Differential pressure measurements between the fuelling machines at opposite ends of a

channel being foelled, important in detecting unexpected changes that might indicate the presence

of debris in a channel, are not as valuable as they should be. This is primarily because of the

sensor location, which is far enough away from the channel ends that its sensitivity to small but

significant changes in differential pressure is reduced.

3.2 Response to STOPs

As noted earlier, the complexity of control and interlock systems is substantially greater than at earlier

CANDU stations. This is one of the most important design issues related to human performance, and puts

a significant burden on control room operators when there is any variation from folly automatic routine
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operation. It also contributes to the relatively long training period required for control room Fuel

Handling operators at Darlington

During fuelling sequences under computer control, when the logic encounters a permissive that is not

met, it halts the process and issues a STOP, generating a message to the operators. In our observations of

control room operation on several different occasions, we did not see very many STOPs. The few we did

see were due to the differences in units and the carriage's ability to allow automatic homing to a specific

unit's end fitting. On these occasions we did not see the control room SNO get involved with the

problem, as required by the operating procedures, and much 'trial and error' troubleshooting went on.

There is no doubt that the design of the protective interlock logic contributes to problems in this area.

The operators complained of the difficulty in being able to respond to STOPs because of the additional

checks in the internal protective system and its inability to provide reference to what the external

protective system was actually doing.

When a protective interlock STOP occurs, a message is generated (essentially just a numeric code, with

little or no inherent significance) intended to guide the operator to the ladder logic diagram currently

being processed. However, the message can be misleading because it reports the first unmade contact in

the affected line, which may not be the one that is relevant to the current point in the sequence.

The very fact that the logic is presented in ladder logic form for troubleshooting purposes may create

difficulties for operators who are not experienced with this form, and whose mental maps of logic

relationships may be better suited to other representations. Furthermore, ladder logic form represents

logic in terms of relay coils and contacts, etc, but there are different timing and sequencing considerations

when the implementation is sequentially executed program instructions rather than traditional relay

hardware.

Another major contributor to the difficulty of understanding and responding correctly to these STOPs is

the fact that the ladder logic diagrams (which are located in books kept near the panels) are in some cases

extremely complex, are very poorly constructed using ordinary character-based typography, and are often

densely presented with confusing and poorly laid out labelling. Examples are presented in Appendix G. ...

External protective interlocks cannot be overridden individually, but only in groups. Checking (and

documenting on a form) which interlocks are affected is not possible through any display, but requires use

of these same ladder logic diagrams. A simulation program is required if it is necessary to override the

internal protective interlocks.

With experience, operators accumulate a knowledge of the idiosyncrasies of particular systems and

equipment. If specific STOPs recur frequently, there may be a tendency, given the various difficulties

outlined above in understanding and responding to STOPs, for operators to make assumptions about the

nature of a fault without sufficient checking. The need to maintain a stongly conservative approach (as

stressed by management) is very clear, but is not encouraged by the design.
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There is a plan to implement the ladder logic diagrams on the CRT displays instead of on paper. This

may improve the accessibility of the diagrams (compared to finding them in books), but unless many of

the issues discussed here are addressed at the same time, the benefits in terms of improved

troubleshooting will be much less than might be hoped for.

3.3 Forms

The Fuel Change Order (FCO) is printed by computer. It includes an indication of whether the channel to

be fuelled is a fully instrumented channel (FINCH), which requires specific ANO action to reject the

associated special safety system channel before fuelling begins. The indication FINCH is in small type.

At least one operator is in the habit of writing FINCH on the form in large, brightly coloured marker as

soon as he gets it. A much more prominent indication printed by the computer would be an easy and

worthwhile change.

The routine use of 'hand written' lists that stick on the panel to identify and remind operators of

differences between units (e.g. the need for additional torque when a particular fuelling machine head

visits a particular unit) is not a good practice and is a cause for concern from several points of view. The

information on them supposedly corresponds to information which has been properly documented

elsewhere, but no-one is specifically responsible for the approval, checking, updating etc. of the labels

themselves. We suggest this function could be proceduralized and a computer database prepared if

needed.

From a safety and good operating practice point of view, there are no verifications or aids like check-

sheets used to ensure things like confirmation of channel selection or the checks required when switching

from auto to manual control in response to STOPS (and vice versa). The homing incident referred to in

the previous section was not followed up on by day-shift operator staff.

3.4 Ongoing Human-Machine Interface Development

As with most complex technologies, there is an ongoing process of development of the HMI as new

requirements arise (e.g. the long bundle program) and improvements are sought (e.g. the implementation

of ladder diagrams on CRT displays). We are concerned that the process for Darlington fuel handling

does not usually include a suitable level of involvement by properly qualified human factors

professionals.

Historically, neither CGE nor Ontario Hydro's engineering and operations organizations have fully

recognized the role of systematically applied human factors in design, operation, and maintenance. The

involvement that has occurred has usually been as a result of whatever pressure human factors specialists

(and a few enlightened supervisors and managers) have been able to exert. Darlington NGS has one

human factors specialist in the engineering area, and there has been at least some recognition (partly
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coming from external encouragement on the part of the AECB) of the need for involving this person in

I the long bundle program work (including the interface for NUFLASH). However, the position is

significantly over-worked (having to serve the whole station), and is not able to support all the fuel

1 handling human factors work which would be of value.

As noted above, extensions to the HMI such as the CRT-based ladder logic diagrams are being pursued

• without full attention to a number of deficiencies that may well persist despite an expensive change from

* paper to screen.

I
I

The AECB should try to influence both CGE and Darlington to acquire and make fuller use of

professional human factors resources. It must be understood that human factors cannot be done

adequately on an intuitive basis by people with only a brief or informal exposure to the subject.

I 4. Irradiated Fuel Handling

Our observations of the field work involved in irradiated fuel handling have been extremely limited,

I simply because none has been available during our site visits. Moreover, at this early stage in the Station

life, relatively little fuel has accumulated in the storage bay, and there have been very few difficulties

i encountered in the storage process to date. However, we have been able to make a few relevant

observations in the course of the study.

I As stated earlier, we have a major concern about the existence of 23 revisions to the operating memo for

irradiated fuel handling. Discussions with one of the unit-pair managers confirmed our impression that,

| compared to other station groups, the fuel handling department does not have good control of this area.

There is a major deficiency in the Reception Bay area design. The very narrow walkway around this bay

f is where operators access the ancillary port, intended for loading special reactor pressure tube inspection

• tools etc into a fuelling machine. It was observed that space available in the staging area is very restricted

I and handling heavy and / or awkwardly shaped tools would physically tax any individual. This situation

is so difficult that operators prefer to do such loading inside containment, even though this requires full

plastic suit protection, entry permits, etc..
I The available space for equipment laydown etc. adjacent to the reception bay is also limited.

I It was observed (by maintainers we talked to) that work by operators in the Irradiated Fuel Reception Bay

often involves the use of long-armed tools and that the vertical clearance provided in the rooms is

- insufficient for these tools to be used properly. The result is that operators are frequently required to

I perform work with the tools extended lengthwise away from their bodies, instead of having the handle in

a perpendicular position to the surface of the water. This adds to the difficulties already inherent in

I manipulating very long tools under several metres of water (arising from visual distortion of distances and

angles as well as from the very challenging motor coordiantion involved). Especially given the statisticsI
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regarding the lost time accidents resulting from back injury, further investigation of this work should be

carried out. (This issue is discussed at more length in the sections on Maintenance.)

5. Maintenance

In addition to addressing maintenance work itself, this section considers at some length the nature of

maintenance programs, along with a number of technical issues related to maintenance (e.g. technical

surveillance programs). These are areas which are often regarded as outside the scope of human factors.

However, we feel strongly that they do belong within the scope of this study, as an important part of the

organizational and managerial environment. First, they directly affect the activities and the performance

level of the engineers in the Technical Unit, the planners, and other support staff. The performance of

these people is at least as important to the success of Fuel Handling as is that of operators and

maintainers. Secondly, the nature of these programs strongly influences what kind of work maintainers

spend their time doing (e.g. the proportion of preventive versus corrective maintenance) as well as the

objectives, requirements, and priorities of that work. We believe that many of the shortcomings we

observed in the execution of maintenance work can be addressed through attention to these higher level

issues.

Better maintenance means better performance. This statement means more today than ever before. In

today's cost-conscious business setting the very survival of such industries as electrical power producers

will depend on how well they are run.

Experts agree that maintenance performance in the nuclear power production industry is one of the most

vital aspects of good performance. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission looks very closely at the

effectiveness of maintenance in U.S. nuclear power plants (Tipton, 1993). The underlying objective is to

encourage owner/operators to ensure key systems and components will always perform their intended

function (reactor safety).

There are many indicators (including our SER review) that relate poor performance at Ontario Hydro's

nuclear plants to the lack of clear maintenance policies. All staff must be aware of the reasons for a good

maintenance program in order to carry out their duties in a consistent manner. We were unable to find or

obtain such strategy documents or policy statements with regard to Fuel Handling Maintenance during

our station visit. We are aware that generic maintenance strategy documents are now being prepared by

the Production Support unit. All staff must know and appreciate the reactor safety concerns associated

with good maintenance. We would encourage DNGS staff to complete the work started in Production

Support as soon as possible, and to ensure that station staff are aware of the requirements.
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5.1 Good Maintenance Programs ,. .

Obviously, a good overall maintenance program includes a good planned (i.e preventive) maintenance

component, the objective being to minimize unnecessary or unexpected equipment and system outages

(Kendrick, 1993). It should be possible to detect and correct situations that lead to breakdown before they

occur. This improves productivity, while reducing expenditures. Employee performance and the overall

execution of the program are the keys in maximizing the benefit one expects to receive.

Some of the required elements in a successful maintenance program are discussed below.

5.1.1 Technical Surveillance

The basic objective of a technical surveillance program is to ensure that each system meets its 'design

intent'. From a simplistic point of view it is not just monitoring performance. For systems found in the

Fuel Handling area of responsibility, this means ensuring that:

(1) they operate to design flows, temperatures, pressures, speeds, forces, etc;

(2) control is on 'auto' and alarm set-points are correct;

(3) procedures for operating and maintaining are correct and up-to-date;

(4) no material/component substitutions are made without proper approval;

(5) calibrations are to design specification;

(6) personnel are aware of such specifications;

(7) testing requirements are stipulated and such tasks are completed by trained and qualified

people.

As mentioned earlier, there is no clearly defined technical surveillance program in place as yet for the

Darlington Fuel Handling systems. To ensure such systems do meet the 'design intent', the 'System

Responsible Engineer' (SRE) should be the system expert and should not only direct the operating

strategy, but also understand how changes to operating procedures may affect maintenance programs.

SREs must adopt a good strategy to ensure that the basics of technical surveillance activities are covered.

As the system experts, they should know the design intent of each system; and they should know the

effect on the system of any equipment changes, as well as the effect on equipment of any changes in

system operating characteristics. As a minimum, the following documentation should be gathered:

(1) flow sheets - maintain a set, marked up to include all special device codes and line

numbers; manufacturers' equipment lists, including field locations of all devices; the state of the

current authorized control room flowsheet. Some of this information is required to input data

correctly to the equipment history files, thus allowing ease of search for trending and

performance review by the SRE.
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(2) operating procedures and checksheets - maintain up-to-date operating manuals and

checksheets for quick reference; maintain operating memos issued and cancelled; ensure there is

a system to track revisions and maintain files for each.

(3) training manuals - maintain up-to-date training manuals for each work group; ensure

format meets the requirement for job-based knowledge and skill levels, including on-the-job

training.

(4) maintenance procedures - ensure ready access at SRE's workstation to all issued

procedures for the system; ensure a system is in place to keep revisions up-to-date.

(5) call-ups and testing - ensure requirements for each call-up or test are accurate (and are

necessary); ensure the required tests exist for all components; know who is responsible for

scheduling and completing all call-ups and tests; ensure test results meet requirements and that

records are maintained to document performance.

(6) jumper records - active programs to reduce temporary changes should be part of a good

surveillance program; people generally fail to realize how many documents (manuals, procedures,

tests) can be affected even by one small jumper. Long term changes (> 1 year) should be dealt

with by appropriate design changes or as-built documentation changes on a regular yearly basis.

Engineered changes can thus become integrated with the temporary change process, as the •

historical information is kept all together.

(7) auxiliary services lists - up-to-date copies of power supplies, air supplies, etc. should be

available to key users; ensure users are aware of dual supplies and series supplies.

An essential part of a surveillance program is frequent interaction and discussion with all 'customers' to

exchange information, ensuring that all needs are being met and that the system is being operated and

maintained to the design intent. SREs should set up a schedule to witness personally the operation of the

systems under their responsibility, on each and every unit. This means field reviews at the equipment

location whenever possible and control room remote monitoring where necessary. Access to all areas on

a routine basis is a requirement. Similarly a schedule is needed for personally witnessing maintenance

work on all components.

These observations of operation and maintenance ensure that:

(1) performance is as per design

(2) access and ease of work (for operators and maintainers) are adequate

(3) the latest revisions of the required procedures are in use (and are usable)

(4) worker safety and reactor/environmental safety are not compromised

(5) impact on surrounding equipment and environment is acceptable

(6) operator aids and maintenance tooling are adequate
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Until SREs realize that the root cause of continuing poor system performance is not the latest technical

I problem but the lack of comprehensive maintenance programs using Reliability Centred Maintenance

principles (see below), success will not be easy. Clear tracking and analyzing of plant data, operating

I experience, and maintenance history, and developing sound plans for both operating and maintenance

• programs, are necessary ingredients of a good technical surveillance program.

1 It is clear that if technical surveillance does not include maintenance history records and the like, the left

hand quickly doesn't know what the right hand is doing. The SREs, knowing the system and component

I requirements to meet the design intent, should also set the general maintenance standards. In Fuel

Handling these engineers should also deliver the correct specific procedures and work plans for

maintenance use.

§ 5.1.2 Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) Techniques

We saw no evidence of RCM methods being used by the Darlington Fuel Handling maintenance group

I although other departments (e.g. Production Support) are looking at RCM techniques for the station

(Darlington NGS, 1994a and 1994b) and work has also been done at Bruce NGS (Khan and Ferguson,

1 1992). A few individual component replacement intervals have been modified to reflect historical

performance (e.g. ram ball replacement frequency), but there is no systematic RCM-program in place.

I RCM was developed by the airline industry in the 1960's and has migrated to the nuclear power plant

world largely in the USA and Europe (e.g. Rippon, 1993; Zwingelstein, 1990). The process is a

_ systematic way to enhance the capability of individual systems to perform correctly. The typical

§ approach starts with an analysis that defines the system boundaries; identifies the design requirements;

identifies the key components and their failure modes; assesses the risk of failure, while identifying or

I recommending preventive maintenance activities to reduce the likelihood of failure (Worledge, 1993).

The method of keeping up the program is built-in, and this is the real driving force behind the system

I surveillance program.

Without a doubt, the performance of the best nuclear power stations is related to the capability of its

I managers to understand the importance of maintenance and maintenance programs. RCM techniques act

as a catalyst to put the focus on reactor safety. RCM forces the System Responsible Engineer (SRE) to

I participate in the maintenance program in a key role, along with operators and maintainers in a team

™ effort, with the goals of optimizing performance and ensuring reactor safety.

I
I

We strongly recommend that RCM should be made an integral part of a good technical surveillance

program. If it is well implemented, it contributes directly to effective human performance in maintenance

work. It fits with and complements other methods (e.g. degradation mode analysis used for predictive

maintenance) by showing where such methods can be applied for the greatest benefit. A preventive

maintenance program which is driven by results of the technical surveillance program, and which uses
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RCM to define the priorities and content of maintenance work, leads to better controlled and more

efficient use of maintainers' hours, and ultimately to better system performance and enhanced safety.

In summary, a good RCM program enhances a utility's ability to tie safety to maintenance in a manner

that maximizes overall system capability.

5.1.3 Maintenance Training, Procedures, and Verification

Upgrading of maintenance training in the nuclear industry is seen as one of the most significant needs to

help ensure that a quality maintenance program is executed. It is simply one of the most talked about

'non-programs' when discussed at the shop floor by today's maintainers. There is a continuing cry for

help with specific component training. Such requests or complaints centre around joint problem solving

by SREs and maintainers, especially in the field. Issues such as maintainability, workable procedures,

worker / public safety knowledge, special tooling applications, and state-of-the-art diagnostic aids are

often mentioned.

The design authority (Canadian General Electric), in its relationship with the station technical staff and

the subsequent transfer of maintenance training information, does not ensure that the training needs of the

maintainer are met.

It was confirmed that only a few control maintainers had specific Fuel Handling training, and that these

situations were related to generic programs for inverters and computers. Moreover, many maintenance

tasks have no written procedures, and even where they exist, journeymen maintainers are expected to

follow them explicitly only until they feel they are proficient, after which a copy of the detailed procedure

would not necessarily be at the job site. Verification that the work has been done correctly is usually very

informal, relying simply on two people working together to carry out the tasks, and only sometimes

augmented by supervisor checks "and whatever specified 'test after maintenance' the operator requests.

We note that there are developments under way which may help to address this latter concern: a program

to review all Fuel Handling procedures to ensure that proper verification steps are included has just been

assigned to the first line supervisors in the Fuel Handling maintenance unit. At the same time, however, it

should be recognized that verification activities of this kind, even when specified in procedures, may have

limited effectiveness. Human reliability studies have shown that the reliability of one person checking

another is not necessarily very high. To achieve significant reliability improvement requires truly

independent checking, using check-sheets where each item is marked separately in sequence and

initialled by the checker. It is usually not practical to carry out such checks except for the most critical

functions.

These are just a few of the issues which surround the Fuel Handling maintainer training needs. Our

discussions with individual maintenance workers (all levels) found almost no specific and verifiable Fuel

Handling skill training occurring. What usually happens is that maintainer #1 shows maintainer #2 and
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thus 'on the job' training is completed. While this process can be a valid part of a training program, there

also need to be verification and validation processes in place, in order to ensure adequate training to

specific standards. In essence there is no performance-based maintainer training for Fuel Handling

activities at DNGS that is adequately certifiable and accountable.

5.2 Organization of Fuel Handling Maintenance Activities

We spent a considerable amount of time with the Fuel Handling maintenance supervisor and some of his

immediate staff, understanding how the department works and what kinds of work they are required to

perform.

The work group includes a day crew (G-crew) who generally work on routine preventive maintenance

call-ups and component rebuilds including F.M. head overhauls. The remaining staff cover corrective

maintenance issues on 3 crews (S, T, U crews) working a 12-hour, 7 day per week coverage (8am to

8pm).

Maintenance outages cannot be planned for fuel handling in the way they are planned for the units. This •*

is because the fuel handling systems are not dedicated to specific units, and because the ongoing demand

for fuelling is often subject to significant variation and unpredictability. Therefore, the Maintenance

section uses a system of' Hot Files' and ' Highly Desirable Files' of maintenance jobs. The Hot Files

contain jobs on the trolleys that have top priority, to be done as soon as the opportunity arises, plus call-

ups that are due to be done. These jobs are not scheduled (i.e. outages are not'created' for them).

Instead, they are carried out whenever possible, as dictated by other events or conditions. The Highly

Desirable Files contain jobs that result from input from the Technical Unit, Deficiency Reports, etc. The

Maintenance Co-ordinator creates, on a daily basis, a list of work that should be performed. This list

takes into account the operations needs regarding fuelling to be completed, corrective maintenance needs

that have arisen over the last 24 hours, and any jobs from the Hot Files and the Highly Desirable Files that

can be included. At a daily planning meeting attended by operating staff the day's activities and priorities

are established. Two planners dedicated to Fuel Handling help to organize and schedule the work.

(Appendix H presents samples of the various maintenance planning documents outlined above.)

It is clear from our observations that a variety of operator requirements influence the overall maintenance

program on a day-to-day basis. This contributes to the significant amount of 'wait' time that we observed

as maintainers tried to get into the field to do work. We would estimate that 'wrench-time' is less than

30%. On the other hand, it should be noted that by such measures as the completion rate for work

packages (currently —87% of packages generated), the backlog of jobs, and operating delays attributable

to fuelling, the performance of the maintenance group has greatly improved over the last year or two.

(Appendix I presents statistics for some of these measures.) We noted a recent set of performance

indicators posted in the fuel handling maintenance shop (not there on our previous visit) that addressed

specific outstanding work.
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Maintenance errors / issues are not yet a regular item for the internal reporting mechanism of fuel

handling events (FHIRs). There does exist a 'task anlysis form' through which a maintainer can identify

problems for resolution by management, but this too is not extensively used (there have only been three

such reports filed to date).

One of the most persistent concerns from all Fuel Handling maintenance supervisory staff is the wait time

to get to work (as mentioned above). Much of this stems from what they describe as the 'bureaucracy'

and 'road blocks' associated with control room authorizations, and from numerous delays to

accommodate other work, some of which are perceived as avoidable.

There is also general concern about the work risks in containment, including unit venting operations from

active unit systems into their immediate work area.

5.2.1 The Concept of 'Teams'

One of the comments raised during discussions regarding excessive 'wait' times, their causes, and their

impact on maintainers, was that there may be different opinions about what groupings of workers should

be considered as teams. The promotion of the idea that there are many teams, each one responsible for

achieving a quality product, or delivering a quality service, is part of the quality managment programs

(knownvariously as Continuous Quality Improvement, Managing Total Quality, etc) that Ontario Hydro

has adopted. The 'Organization for Ownership' document, for example, emphasizes such team concepts.

Several potential benefits can be cited. For example, the approach of combining technical, operating, and

maintenance staff within a cohesive group, under a manager, can result in better focused attention on the

issues that are important to that group.

However, the results can also be divisive. There is a feeling that perhaps there are too many teams. For

instance, unit operations may see themselves as one team and the fuel handling staff may be seen as

another team. If there are delays in providing power because re-fuelling has not progressed as required,

there might be 'finger-pointing' at fuel handling operators or maintainers as the cause of the delays. Yet

it may be that the maintainers were forced to wait for operators (unit and fuel handling) to provide

approvals for them to enter containment. There is a feeling that non-fuelling work is not always planned

and organized optimally in view of the larger picture, a picture in which there is really just one team

whose goal is to deliver power.

A similar issue regarding teams and organizational structure was raised by the Fuel Handling Planners. It

can be difficult to plan how fuel handling work fits in with the rest of the unit work when the planners are

dedicated to fuel handling, and are somewhat separate from the unit planners. It may result in efforts that

are quite fragmented.

The implementation of Organization for Ownership required significant effort. The management of the

resulting problems deserves effort as well.
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5.3 Observation of Field Maintenance Work

I
I
I

We witnessed several field maintenance jobs, in some cases from authorization through to execution. The

I following sections outline some general observations, and then describe in more detail our observations of

specific tasks.

I
_ 5.3.1 General Work Practices

• Some of the practices associated with work on fuelling machine heads are of concern. The overall design

I
of fuel handling systems makes it impractical in many cases to use standard work protection (i.e. to

isolate all equipment) for maintenance work. This is because equipment often must be operated or moved

during the maintenance work, and doing so by the formal work protection process would result in long

I delays and increased maintainer radiation exposure. Work is thus routinely carried out on energized

equipment, under an Approved Work Practice (AWP) that specifies the necessary safety requirements.

I One of the requirements under AWP #F-39-7 (see Appendix J) is for a dedicated qualified operator to be .-..-

in continuous contact with maintenance staff. We heard a few concerns at the maintenance safety

I meeting about operators not always being at the control panels as required. It was also observed that the

• ' communication channel was not dedicated to a job. This means anyone who enters the area and connects

I to an air supply can tie into the same network. Communication problems can easily arise because of this.

When work protection depends on communication it must be a dedicated circuit for the job.

I
Supervision was lacking for some aspects of maintenance-related work. One of our team entered a work

area inside containment, escorted by the field fuel handling SNO. In the trolley maintenance area there

were several operators working around one of the fuel handling trolley heads. They were reported to be

| doing head valve tag checks. There were no maintenance supervisors in the area.

_ The opinion was expressed by some maintainers that they do sometimes feel time pressure when their

| work is delayed (e.g. in waiting for other work to be completed or for communication with other work

groups, etc.), and that this may lead to a relaxing of rigorous controls.

I A quick look at the fuel handling shop revealed a few conventional safety hazards, including a number of

flammable liquids stored outside a proper metal cabinet.

5.3.2 Accessibility for Maintenance

Maintenance work on the trolleys can be done either in one of the two Fuelling Facilities Auxiliary Areas

(East or West FFAA) or in the Central Service Area (CSA). The work areas around the trolleys in the

FFAAs are quite restricted; the CSA is more spacious, better lit, and has better craning access. Noise

levels were not measured, but could be quite high, especially when a compressor motor is on. Although
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the radiation fields in the FFAAs are significantly lower than those in the CSA, the FFAA is not designed

to permit many of the maintenance tasks to be performed. The type of maintenance work that is

performed in the FFAA includes mechanically disconnecting equipment to prepare for other activities that

will be performed in the Central Service Area, installing permits, and head removals and maintenance.

In both the CSA and the FFAAs, the working platforms to access the trolley and their auxiliaries are

reasonably accessible. However, access to the equipment in many places on the trolleys themselves is

extremely limited; mechanical maintenance work, which is often physically demanding anyway, can be

made even more so in such situations. Maintainers we observed had to assume some very awkward

positions to reach components they were working on. They were required to perform difficult tasks such

as undoing over-tightened bolts, etc. in these positions. A significant problem area observed was the

access to the head drive inputs under the back-side of the magazine. Two workers were required for this

work, and the access space was very cramped, requiring both maintainers to work on their backs, half

sitting up in plastic suits. The immediate lighting in this area was poor. Portable lighting is available and

is used for some jobs, particularly in the FFAAs, but we did not see it in use.

Maintainers also do work in other locations, including the Irradiated Fuel Reception and Storage Bays.

There are physical demands associated with these areas as well (see example discussed below).

We would expect complaints regarding the physical demands of the work, especially back pain and •

injuries. We would expect that smaller maintainers with less strength (men as well as women) may have

difficulty in carrying out maintenance tasks; conversely, larger maintainers may be more adversely

• affected by the accessibility constraints. These expectations were confirmed during some informal

discussions with maintainers. However, it was also pointed out that the Fuel Handling Department is

receptive to ideas regarding ways of making work less physically demanding for the benefit of all staff.

These issues have implications for human performance (Parris and Seminara, 1983), especially with the

pressures of meeting equal opportunity /affirmative action objectives, and union and management

objectives regarding the redistribution and retraining of personnel who have been declared surplus. While

it may not be possible to design out many of the problems described, it also may not be possible to be so

selective of candidates as may be required by the facilties provided for maintenance jobs.

As discussed in the section on the Safety Meeting, there is significant concern regarding the high

incidence of back injury/problems at the station. A possible plan to address the contribution of fuel

handling work to this concern would be to:

(1) identify the frequency of back-related injuries in the Fuel Handling Department;

(2) determine the relative risk potential of physically demanding jobs and situations, either

by hazard analysis or at least on a subjective basis as a start;

(3) carry out physical demands analysis of jobs and situations, starting with the highest risks;
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(4) identify any retrofits of system/equipment/tools/job tasks/selection criteria which may be

required and the feasibility of implementation;

(5) implement retrofits / changes, etc.

It is our understanding that the Fuel Handling Department is hoping to have at least some of this work

performed in 1995.

As pointed out by a member of the maintenance group, maintainer safety is often not a particularly

prominent criterion in the design of fuelling systems (and many others in the plant as a whole). Ontario

Hydro has recognized this at a corporate level, and has for several years been developing a Safety by

Design program intended to improve the capability of designers to address safety issues.

5.3.3 Plastic Suits

On two occasions members of our team were able to enter containment to observe maintenance on the

trolley sets. Entry to containment normally requires wearing plastic suits, boots, gloves, hoods, headsets

for communication etc., and we were able both to observe this and to experience it directly. There are, of

course, a number of human factors issues associated with wearing plastic suits which are not unique or

specific to fuel handling and which have been addressed (and to a great extent improved) by the designers

of the suits over many years. However, even with the improvements, the suits are undeniably heavy, and

are difficult to get in and out by oneself; visibility can be limited; there are some areas where air supply

hoses are in short supply, There are several sizes of suit, and three sizes (colour coded) of gloves, but

based on the experience of one member of our team (Kim Iwasa-Madge), we suspected (and later

confirmed) that smaller workers might find it difficult to find suits and gloves small enough. If they are

too large, movement and manual work are much more awkward.

In fact it was not possible to obtain a complete set of proper-fitting radiation clothing for Ms Iwasa-

Madge. The smallest radiation boots in the Darlington stores were size 5 (men's) which is about

women's size 7 (at least 1 size too large for Ms Iwasa-Madge). Her headset could not be adjusted to

position and maintain the earphones over her ears; the size 'small' plastic suit was large enough that the

wrists of the suit reached her finger tips, and the plastic gloves (medium) would not stay on her hands. It

would not have been possible for Ms Iwasa-Madge to carry out any maintenance tasks, dressed as she

was. She was required to hold her headphones up to her ears so that she could maintain communication

with others in containment, and she could not have handled any equipment with the plastic gloves. In

terms of stature, Ms. Iwasa-Madge is approximately 45th to 50th percentile in the population of Canadian

females (Jette, 1983).
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This situation was adequate for an observation role, but raises the issue that it is extremely important for

maintainers to ensure that proper-fitting clothing is readily available for all people working in

containment. Ill-fitting clothing has the effect of preventing maintainers from performing work, slowing

the pace, contributing to poor quality results, as well as being unsafe.

Further discussions with the Fuel Handling Maintenance Coordinator and the Technical Coordinator,

revealed that a number of issues have been raised by maintainers and operators regarding radiation

protective suits. They include the need for small-sized gloves, the need for smaller plastic suits and for

suits which fit maintainers who are large in girth but not in height. Some of these issues have been

resolved. For example, a supply of small plastic gloves are kept in stock in the fuel handling maintenance

area. The need for smaller radiation boots is addressed by reimbursing employees for boots which they

purchase from safety boot suppliers, and then spray painting them yellow to identify them as radiation

boots. The need for additional sizes and shapes of plastic suits is also being addressed, but the process

has been slow, perhaps partly because of the re-organization. It was clear during the Safety Meeting, (and

was also confirmed by discussions with the Maintenance Coordinator) that maintainers and operators are

not hesitant to inform Fuel Handling management if clothing or equipment is not adequate (everything

from poor quality of socks and underwear to possible tritium contamination of air hoses was fair game).

It is also clear that Fuel Handling management does attempt to deal with the issues, although perhaps not

as quickly as desired in some cases.

The air supply system is designed to provide 100% protection for up to 60 people in plastic suits (flow: 28

(+/- 2) standard cubic fUminute at 60 kPa). There have been no major problems reported, but fuel

handling is in the process of procuring flow meters that maintainers will be able to use to confirm that

flow is adequate to provide protection.

The extent to which day-to-day maintenance work is adversely affected by plastic suits is difficult to

assess, since there is no practical alternative. As one staff member commented, many maintainers are

very happy and confident working in plastics; but, on the other hand, some members of the fuelling staff

do experience the difficulties discussed above; others told us that they very rarely go into containment,

and the suits likely play a role in this tendency. It is clear that the difficulties of working in cramped

quarters is accentuated by the bulk of the suits, and that free movement is restricted by the need for

breathing air hoses. These factors undoubtedly lengthen working time in containment and increase the

physical demands on maintainers.

Maintainability is to a great extent a design issue, and designers of equipment and workspaces should be

made fully aware of the need to accommodate the special requirements associated with working in

plastics.
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5.3.4 Removal of Tool from Reception Bay

For the first of the jobs, we observed the process beginning with the assignment of work in the

maintenance shop. The task was to remove a lifting tool from the irradiated fuel reception bay and take it

to the shop for repair. We had several concerns about the failure to observe standard safety procedures

during this work.

Our first concern was the lack of safety precautions discussed at the pre-job briefing (there were none).

There was no discussion of work-related radiation hazards between the worker and the Supervising

Nuclear Operator (SNO) when the authorization to work was ordered.

Despite having discussed the nature and appearance of the tool with several people in the shop, the

maintainers were unable to find it. They eventually had to wait for the tool to be identified by an

operator. The operator also had trouble identifying the tool (it bore no labels). While searching for the

tool, the maintainers did not wear their hardhats (presumably to avoid having them fall off into the bay

when they were leaning over the railings).

There was no mention about whether or not non-Atomic Radiation Workers like ourselves would be

allowed in a radioactive work area (we were, but should not have been, without specific station health

physics approval).

There was no use of safety belts, even though a section of the guard-rail had to be removed from the bay

edge for close access to allow removal. The tool was awkwardly hooked to the bay gantry crane by hand..

The tool was finally manually dragged out of the bay over the edge onto a plastic sheet which had been

taped to the floor (the tool is basically a 25-foot-long stainless steel or aluminum handle).

The tool was not washed down prior to removal, but was wiped down by the maintainers. A gamma

survey was done, but no beta survey was conducted. The maintainers did not wear extremity TLDs as

required for such work (for fingers). As mentioned above, the workers had made a lay-down area on the

floor so that water would drip on the plastic sheet as they dried the tool. One of the maintainers

proceeded to walk all through the bay water and then around the room, potentially spreading

contamination as he went. One of the maintainers used a file to clean off one spot of fixed contamination,

but no respirator was used. No crane operation records were recorded. A supervisor did visit the site;

there was no noticeable impact.

5.3.5 Valve Replacement

Another job we witnessed was the replacement of a directional valve in the new fuel loading area. The

maintenance procedures for the job are generic to the type of valve. The work went fairly well, but the

valve leaked when placed in service. It had been re-built by the same maintainers who installed it during

our observation. One of the procedural requirements is for a torque reading to be taken and recorded. As

far as we know, this was never done. The maintainers involved did not witness the test.
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5.3.6 Filter and Compressor Replacement

We also observed the replacement of D2O filters and an air compressor on one of the trolley sets in the

CSA. We observed both jobs from the equipment hatchway and did not go onto the trolley level. (During

this time, civil maintainers were also working at various elevations in the CSA to replace fluorescent

tubes in the lighting fixtures. As heavy equipment was being lifted and there were several people already

working on the trolley level, the maintainers requested that we remain on the hatchway level.)

Two maintainers worked on the trolley itself (where there were radiation fields of up to 40 mrem per

hour); a supervisor directed the work from the level above, and also operated the crane from its pendant

control (including the loading of replacment components and the unloading of the removed ones). A

control room operator was assigned to move the trolley (only the low speed drive was energized) on

request from the field supervisor. As mentioned above, two civil maintainers were also in the area at

times during this work, changing fluorescent light tubes. When connected to breathing air, they were on

the same communication network as the mechanical maintenance team. This meant that six workers were

connected together, a fact which in this case presented no difficulties: all participants knew each others

voices well enough to avoid any problems. Nevertheless, as noted above, we question whether this

situation is satisfactory when the communication channel to the control room is a specific and essential

element in providing work protection. Air supply was adequate (there were 4 people on upper hatchway

level and 2 - 4 people on the trolley level). Gamma meters were in use to determine radiation levels at

, specific work areas.

The filter replacement is regarded as a standard task, not requiring a specific written procedure. The

compressor replacement has a short written procedure (Darlington NGS, 1986), of which Rev 0 (approved

in 1987) is the latest version (see Appendix K). It is out of date in at least two major respects: it calls for

the entire compressor and motor skid to be replaced, whereas fuel handling staff now replace only the

compressor; and it calls for isolation of all trolley drives. No-one was using this procedure in the field;.

The work was carried out effectively, but there were a number of obstacles and distractions, and at least

one minor operating error.

(a) In order to lift the filter by crane, it was necessary to unbolt and move aside the TV

camera stand. Even so, and despite great care, minor bumping of the new filter against the

camera housing occurred while the filter was being lowered into position. Worse damage might

easily have resulted.

(b) Several of the bolts holding the filter in place were extremely tight (much tighter than

necessary, according to the maintainer trying to loosen them), and this led to use of a box wrench

to lengthen the lever arm of the socket wrench, a practice which is improper and potentially

hazardous. In fastening the replacement filter, he used a torque wrench, but had no reference

document to ensure that the appropriate torque value was being used.
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While this work was being done, it was noted by the supervisor that at Bruce, the replacement of

the corresponding filter is a faster and easier process, and one involving lower radiation doses.

Rather than detaching the entire filter, only the filter element is lifted out from the top (by crane)

and immediately lowered into a shielding flask. Whatever the rationale for the Darlington design,

ease of maintenance was not a prominent criterion.

(c) The civil maintainers crossed back and forth across the trolley several times in the

mechanics' work area, in one instance carrying a metal stepladder which repeatedly banged

against the end of the fuelling machine head as it was carried through. At one point, one civil

maintainer had to disconnect his breathing air hose, intending to re-connect further along the

trolley, and he led the way there, even though he was out of communication and his partner had

the gamma meter. The supervisor and mechanics intervened to prevent him from proceeding into

the highest radiation areas.

(d) When the trolley was being moved following the filter replacement (so that the crane

would have access to the compressor), the initial movement was in the wrong direction and had to ,..

be corrected by field staff.

(e) When the compressor was being disconnected in preparation for removal, it was

discovered that a modification to its frame (a piece of the frame cut out to allow clearance for an

oil line during the lift) had not yet been made. This unexpected finding necessitated a call for

additional equipment (a pail into which the oil line could be drained, etc) to be brought into the

work area from outside containment, resulting in a short but significant delay. We find it

surprising that this need had not been anticipated; either there are inadequate records regarding

the progress of the modification work, or they had not been consulted in the planning of the job.

Overall, the work was carried out effectively by people whose skills and experience were certainly at a

high level, but there was a general lack of rigour in the control of the process, exemplified by the points

made above, which could easily contribute to more serious problems than the ones we observed.

6. NUFLASH

Although software usability issues were not indicated as major areas of concern in our preliminary

review, we felt that as the long bundle program is just in the process of being phased in, it would be

worthwhile to explore the latest version of the program known as NUFLASH (NUclear Fuel Loading And

Storage History).

A presentation was made to us by the Site Database Administrator (in the Fuel and Physics Department)

of NUFLASH Version 3. This version, which is in the process of being implemented at Darlington, is the

latest stage in an evolution of fuel inventory and configuration management database programs over

several years. Its goal is to record, and to help in managing, the location of every fuel bundle in the
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station from the time it is delivered until it is stored in the Irradiated Fuel Storage Bay. Early versions

(called FLASH) used Head Office mainframe computers, but more recent versions have resided at

individual stations. NUFLASH uses on-site Sun Workstations and is built on the Oracle database

software package, which supports the user interface as well as the database structure.

The Local Area Network (LAN) connecting the workstations (numbering approximately 7) is specific to

Fuel and Physics (i.e. it is not tied to the Station LAN). The same network also runs the SORO program,

which has long been used for fuel accounting and for determining fuelling plans based on its reactor

simulations; and more recently for keeping track of the postion (or overhang) management associated

with avoiding pressure tube fretting. NUFLASH could also do the position management job, but this has

been left in SORO; NUFLASH can keep track of not just the number of long bundles, but also the serial

number and position of each individual long bundle. Clearly there is an overlap of information, and the

two programs can compare records to help detect discrepancies. There are no current plans to audit the

paper trail versus NUFLASH versus actual checks (numbers read from bundles) unless the IAEA ask for

it, as they do with their annual fuel audit.

NUFLASH is described as a real-time on-line system; but, unlike the Bruce NGS implementation, the

Darlington system will have most of the data entry done 'after the fact' by engineers in the Fuel and

Physics Department, using paper reports submitted upon completion of fuelling work (e.g. the completed

Fuel Change Orders or FCOs). Only when pallets are being retrieved from the storage room shelves, and

when individual new fuel bundles are being inspected and loaded into the New Fuel Transfer Mechanism

(NFTM), will there be any input to NUFLASH by fuel handling operators in the field. Staff of the

Darlington Fuel Handling Department feel they do not need the immediate on-line support of NUFLASH

during fuelling operations (e.g. to predict the gap or overhang resulting from a proposed fuelling

operation); and they prefer not to have the additional task in the control room of updating the database

themselves. In other words, although it will play a role as a valuable on-line tool at Bruce, the perceived

benefit at Darlington apparently does not justify the necessary on-line effort.

We observed the user interface for the entire range of data entry and record keeping tasks available to the

Fuel and Physics engineers, and also paid particular attention to the interface used by the operators

loading new fuel. In all cases, the interface has been implemented using a menu-based and window-

based shell which provides a high degree of flexibility yet ensures a consistency of interaction protocols.

From the point of view of usability by Fuel Handling operators (in the new fuel loading area only), our

brief review found that NUFLASH has been reasonably well implemented, with no prominent

deficiencies. The menu structure is well organized, the information displays are well laid out, and there is

evidence that the developers have responded to users' needs and input. The interface presents to the

operators only those functions and options that are relevant to their tasks, avoiding the potential confusion

and clutter which could result if the engineering functions were also shown.

The interface for Fuel and Physics engineering staff is considerably more complex, and would not

necessarily be appropriate if the functions carried out by them were to be done in the control room by
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operating staff during fuelling operation. However, our assessment of these aspects was not extensive. A

fuller evaluation would, of course, require a more thorough investigation (and would go well beyond the .

scope of this study).

There was input provided by a human factors specialist during NUFLASH development, but it was

extremely limited, largely because of resource limitations and organizational barriers. Recommendations •;

were made regarding the training package (e.g. to include more background on the long bundle program);

comments were offered regarding the user interface and the operator procedure for correcting input errors,

not all of which have been acted on. Although the NUFLASH system now being implemented stood up

reasonably well in our brief observation, we are certain that there are areas where further valuable

contributions could be made. We would urge both the developers and the end users of NUFLASH (and

of any other human-machine systems under development) to find ways to make fuller use of professional

human factors resources, starting as early in the development process as possible.
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I. CONCLUSIONS

In this section, we present an overview, a distillation of the main results discussed in the previous

sections.

We have investigated the fuel handling process at Darlington at a variety of levels and from several points

of view. Certainly there have been a great many design issues to look at, some very specific and others

broader in nature. But we have also spent a substantial part of our effort exploring the area of overall

programs in the organizational and management contexts in which they function, because it is here that

many of the strongest and most fundamental influences on the way people work can be found.

We began with the SERs, and with the expectation that they would turn out to represent simply the most

prominent manifestation of a wider range of experience, from which much more could be learned. We

believe that the findings of this study do indeed serve to amplify and illuminate the trends originally

identified, as well as providing some insights into further areas of potential concern.

An important recurring theme has been the discrepancy between the goals and objectives set by the

station and fuel handling management, and the state of practice in many of these areas. Our observations

on the lack of evidence for a solid safety culture is a particularly striking example of this gap. New ways

need to be found to translate the many good intentions into real results. On the other hand, an

encouraging aspect of the management environment is the conduct of a variety of important meetings,

where both communication and overall process are effective.

We found a consistent lack of adequate rigour in the control of, and the compliance with, procedures of

all kinds. There is a parallel and related difficulty in the lack of progress toward effective technical

surveillance and preventive maintenance programs, which are absolutely central to ensuring successful

human performance in all aspects of fuel handling work.

Many Fuel Handling Operating Manuals were found to be out-dated and accompanied by large and

much-revised Operating Memos. This situation raises several concerns, including whether the procedural

basis for incident response is adequate (there is no Abnormal Incidents Manual for Fuel Handling).

A contributing factor to the large volume of temporary documentation in general is a shortage of

operators qualified to verify software 'op data' changes; this has created a significant backlog of such

changes.

There are a number of problems regarding the testing of protective interlocks, which has not been carried

out to the extent required or intended. Many of the tests involve placing jumpers (usually lifted wires)

which cannot be guaranteed to be removed afterwards. This is not in accordance with correct safety

system testing philosophy.
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Significant progress has been made with panel operator training, but this effort needs to be extended to

other training, particularly in the maintenance area.

Tracking of follow -up actions (to FHIRs for example) is backlogged, and other aspects of performance

feedback are limited in scope and priority.

Investigation of the new fuel inspection and loading process revealed a number of potentially important "

design issues, as well as questions of procedural control and compliance, particularly related to the long

bundle program now being phased in. Main control room operation is also affected by design issues,

including considerable difficulty associated with the trouble-shooting of interlock logic, particularly (as

predicted from SERs) in the discharge of irradiated fuel. Assessment of manual handling of irradiated

fuel has necessarily been very limited, but there are design issues associated with these facilities which

could present problems as time goes on.

While it is understood that resources may be very limited, the Fuel Handling Department could benefit in

several ways from more access to human factors specialist assistance; for example in personnel safety, f

ongoing re-design issues, shift schedules, presentation of information in a wide range of documents, the

NUFLASH development, etc.

Maintenance is unquestionably a key area. Technical staff within Darlington's Fuel Handling Department

should be re-focused onto maintenance. Again, there is a combination here of difficulties related to the

system design together with a wide range of process questions such as training, verification, procedural

compliance, and safety awareness. To do this job better, fuel handling staff must understand the need for

a complete technical surveillance package, how this relates to and drives the maintenance programs, and

how much the overall performance of the station and its people depend on it, both for safety and for

production.

The Fuel Handling staff at Darlington are aware of many of the shortcomings decribed in this report and

have been working at improvements in a number of areas. Thus the situations described continue to

change as time passes. The report represents what we believe to be an accurate 'snapshot' at the time of

our observations, and is not in our view invalidated by subsequent changes.
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K. GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS

A/L Airlock
AECB Atomic Energy Control Board
ANO Authorized Nuclear Operator
AUTO Automatic
AWP Approved Work Practices
CANDU Canada Deuterium Uranium
CGE Canadian General Electric
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
CSA Central Service Area
DNGS Darlington NGS
ECN Engineering Change Notice
EFFAA East Fuelling Facilities Auxiliary Area
F/H Fuel Handling
FCO Fuel Change Order
FFAA Fuelling Facilities Auxiliary Area
FHIR Fuel Handling Incident Report
FINCH Fully Instrumented Channel
F/M Fuelling Machine
FMEA Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
HMI Human-Machine Interface
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
IFDM Irradiated Fuel Discharge Mechanism
JPM Job Performance Measure
LAN Local Area Network
LED Light-Emitting Diode
MORT Management Oversight Risk Tree
MW Megawatt
NFTM New Fuel Transfer Mechanism
NGS Nuclear Generating Station
NUFLASH Nuclear Fuel Loading and Storage History
OFO Organization for Ownership
QA Quality Assurance
RCM Reliability Centred Maintenance
RRS Reactor Regulating System
SARF Service Area Rehearsal Facility
SER Significant Event Report
SNO Supervising Nuclear Operator
SRE System Responsible Engineer
SRP Station Reference Plan
TLD Thermo-Luminescent Device
WFFAA West Fuelling Facilities Auxiliary Area



SER AND FfflR CATEGORIZATION
APPENDIX A

I

Darlington NGS Fuel Handling SERs

New fuel reception, storage, loading

Interface
Workplace design
Communications
Procedures
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Main control room fuelling operations

Interface

Workplace design
Interactions, dependencies

Communications
Procedures

on reactor

A860002
A930032

IF discharge

A920023
A920081
A930095

A920023
A920081

A920023
A920081

other

A930062

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Irradiated fuel reception, inspection, storage

Interface
Workplace design
Communications
Procedures

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Software usability

FM operation

Inventory control
Admin
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Defence-in-depth provisions suitability

Hardware interlocks, overrides
Software interlocks, overrides

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

A920023

A900086
A900086
A920023

A860002
A920023
A920081
A930095

A930090
A860002
A900065
A920023
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Maintenance support activities

Environment
Preventive / corrective

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

A900060
A880901
A900060
A910025
A910028
A910039
A920081
A930080
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Darlington NGS Fuel Handling FHIRs

New fuel reception, storage, loading

Interface
Workplace design

Communications
Procedures

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Main control room fuelling operations

Interface
Workplace design
Interactions, dependencies

Communications
Procedures 94 03 09
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Irradiated fuel reception, inspection, storage

Interface 93 12 12
Workplace design 94 03 16

93 12 12
Communications
Procedures
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Software usability

FM operation 94 06 03
Inventory control
Admin 94 03 28
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Defence-in-depth provisions suitability

Hardware interlocks, overrides
Software interlocks, overrides
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

94
93
93
93

94
93
93

on

94

94
94
94
94
93

04 10
10 30
10 20
09 22

0103
09 30
09 22

reactor

04 05

06 03
05 22
04 05
02 26
10 16

IF discharge

94 03 05

other

94 03
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Maintenance support activities

Environment
Preventive / corrective 94 05 22

94 02 12
94 01 03
93 12 12
93 12 05
93 11 12

Uncategorized (insufficient information) 94 03 24
94 01 24
94 01 13
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BruceNGS A & B Fuel Handling SERs

New fuel reception, storage, loading

Interface
Workplace design
Communications

Procedures

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Main control room fuelling operations

Interface

Workplace design
Interactions, dependencies

Communications

Procedures

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

A83-137
B89-017
B89-030
A83-013
A90-134
B90-106

on reactor

B90-008

A88-027
A83-063
A90-136
A87-039
A88-115
A90-103
B90-061
A82-021
A83-063
A84-050
A84-085
A87-039
A88-027
A90-007
A90-030
A90-136
B90-008
B90-061

IF discharge

A83-132

A83-132

A 84-046

other

A85-125
B87-009

A82-055
A90-084
A87-064
A88-053
A90-055

A83-002
A83-071
A83-123
A84-017
A85-027
A85-125
A87-064
A90-055
A90-084

A86-103
A88-043
A90-003
B87-059
B88-054

Irradiated fuel reception, inspection, storage

Interface
Workplace design
Communications
Procedures

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

A82-035

A82-035
A83-064



-A6-

Software usability

FM operation B90-008
Inventory control
Admin A86-016

B90-024
Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Defence-in-depth provisions suitability

Hardware interlocks, overrides A8 8-115
A90-103

Software interlocks, overrides A89-120
A90-003
B88-054

Uncategorized (insufficient information)

Maintenance support activities

Environment
Preventive / corrective A82-094

A83-034
A83-060
A83-090
A83-136
A85-007
A85-009
A85-J37
A87-039
A87-064
A87-114
A88-070
A88-074
A88-078
A89-009
A89-021
A90-024
A90-041
A90-114
B83-014
B86-051
B87-059
B88-041
B90-113
B91-007

Uncategorized (insufficient information)



I
I

APPENDIX B

Sample Planning Schedules



F/H 6 MONTH OVERVIEW REVISED BYi HOWIE SUTHERLAND
PREPARED BYi HOWIE SUTHERLAND

DATEl 89-29-1994
APPROVED BYi PG: 01

AUG SEPT OCT
_l—

NOV OEC
—I—

JAN 95
—I .

LONO BUNDLE
PROGRAM

UNIT 1
UNIT HU2 COMPLETE)
79 of 68 cornp. (Aug 23)

REQD CH\DAY 1 ADDITIONAL RUN

MAINTAIN 4.5 '
M8X 4.5
M5X 5.9 19CX FP

UNIT 2
REQD CHXDAY .

MAINTAIN 4.5 | 1 ADDITIOHAL RUNS
M8X 5.9 , i
M5X 5.S SEP/M SEP 29

CHECK E\F'S
CHECK VP

-CIOAR
-REFUEL

(F) * (F4
CALLUPST

UNIT 3
REQD CH\DAY

MAINTAIN 4.5
M9X 5.6
M5X 5.S

MF

t 1 ADDITIONAL RUN

*.ALL OUTSTANDINO PWRTRK
*WORK THAT CAN BE DONE WITH U2 DOWN

xf

FP

HTCE OUTAGE
CIOAR / PtPI

UNIT 4
REQD CHSDAY

MAINTAIN 4.S
M8X 6.8

FP M5X S.9

SEP 99/94 OCT 19/94

ADDITIONAL RUN

HTCE OUTAGE

CHECK E\F'S
CHECK VP

- MITRE BOXES - M88
INSPECT
EAST

NFTH DEVELOP SOFTWARE

- IFDM 5 C/U'S
- IFDM 6 C/U'S
- FLOW DEFUELLINO TESTS -EAST END DRUM
- LONO BNDL COMM. TENSIONINO T 12/T 56

COMMISSION OP DATA

LONG BNDLS
(H

INSTALL/COMM. SOFTWARE TESTS LONOBNDL REPORTINO S/WARE FLAO CHANGES

FEB
1

DEC94

( TENTATIVE DATES \
V AS OF JULY I 2 /

MAR 11 95 APR 16/95

-«• O-

V/B OUTAGE H996
ALL UNITS ***

OCI6 95 OCT 19/95

-«• O-

-$>.

SEP 91 95 SEP t»/9S

ALL UNITS «••

APR 26 95

0

JUN 15/95

0

COMMISSION FLAO CHANGES

LONG BNDL LIFTING TOOL

AUG
- I —

SEPT
— I —

OCT NOV
-I—

DEC
-I—

JAN 95
—I FEB DEC9«



SEPT 13 SEPT 20 SEPT 27 OCT 04 OCT 11

TROLLEY 12

(SYS 1/2)

(H3 /(H5

TROLLEY 34

(SYS 3/4)

(H6 / (H7

TROLLEY 56

(SYS 5/6)

(H4 / H2)

DUCT WORK

BAYS\
FFAA'S

WEST

EAST

U-1

U-2

U-3

U-4

MISC

SPARECH / PTF/SHOP

FUEL AS REQO

SUPPORT U-2 OUTAOE
O ———o-

PWR/TRK
1NSP.HUBE

(U2 OUTAOE WORK)

PWR/TRK
WELD INSr

FUEL AS REQD

PWR/TRK
WELD XNSP.

chick (1
!\f port

ml 94 11889 01

FUEL AS REQD

FUEL AS REQD

--PWR/TRK
WELD IHSP.

(EAST STACKING FRAMES

FUEL AS REQO

(H6 SNT

REPAIR

SUPPORT

ch«cH (1
I\f port

•f 94 11««9 »t

- DRAINS FR 91-15594

- FR ISOL. W S 92-7194

U-4 OUTAOE FUEL AS REQD
O ;

REFUEL
_ O O

4-M88
FRI
14th

(H6 SMT-
o o
REPAIR

IFDM 1 MTCE

0 0
(HOLD PARTS)

7/8 CONMISSIONINO
io •
I

U-2

NORMAL FUELLINO

OUTAOE

1

NORMAL FUELLINO

• 1

1

1

1
1

NORMAL FUELLINO I
I NORMAL FUELLINOI

I
U-4 OUTAOE

<H1 TO PTF FOR SET-UP PTF TESTINO

I VIB READINGS

SWAP (HS FOR (HI
. O O



F/H 5 DAY PROGRAM CRITICAL TATH
COMPLETED ACTIVITY

PREPARED BYl H.SUTHERLAND
REVISED BY i A. ORAY
CHECKED BY • H.SUTHERLAND

DRWO NAME Hi\16J»P\FUELHAND\FH.FCD
DATEi »9-2»-1994 PAGE

TUE SEP 29
#2

T1/H3

WED SEP 21
<¥ 1 I #Z

THU SEP 22 FRI

FUEL AS REQD MINt-OUTAOE

* 1

FUEL AS REOD

1I # 2 I
•• INFO TRANSFER!
•BC«-*90«,F/H |
QUIET MODE *•

• FUEL AS REQD

SEP 23
I « 2

SAT SEP 24
M \ I # 2

SUN SEP

FUEL AS REQO- FUEL AS REQO

T2/H5 (N4 PORT VALVES
MONITOR

MF.CF CALLUPS

OF 94 12216

020 INTERLOCK
TESTINO
o o
OF.CF 94 11*9S-«1,«2

T3/H6

T4/H7

•• INFO TRANSFERI
•8«0-t9e«,F/H
QUIET MODE •

KIM-OUT AOE FUEL AS REOD FUEL AS REQD FUEL AS REQO FUEL AS REQO- FUCL AS REQO

MF.CF CALLUPS I
010 INTERLOCK
TESTINO

OF.CF 94 t11**-«t

T5/H4 FUEL AS REQD FUEL AS REQD FUEL AS REQD

• « INFO TRANSFERI
• M 0 - C 9 M . F / H
QUIET MODE «

FUEL AS REQD FUEL AS REQO- FUEL AS REQO

T6/H2 DiO INTERLOCK
TESTINO

OF.CF 94 III#J-»I,»I

UNITS RJ-CHECK FOR
D2« TRANSFER

OFCCHECK WITH TRF)

R4
-AX INSPECTION
-EXERCISE PERISCOPE

OF 94 11186
94 I I69S

WFFAA DESSICANT
PROBLEM
fll O

94 1*977
MO/CF/0*

BAYS WEST
'FFAA

PULLtAftWES

PA 94 7««4 »7

• I X RUBBER
AREA PAINT
o o
SPP 94 122*7

EAST

CHECK STACKINO FRAMES

WP 94 217* «•

•34 )441« FRS-7
REPLACE

MF 94 1384S

034 3835» I
-DR1 FIX I

CF.oa 94 9«5»

•34 73«9« ACU4I
REPAIR

C«B 94 IJ»JI

•34 RUBBER
AREA PAINT
o o
SPP 94 122M

EFFAA LIOHTINO
REPAIRCBALLASTS ORDERED)

CF 94 3183 »1

CSA/KM NTCE AREA

I

(H1 MTCE» SET UP • PTF

OF 2 94 1253*

• 3S2««-PIPE
EQUIPMENT INVENTORY 1 CLEAN UP

OF.MF.TP 94 S941 SUBS

• «35JJ-VW-«V(t)
MAKE SPARES

MF 9} II66»



HEAD OVERHAUL PROGRAM REV 02 CRITICAL PATH
COMPLETED ACTIVITY

PREPARED BY: H. SUTHERLAND
REVISED BY: H. SUTHERLAND

DATE: 09-28-1994

CD
(H SET-UP
» PTF

REDO BASELINE
READINOS

94 12530

MAKE NECESSARY FIXES YES

VIBRATION CHECKS
FOR (H8 COMPARISON
I
OF 94 12S48

PTF SWAP (HJJFOI
(H5/~~ "

(H6-
CORRECT SNOUT
PROBLEMS

ON TROLLEY

FUEL WITH
(HI

1 WEEKoSTART (H5
MINOR OVERHAULo

o REPAIR SCRATCH
ON SNOUT

HYDRO
TEST

vSN/PLUG
) (

AVAIL. FOR
SPARE

93-01326-08
TF-M

( TS TO DEFINE REPAIR )
PROCEDURE

PC/EWR TO OE

SWAP (H6 SNOUT
WITH REFURB SNOUT

OUTSTANDING TESTING/DEVELOPMENTAL WORK TO BE SCHED. AS TIME PERMITS

INT'LK
TESTING RIT TESTS

yAT PTF

NON-PIPE
HEAD REQ'D

TEST CIOAR
ADAPTER
yON (HI 9 PTF'0
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U4 OUTAGE OCT 94 R E V 94/89/16 DARLINOTON NOS
WORK rLANNXNO SHEET PACE I OF 4

DCATWALK USED FOR MINI-PLATFORM
EMERGENCY EGRESS. NO REQ'T FOR
LIFELINES

o INSPECT FIP

/•***>̂ UNI.I T S/^D/^*—\

I Work M*nag«««nt 5yst««

STARTX3
-OPEN ANC PORT (F6
-REMOVE NRH FROM (H2
AND REPLACE WITH DFRH
(H2 ON (T6 AT ANC (F6

DR 2-94-13456-00
MF
OF

DR 2-94-13458-01
MF

- LOAD EXTENSION PUSH DEFUEL
GEAR INTO EAST (H

o
- REPLACE 12LUG WITH 4LUG C/P

(H2 ON (T6 AT ANC P0RT(F6

OR 2-94-I 3457-00
OF

S/D FLOW INJ
R4-210 INSTALa R4-218 INSTALL
FR1 BASEPLATE

DR 2-94-13443-80
PO

DR 2-94-13499-00
M3 S

DR 2-94-13496-0
M3 S

DR 2-94-10878-18>
M3

-DISCHARGE EXT PUSH
OEFUEL EQPT EAST HEAD

-REPLACE 4 LUG WITH I2LUG C/P

REHEARSE FDR FREEZE

DR 2-94-10078-19
03

ft ft
DISCHARGE SCOOP(S)
FROM WEST HEAD

(H2 ON (T6 AT ANC P0RTCF6

OR 2-94-1346I-0O
OF

INSTALL SHIELDED
PLATFORM EAST RAB

OR 2-94-10078-13
M3

COMMISSION WEST VAULT
CRANE

o
FIP LEFT IN M7

(H4 ON (T5 AT <F5

o
DR 2-94-13462-00
OF

INSTALL VIDEO HOOKUP

DR 2-94-10078-16
CF

SIM WEST VAULT CROP

DR 2-94-
DR 2-94-10078-08

o REMOVE SIM CROP
WEST VAULT CRANE

DR 2-94-10878-09
CF

Q
LOAD OEFUEL SCOOPS
AND FLOW I SOL PLUG
INTO WEST (H
(H4 ON (T5 AT (F5

DR 2-94-13458-00
OF

FILE H;\1618UUCASP\1994\PLANNING\U4-OCT94

-OPEN ANC PORT (F6
-REMOVE DFRH FROM (H2
4 INSTALL NRH
(H2 ON (T6 AT(F6

o EXTENSION PUSH DEFUEL
U4-M08W

DR 2-94-13460-88
MF
OF

MOVE AUX FEED PUMP
TO UNIT 4 & CONNECT

WP 2-94-13459-8
OF

DISCHARGE IRR. FUEL
FROM WEST (H
(H4 ON (TS AT IFDM(5

WP 2-94-13459-00
OF

o

WP 2-94-13498-88
M3 S

o

FEEDER FREEZING,PRESS
RELIEF. AND DRAIN
U4-M88W

COMMISSION EAST VAULT
CRANE

SIM EAST VAULT CROP

DR 2-94-
2-94-18078-10

ESTABLISH HEADSET
COMMUNICATIONS

)EAST VAULT

OR 2-94-18078-01

C3 G

o INSPECTION
REHEARSALS

DR 2-94-18878-84
MFR

o PLATFORM i CANOPY
TO RUBBER AREA

DR 2-94-10078-02
MFR

-FIX E/F SEAL FACE

-SWAP CLOSURES
U4-M08 EAST SIDE

WP 2-94-10078-8
MF R

-TROLLEY ON RECALL DUTY
FOR SECONDARY HEATSINK
ICEPLUG CONCERNS

HHSu
I
I

WP 2-94-13463-8
OF



U4 OUTAGE OCT 94 R E V 94/89/16 DARLINOTON MOS
WORK PLANNING SHEET |fAGE i Of 4

Work MaA*g*««nt Sy*t««

FILE H:\I6I8\LUCASP\1994\PLANN1NG\U4-OCT94

o
REMOVE VIDEO HOOKUP

OR 2-9-4-10078-1 7
CF

o
REMOVE SHIELDED
PLATFORM
FROM EAST RAB

REMOVE SIM CROP
EAST VAULT CRANE

OR
M3 2-94-18978-15
CF 2-94-10078-11

DECONTAM I STORE
PLATFORM J CANOPY

OR 2-94-18878-97
MF R

o

o
DISCHARGE FIP FROM M7

(H4 ON (T5 AT (F5

DR 2-94-13466-98
OF

o ••••

(T56 AVAIL
FUEL OTHER

UNITS ofc

U4
U N I T
C R I T I -
C A L I T V

UNIT ON SDC

REFUEL CHANNEL
MB8W

START
PHTS PPS

WP 2-94-13468-98
OF o UNIT

RETURNED TO

GRID

oMOVE AUX FEED PUMP
TO UNIT 2

WP 2-94-13498-01
M3 S

o RE-INSTALL FILTER
IN PURIFICATION CCT

OR 2-94-13499-01
M3 S

o CLEAN-UP RUBBER AREA

DR 2-94-13496-81
S3 M

S/D FLOW INJ

O



1 APPENDIX C

Operating Manual / Operating Memo Status and Schedule
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FH TECH UNIT OM/OPM STATUS
3 1 1 0 0 P T $

SCI
34410
35000
35100
35200
35210
35220
35230
35250
35260
35270
35300
35370
35600
35610
35620
35640
35650
35670
35680
35700
63500
63590
63591
63594
63599
69740
69840
69940

DESCRIPTION
IFB
FMGEN
NEW FUEL
PIP
FM HEAD
RAB&C
D2O AUX
AIR AUX
FLOW INJECTION
ACTIVE GAS
IFD
SAFEGUARDS
MTCE & SERVICE
ANC PORT
CAL FACILITIES
PTF
REMOTE VIEWING
SAB
SARF
TROLLEY
FH CONTROL
FH CONTROL EQUIP

J H CONTROL HDWR
INTERLOCKS
INVERTERS

OPM DATE

JAN 94
DEC 93

SEPT 93
OCT 93
FEB94
MAR 94
JULY 92
MAR 94
APR 92
MAR 94

FEB94

MAR 94

FH COMPUTER HDWR
FHMMI
FH APPLICATN DATA

OPM REV

R48
R5
R3
R9
R5
R31

"'R1
R14
R4
R21

R2

R16
JL ?

OM DATE
OCT 90
OCT 93
JUNE 92

OCT 90
JAN 94
OCT 90
OCT 90
OCT 90
OCT 90
AUG92
MAY 91
JUNE 93
OCT 90
OCT 90
SEPT 86
SEPT 86
OCT 90
NOV 91
OCT 90
SEPT 92
SEPT 93
SEPT 93
SEPT 93
OCT 90
APR 92
FEB94
DEC 93.

OMREV
R0
R1
R2

R0
R1
R0

R0
R0
R1
R0
R0
R0
R0
RA
RA
R0
R0
R0
R2
R1
R1
R0
R0
R1
R5
R2

OM REV COMMENT
out for comment
review reqt(IF uncooled)
out for comment-long bundle impact
TM reqd first - UP
not started
should be to WP Nov 1
half done
in-typing \-.>.)• a '.* ^ , ^ « ^ . e
Issued '
revised, out for comment
revised, out for review
review to determine if changes reqd
?
not started
not started
not started
not started
should be to WP Nov 1
review to determine if changes reqd
?
review to determine if chanqes reqd
review to determine if changes reqd
review to determine if changes reqd
review to determine if changes reqd
should be to WP Nov 1
review to determine if chanqes reqd
review to determine if changes reqd
review to determine if chanqes reqd

ISSUE DATE COMMITTE
Oct 30/94
Dec 31/94
Dec 31/94
?
Dec 31/94 _
Dec 31/94
Nov 30/94
Oct 1/94
Sept 9/94
Nov 1/94
Dec 31/94

?
Feb 1/95
Dec 31/94
Dec 31/94
%>£(L, \
Dec 31/94
?
? fcuz-c.. 3 / / * ? 4
?
?

I- -
Dec 31/94
?
?
?

RSE
Kam
Tom L
Kam
Pat
Tonnie
DaveL
Raj
Raj
Raj
Tonnie
Kam
DaveC

Ian
Tonnie/Jim
Raj
TomS
Dave L
DaveC
Tom S
Bryan
Bryan
Bryan
Bryan
Dave L
Bryan
Bryan

revO Sept 21/94
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Sample Quarterly Report
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FUEL HANDLING DEPARTMENT; QUARTERLY REPORT (24 July 1994)

APRIL- JUNE 1994

1. SAFETY / NUCLEAR SAFETY

Fatalities: 0 [Target 0)
LTAs: 0 (Target </= 1 per year)
Accidents (Non-LTA): 3 (Target <2 per quarter)
Rad Dose: Int 1.96R (105%), Ext 6.39R (87%), To t 8.35R (90%)
WPC Code violations: 0 (Target 0)
OP&P violations & Safeguards Infractions: 1 (Target 0)
Damaged IF bundles (sheath failure): 0 (Target 6)

Overall radiation dose is just within target, which is as expected since the annual dose targets
are ambitious.

Conventional safety performance continues to meet overall annual targets. The accidents were
minor in nature (cut finger, banged knee etc), but where possible follow up action has been
taken to reduce the probability of a recurrence.

The OP&P violation occurred when supports for new breathing air hose reels were welded to the
containment liner at the CSA and the WFFAA without appropriate approval and documentation.

2. PRODUCTION

Channels fuelled: April: 401, May: 438, June: 408, Total: 1247
Lost production due to FH: Approx 3 FPD (Target <J=2 FPD per quarter)
FM Head Downgradings: 0 {Target </=1 per quarter)
Fuel Channel damage due to FH: 0 (Target 0)

Generally the FH system kept all 4 units fuelled to an overall AZL of 36%, which is about 5%
below target The main cause of the discrepancy was the adverse effect on fuelling of the Unit 1
and Unit 3 outages.

The lost production was due to a machine becoming stuck on Unit 2 when the snout clamp drive
shaft became uncoupled. This necessitated a week of operation at 90%, and a poison outage to
recover the machine.

3. SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT

All emissions from the FFAAs have been < 1% DEL.

4. PEOPLE

A Fuel Handling Conference was held at the end of April to continue the process of staff
involvement in setting directions and improving performance for the department

Two panel operator trainees succesfully graduated from the training program.

The two computer technical staff officially transferred from Engineering Services to Fuel
Handling.

The technical section continues to be seriously under-resourced following the transition.

The manager spent May and June assigned full-time to the Corporate Restructuring Review
Team.



5. TECHNICAL

Problems continued to be experienced with delta P monitoring, especially on Unit 4 with trolley
56. An investigation is in progress lead by the Unit 34 Technical Coordinator.

The installation of fretting control long bundles was completed in unit 2, and close to completion
on unit 1. following the normal fuelling pattern.

Flow defuelling was used to defuel the CIGAR channels on Unit 1, but problems were
encoutered when a bundle failed to wash fully inside the defuel carrier on channel 1-M18. The
cause was traced to the fact that flow defuelling tests at GE had been conducted using light
water, and the resulting criteria for minimum flows had not been corrected for heavy water
conditions. The fuelling machine was successfully recovered, and push defuelling was used to
complete the operations.

Fuel channel inspections were carried out on units 1 & 3 (10 CIGAR on unit 1, 48 PIPE and 8
CIGAR on unit 3). Overall the inspections proceeded to schedule, but with CIGAR being
troublesome in the initial stages of both outages. PIPE inspections proceeded very smoothly.

FM head 8 is still not operating property at GE. and is not available for use. This has significant
adverse effects on the maintenance program, and on head availability in case of a breakdown.

An irradiated fuel uncooled event occurred while testing the spare closure plug at a reactor unit
The fuel was exposed to air, but within the allowable time window. An investigation is in
progress.

Operating manual rewrites are in progress, but major progress will not be made before the 3rd
quarter.

A review was conducted at Bruce A and Bruce B of the benefits that might accrue if a 9th FM
head were to be purchased. This review showed that there was no business case to support
such a project However, it re-emphasised the critical importance of not breaking fuel, of using
flow injection during channel inspections and of staying on track with the FM head maintenance
program (# of channels between overhauls} if serious machine degradation is to be avoided in
the longer term.

S. FINANCIAL

- Overtime usage: TS 2% / OPs 3% / Maint 2% {Targets are 3% hrs)
- Budget targets were met
- Maintenance backlog: approx 4500 hrs (Target < 4O00hrs)

The GE Site Support contract continues to be spent at a rate greatly exceeding a linear
projection for the year. Discussions are ongoing with GE to ensure that a budget overrun does
not take place.

The shaft encoder board replacement project was approved for release.

Maintenance backlogs have risen due to the unit outages and associated FM head PIPE rebuild
programs.

7. REACTOR MAINTENANCE

The SFCR program was restarted following the withdrawal of Bruce A from the proposal to
centralize the service with NTS. (This made the NTS service not viable financially.)

Funding was released to prepare estimates for the RM shop, and for the RM mechanism
rehearsal facilities.

A decision was made to construct a second shielded mini-platform.



I APPENDIX E

Empty Channel Refuelling: Fuel Change Orders, Workplan, and Job Sequence Listings



UNIT# CHANNEL: FCO# 2E18945023

INSTRUCTIONS:
(1) Use fuelling option

bundles.

(2) Reject all bundles to bay

AGAINST FLOW involving 13

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS: ^ONfeBUNDiiB TO BE INSERTED INTO
aaO'SITION 4 USE GEC LONG BUNDLE FROM PALLETT B 0 0 3 0 L . REF
WP - 2 - 9 4 - 0 8 3 8 1 - 0 0 REV 01

XA o<j r/o

EJECT
F/M

N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N
A/

If
N
L

fuel change order
Route to: (1) F/H Operator

(2) FCO binder when completed
(3) Fuel and Physics
(4) Records

fuelling direction

Channel as found(by fuelling position): 13

E E E E E E E E E E E E E

EXISTING Creep
Compensator Type:

nullcomp

ACCEPT
F/M

E
E
E

E
E
E
£

E
E

"E"
E
E
E

FUEL HANDLING REMARKS:

Push*

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

NFTM
NFTM#

¥7/f
+7/X
47/?

Pos

1- 1

L3
u i

Loi
Lie

NEW FUEL TYPE
Airlock

A /

AJ

iJ
tJ

J

NFRAM

rJ

J
J
AJ

rJ
L
J

date: plugs ir
yy

f
mm

P

i

dd

(

time: plugs in
hh mm

s
reactor
power

P (kPa)
belofo

P//1
Eject

F/M POS

.r

L-
-?

?

Trolley

encoder readings
eject

mM
\KVS
JSf/. 1

accept

Accept

V
F/M POS

\ /,

\ / •

yK

delta P (kPa)
after

Reception Bay:

SPENT F^EL TYPE
Outer

/
y

\nner

\

\

RECEPTION BAY
Tubel

\

.D.
s

\

Module #

\

completed
by

Name: Crew:

c
Name: Crew:

c
Name.: Crew:



UNIT# CHANNEL: Q-03 E FCO# 2Q03945022

INSTRUCTIONS:
(1) Use fuelling option

bundles.

(2) Reject all bundles to bay

AGAINST FLOW involving 13

'TO BE INSERTED INTOADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS:
fi£lS3E3J.ION 2 . USE GEC LONG~BUNDLE FROM PALLETT B0030L#96KW<
SERIAL # XA //ofc. USE ^^Sf0S3^^ES> INTO POSI^JfpN 9
FROM PALLET_B3442C SERIAL # D ^ 2 ^ / ^ 9 c . WP :2 -94 -08381-00
REV 01

68

EJECT
F/M

N

N
N
N

N
N

IT
N

N

L

fuel change order
Route to: (1) F/H Operator

(2) FCO binder when completed
(3) Fuel and Physics
(4) Records

fuelling direction

Channel as found(by fuelling position): 13
E E E E E E E E E E

EXISTING Creep
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DARLINGTON S
W O R K P L A N C / E R S H E E T

FILEi Oi\CHARTS\94ee38t

TITLE

REFUEL EMPTY CHANNELS BACK TO 13 BUNDLES
UNIT

2
SCI 2-78666-CIOAR • 1 Of 3

2-94-08381-00
OBJECTIVE ACHIEVED BY PLAN

- REFUELS 8 CHANNELS EMPTIED FOR CI6AR (WP's 2-94-67974-89.81) BACK TO 13 BUNDLE STATUS
- PULLS JUMPER RECORDS 857878 THRU 857877 (PRI 1. SCI 31188)

PLAN SEQUENCE (OVERALL LOGIC)

START OF f~
REFUEL V»_

U2-X15W

\__£F_/
J REFUEL V -

U2-M86V

" \ OF / ~

J REFUEL \ _
U2-J84E

U2-L89W

* \ OF f
J REFUEL V .

U2-QB3E

U2-K14W

^ \ OF

J REFUEL
U2-E18E

U2-O22W

OF

SET
MTCE CAP
INDICATORS

E N D

SPECIAL TOOLS OR MATERIALS!

DEPLETED BUNDLES as required by FCO'S
and are loaded in FM Head Magazine
position MS when required.

LONG BUNDLES as required by FCO'S
and are loaded in FM Head Magazine
positions M8 or M9 as per diagran.

HAZARDS, PERSONNEL OR SYSTEM,
NOTES OF CAUTION•

ACCESS CONTROL OF U2 MUST BE IN EFFECT
VAULT MUST BE CLEARED OF ALL PERSONNEL
DURING REFUELLING OPERATIONS.

UNIT CONDITION

UNIT CRITICAL AT LOW POWER, ON
SHUT DOWN COOLINO

DISTRIBUTION L I S T

PLAM ( 1 ) — ^ /

OF <3> CZf
CH (I> j — 3 / '

MM (2) 1=3

CM (1 ) CIU

SM ( t ) CZ1

WCA (1)

•
REFERENCES.

JR 857878
JR 857871
JR 857872
JR 857873
JR 857874
JR 857875
JR 857876
JR 857877

WP 2-94-88381-81 TO HANDLE
LONG BUNDLES AT NFTM

TECHNICAL REVIEW (PRINT NAME)

PREPARED BY j M A l e v e d o 723]
•116-286-7913

VERGED BY
Jm L o f t u s

905-725-1979

OTHER Horst Paetzold 754S

OTHER Kulvir Kapoor 6121

OTHER

SIGNATURE

(fWi (ftU/SL

DATE REQ'D? WORK OROUP WKRS

D CONTROL MTCE

• MECHANICAL MTCE

[""I SERVICE MTCE

• OTHER

SIGNATURE

CM

MM

SM

RED TAO O

WORK PERMIT

RED TAO D

WORK PERMIT

RED TAO LT]

WORK PERMIT

D HIGH HAZARD REVIEW REQUIRED

SIGNATURE

RADIATION CONTROL SUPERVISOR

HEALTH PHYSICS

JOB DIRECTOR

DATE

I X I OPERATOR 36 RED TAG I-J

WORK PERMIT

• SHIFT SUPERVISOR

APPROVED BY (SUPERINTENDENT)

D PRODUCTION MANAGER



PRE-REQUSITES:

- REACTOR ON SHUT DOWN COOLING.CRITICAL AT LOW POWER (BULK SPATIAL CONTROL IN EFFECT)

NOTEiDO NOT START ALL FOUR HEAT TRANSPORT PUMPS.WITH HIGH FLOW CHANNELS EMPTY
OF FUEL,THESE CHANNELS WILL BE OPERATING IN AN UNKNOWN CONDITION WITH VERY HIGH
FLOW CONDITIONS (APPROX 44 KG/SEC)

- VALID FCO's

- NORNAL ACCESS CONTROL FOR U2 VAULT IS TO BE IN EFFECT DURING REFUELLING
(POSSIBILITY OF EJECTING NF INTO AN ALREADY FULL CHANNEL IF USE WRONG JOBS/CHANNEL)
- JUMPER RECORDS ALREADY EXIST FOR LONG BUNDLES THAT WILL BE LOADED BY THIS PLAN.
- AT END OF WORKPLAN, MAINTENANCE CAP INDICATORS NEED TO BE SET TO INDICATE CHANNELS
CONTAINING LONG BUNDLES. IF THIS PLAN IS INTERRUPTED, ENSURE,MTCE CAP FLAGS ARE SET
APPROPRIATELY. MTCE CAP INDICATORS WILL PREVENT HEAD FROM HOMING ONTO THE CHANNEL

DAft L I NOTCH* HOS
WORK PLANNING SHEET E 2 OF J

[ Work M«n«fl«««nt Sy.t— ?-94-Ott>ai-«

NOTE: THIS PLAN IS WRITTEN IN ASSUMPTION THAT IF ACTIVE ZONE LEVELS ARE OKAY ON THE
OPERATING UNITS. (T12 NAY BE AVAILABLE TO ASSIST (T34 IN REFUELLING UNIT 2.
IN THIS CASE WHILE ONE TROLLEY IS BEING LOADED WITH NEW FUEL. THE SECOND TROLLEY
U N BE FUELLING AT THE UNIT. NOTE: MTCE CAP INDICATORS FOR LONG BUNDLE CHANNELS
ARE STILL SET ON FHCO2. THESE WILL HAVE TO BE CLEARED TO USE (T12.
IF (T12 IS UNAVAILABLE, THEN (TJ4 WILL BE USED THROUGHOUT THIS PLAN.
IN THIS CASE STEPS 2-3 & 4-5 WOULD BE DONE BY (T34. JOBS USED AT EACH STEP WILL
REMAIN UNCHANGED.

TROLLEY (T34 OTHER TROLLEY TROLLEY (T34

EAST

( FHC

WEST

(FHC

RUN JOB

4 5

RUN JOB

44

REFUEL CHANNEL(S) U2-X15W

NOTE: LOAD DEPLETED FUEL AS PER FCO'S

X I 5 AS PER
DEPLETED BUNDLE

LONG BUNDLE REQ

FCO
REQ

•D?

•D?
YES

•

DQ

NO

a
a

MAG
M5

N9

WHEN CHANNEL REFUELLED, PULL JR

057873

WEST

(FHC 1

RUN JOB

44

REFUEL CHANNEL(S) U2-M06W

NOTE: LOAD DEPLETED FUEL AS PER FCO'S

M 0 6 AS PER FCO
DEPLETED BUNDLE REQ'D?

LONG BUNDLE REQ'D?

YES

P
DQ

NO

•

a

NAG
NS

N8

WHEN CHANNEL REFUELLED. PULL JR

057870

page 3

EAST

(FHC

WEST

( FHC

RUN JOB

42

RUN JOB

4 3

REFUEL CHANNEL(S) U2-JME
U2-LWW

NOTE: LOAD DEPLETED FUEL AS PER FCO'S

J 0 4 AS PER FCO
DEPLETED BUNDLE REQ

LONG BUNDLE REQ'D?

L 0 9 AS PER FCO
DEPLETED BUNDLE REQ

LONG BUNDLE REQ'D?

•D?

'D?

YES

•

DC]

YES

•

DQ

NO

a
a
NO

a
a

NAG
NS

M8

MAG
NS

MS

WHEN CHANNEL REFUELLED. PULL JR'S

057876
057871



I
page 2

O T H E R T R O L L E Y

EAST

(FHC 2

WEST

( FHC

RUN JOBRUN JOB

*2 + 3

REFUEL CHANNEL(S) U2-Q93E
U2-KMW

NOTE: LOAD DEPLETED FUEL AS PER FCO'S

Q 0 3 AS PER FCO
DEPLETED BUNDLE REQ

LONG BUNDLE REQ'D?

K 1 4 AS PER FCO
DEPLETED BUNDLE REQ

LONG BUNDLE REQ'D?

•D?

'D?

YES
•

DO

YES
•

DO

NO

•

D

NO

D

•

MAG
N5

H9

HAG
MS

M8

WHEN CHANNEL REFUELLED. PULL JR'S

057877
057872

M3
M4
M5
M6
U7
U8
M9

M10

BUNDLES

12 & 13
10 & 11

9
7 & 8
S &6
3& 4
1 S 2
EMPTY

(POSSIBLE

(POSSIBLE
(POSSIBLE

DEPLETED)

LONG)
LONG)

T R O L L E Y ( T 3 4

EAST

( F H C

WEST

( F H C

RUN JOB RUN JOB

42 * 3

REFUEL CHANNEL(S) U2-E18E
U2-022W

NOTE: LOAD DEPLETED FUEL AS PER FCO'S

E 1 8 AS PER 1
DEPLETED BUNDLE

LONG BUNDLE REQ

0 2 2 AS PER 1
DEPLETED BUNDLE

LONG BUNDLE REQ

:C0
REQ'D?

D?

:C0
REQ'D?

D?

YES
D

DO

YES
•

DO

NO
•

•

NO

•

D

MAG
MS

M8

MAG
MS

M9

WHEN CHANNEL REFUELLED. PULL JR'S

057875
057874

FM HEAD

DAftLlNQTON NOS
WORK PLANNING SHEET • 3Of J

Work Man«g»«nt Sytt»» I-94-M361-»»

<ZXSET MAINTENANCE
CAP INDICATORS

THE FOLLOWING CHANNELS PREVIOUSLY HAD LONG
BUNDLES IN THEM PRIOR TO U2 OUTAGE. AND MTCE
CAP INDICATORS WERE REMOVED ON FHC(3&4 ONLY
FOR DEFUELLING PURPOSES.

X1S M06 J84 L W Q03 K14 E18 022

REFERENCE OM «9«48 SECTION 4.3.11 SET MTCE FLAGS
FOR THESE CHANNELS ON BOTH REACTOR FACES USING
FHCO AND FHC(4. NOTEiDO NOT SET FLA6S FOR ADJACENT
CHANNELS.

MTCE FLAG INDICATORS MOST BE UPDATED ON BOTH DISC I I I ,
BUT CONTROL SYSTEM MUST BE OUT OF SERVICE TO UPDATE DISC 1.
THEREFORE UPDATE DISC I AT SHIFT END.

CONFIRM THAT MTCE CAP INDICATORS FOR THESE CHANNELS
STILL EXIST ON FHC(U2 AND FHC(5&6

(TO COMPLY WITH EXISTING LONG BUNDLE PROGRAM)

E N D

N F T M LOADING TROUGH

PORT

••::::« I I
I I

•
i—*

i i

NF RAM

I ] - LONG BUNDLE



JOB 44 VERSION 00002 38-69940 940323 PAGE 001
REFUEL 13 BUNDLES INTO EMPTY CHANNEL REACTOR ON SDC. CRITICAL AT LOU POWER

-REFUELS ONE CHANNEL
-USED WITH JOB 45 ON OTHER SIDE

Jl SEQUENCE 0461
FFAAr MOVE TO SELECTED FFAA PORT OR POSITION

002 SEQUENCE 0460
FFAAi-HOME ONTO SELECTED FFAA PORT

LOWER WATER LEVEL IF AT ANCi N/F OR I/F PORT
TEST BRIDGE INTERLOCKS BEFORE CLOSING JAWS
CHECK CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY AT ANC PORT

003 SEQUENCE 0400
LOWER WATER LEVEL. RELEASE SNOUT PLUG SEAL AND STORE SNOUT PLUG ADAPTER IN F/M HAG
-SEQ CAN BE USED WITH DEFUELLING RAM HEAD

004 SEQUENCE 0464
CSA» LOAD NEW FUEL BUNDLE PAIRS INTO F/H MAGAZINE

STEP 3 OP 3277 INITIATES SEQ 561 IN FfAA

005 SEQUENCE 0464
CSAi LOAD NEW FUEL BUNDLE PAIRS INTO F/H MAGAZINE

STEP 3 OP 3277 INITIATES SEQ 561 IN FFAA

006 SEQUENCE 0466
CSA» LOAD SINGLE NEW FUEL BUNDLE INTO F/M MAGAZINE

STEP 3 OP 3276 INITIATES SEQ 556 IN FFAA

37 SEQUENCE 0464
CSAf LOAD NEW FUEL BUNDLE" PAIRS INTO F/M MAGAZINE

STEP 3 OP 3277 INITIATES SEQ 561 IN FFAA

010 SEQUENCE 0464
CSA» LOAD NEW FUEL BUNDLE PAIRS INTO F/M MAGAZINE

STEP 3 OP 3277 INITIATES SEQ 561 IN FFAA

011 SEQUENCE 0464
CSAi LOAD NEW FUR BUNDLE PAIRS INTO F/H MAGAZINE

STEP 3 OP 3277 INITIATES SEQ 561 IN FFAA

012 SEQUENCE 0464
CSAi LOAD NEW FUEL BUNDLE PAIRS INTO F/M MAGAZINE

STEP 3 OP 3277 INITIATES SEQ 561 IN FFAA

013 SEQUENCE 0401
PICK UP SNOUT PLUGi ADVANCE TO HOME POSITION, ACTIVATE SNOUT PLUG SEAL.
-SEQ CAN BE USED WITH DEFUELLING RAM HEAD

014 SEQUENCE 0431
UNCLAMP FUELLING MACHINE » THEN RETRACT IN Z UNTIL CLEAR OF END FITTING. USED AT
REACTORS AND FFAA

015 SEQUENCE 0476
BRIDGE-TROLLEY, REMOVAL OF F/M FROM FFAA BRIDGE

I
1
I
I
1
I



1
I
I
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I
I
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JOB 44 VERSIOH 00002 38-69940 940328 PAGE 002
016 SEQUEHCE 0470
TROLLEYt HOVE TROLLEY TO SELECTED FFAA OR REACTOR OFFSET POSITION OR CSA HEAD

REMOVAL POSITION

J SEQUENCE 0471
BRIDGE-TROLLEYt PICK-UP F/H FROM TROLLEY TRAHSFER TABLE AT REACTOR AND TRAVERSE

TO OPERATOR SELECTED POSITION
TROLLEY HUST BE AT FINE OFFSET POSITION AT START OF SEQUENCE

020 SEQUENCE 0430
HOKE ONTO REACTOR END FITTING

021 SEQUENCE 0403
REMOVE CHANNEL CLOSURE
-SEQ CAN BE USED WITH DEFUaLIHG RAN HEAD ATTACHED

022 SEQUENCE 0404
REMOVE SHIELD PLUG
-SEQ CAN BE USED WITH DEFUELLING HEAD ATTACHED

023 SEQUENCE 0436
FUEL EJECT AT OUTLET EF USING REGULAR FUEL CARRIER TO REFUEL CHANNEL WITH < 13
BUNDLES CARRIER USED ON OPPOSITE SIDE TO CHECK FOR EXTRA FUEL(SEQ 524 OR 417 OR 525)

024 SEQUENCE 0436
FUEL EJECT AT OUTLET EF USING REGULAR FIB. CARRIER TO REFUEL CHANNEL WITH < 13
BUNDLES CARRIER USED ON OPPOSITE SIDE TO CHECK FOR EXTRA FUEL(SEQ 524 OR 41? OR 525)

025 SEQUENCE 0510
FUEL EJECT SIN&E FUEL BUNDLE FROH REGULAR FUa CARRIER

- SINGLE ENDED. EAST WEST COMMUNICATION NOW USED
- USE WITH SEQUENCE 524i 525

026 SEQUENCE 0436
FUEL EJECT AT OUTLET EF USING REGULAR FUEL CARRIER TO REFUEL CHANNEL WITH < 13
BUNDLES CARRIER USED ON OPPOSITE SIDE TO CHECK FOR EXTRA FUEL(SEQ 524 OR 41? OR 525)

027 SEQUENCE 0436
FUEL EJECT AT OUTLET EF USING REGULAR FUEL CARRIER TO REFUEL CHANNEL WITH < 13
BUNDLES CARRIER USED ON OPPOSITE SIDE TO CHECK FOR EXTRA FUatSEQ 524 OR 417 OR 525)

030 SEQUENCE 0436
FUEL EJECT AT OUTLET EF USING REGULAR FUEL CARRIER TO REFUEL CHANNEL WITH < 13
BUNDLES CARRIER USED ON OPPOSITE SIDE TO CHECK FOR EXTRA FUEUSEG 524 OR 417 OR 525)



JOB 44 VERSION 00002 38-69940 940328 PAGE 003
031 SEQUENCE 0526
F U a EJECT AT OUTLET EF USING REGULAR FUEL CARRIER TO REFUa CHANNEL WITH < 13
BUNDLES AND THEN REPOSITION FUEL STRING (USED WITH SEQ 525) HTS PUMPS MUST BE OFF

032 SEQUENCE 0407
REPLACE SHIELD PLUG
-SEQ CAN BE USED WITH DEFUELLING RAM HEAD ATTACHED

033 SEQUENCE 0410
REPLACE CLOSURE
-SEQ CAN BE USED WITH DEFUELLING RAM HEAD INSTALLED

034 SEQUENCE 0472
BRIDGE-TROLLEYr REMOVAL OF F/M FROM REACTOR

035 SEQUENCE 0470
TROLLEY. HOVE TROLLEY TO SELECTED FFAA OR REACTOR OFFSET POSITION OR CSA HEAD

REMOVAL POSITION

036 SEQUENCE 0475
BRIDGE-TROLLEYi PICK-UP F/H FROM TROLLEY TRANSFER TABLE AT FFAA AMD TRAVERSE

TO OPERATOR SELECTED POSITION
TROLLEY MUST BE AT FINE OFFSET POSITION AT START Or SEQUENCE



i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

JOB 45 VERSION 00002 33-6??40 940328 PAGE 001
REFUEL 13 BUNDLES INTO EMPTY CHANNEL REACTOR ON SDCi CRITICAL AT LOU POWER

-REFUELS ONE CHANNEL
-USED UITK JOB 44 ON OTHER SIDE

A SEQUENCE 0476
BRIDGE-TROLLEYi REMOVAL OF F/K FROM FFAA BRIDGE

002 SEQUENCE 0470
TROLLEY. MOVE TROLLEY TO SELECTED FFAA OR REACTOR OFFSET POSITION OR CSA HEAD

REMOVAL POSITION

003 SEQUENCE 0471
BRIDGE-TROLLEY. PICK-UP F/M FRO« TROLLEY TRANSFER TABLE AT REACTOR AND TRAVERSE

TO OPERATOR SELECTED POSITION
TROLLEY MUST BE AT FINE OFFSET POSITION AT START OF SEQUENCE

004 SEQUENCE 0430
H0«£ ONTO REACTOR END FITTING

005 SEQUENCE 0403
REMOVE CHANNEL CLOSURE
-SEQ CAN BE USED WITH DEFUELLIHG RAH HEAD ATTACHED

006 SEQUENCE 0404
REMOVE SHIELD PLUG
-SEQ CAN BE USED WITH DEFUELLIN6 HEAD ATTACHED

007 SEQUENCE 0525
FLOW DEFUELLING, INLET E/F-CHECK FOR EXTRA FU& WHEN FU& BEING INSERTED AT OUTLET E/F IF
'• LESS THAN 13 BUNDLES IN ftG. STRING AND THEN REPOSITION FUEL STRING. RFC AND SENSITIVE

KAM USED, USE WITH SEQ 510, 436. HTS PUMPS MUST BE OFF.

I
I
I

010 SEQUENCE 0407
REPLACE SHIELD PLUG
-SEQ CAN BE USED WITH DEFUELLMG RAM HEAD ATTACHED

011 SEQUENCE 0410
REPLACE CLOSURE
-SEQ CAN BE USED WITH DEFUELLIHG RAM HEAD INSTALLED

012 SEQUENCE 0472
BRIDGE-TROLLEY. REMOVAL OF F/M FROM REACTOR

013 SEQUENCE 0470
TROLLEY, MOVE TROLLEY TO SELECTED FFAA OR REACTOR OFFSET POSITION OR CSA HEAD

REMOVAL POSITION

014 SEQUENCE 0475
BRIDGE-TROLLEY* PICK-UP F/M FROM TROLLEY TRANSFER TABLE AT FFAA AND TRAVERSE

TO OPERATOR SELECTED POSITION
TROLLEY MUST BE AT FINE OFFSET POSITION AT START OF SEQUENCE

I
I



APPENDIX H

Sample Maintenance Planning Documents
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' 1 / H 3
' 2/HS
'3/H6
4/H7
S/H4
6/H2

PROJECTED FUEL HANDLING WORK

FOR WEEK OF 9 4 / 1 0 / 2 7 - 9 4 / 1 1 / 0 3

PAGE I OF 2
FILE NUMBER 35000
DATE UPDATED 94/11/01

2-94-00307-00
2-94-04662-00
2-93-01326-02
2-94-15489-00
2-94-15594-00
2-94-16428-00
2-94-10528-01
2-92-18952-02
2-94-15700-00
2-94-15148-00
2-93-04968-00
2-94-07044-00
2-94-15514-00
2-93-10391-04
2-94-04854-09
2-94-16314-00
2-94-16111-00

2-94-15526-00
2-94-00070-01
2-94-11563-00
2-94-11388-01
2-94-09498-01

MECHANICAL PRIORITY WORK
0-75130 (T56 INSTALL 3 BREATHING AIR HOSE REELS G
0-35200-BRACKETS INSTALL BLANKETS AT (SI2/34/56/78 G
0-35210-(H6 PRESSURE TEST SNOUT AT 1 1/2 TIMES G
0-35670- FABRICATE LIFTING BEAM FOR MTCE PLATFORM G
0-63523-CH1 EXTERNAL DRIVE GEAR BOX CHECKS I/P G
0-35230-FR2-(HFC REPLACE (T12 CIRC FILTERS GSTU
0-35310 OVERHAUL SHUTTLE CYLINDER (ALSO 2-94-08462-00) GSTU
012-21600-STEP FABRICATE STEP, PAINTING REQ. PRIOR TO INSTALLATION I/P U
0-35210 FABRICATE DRAIN HOSE —(PRESSURE BOUNDRY PKG. REQ.) I/P—GSTU
0-35120-BARRIER BARRIER POST UPROOTED—(CIVIL MTCE SUB 01 FIRST) GSTU
0-35360-BV TOOL BAY VALVE LIFTING TOOL REQUIRES MOD GSTU
0-35330-BAY TOOLING MODIFY EAST MODULE DETECTOR SAME AS WEST GSTU
0-35210-( MODIFY SPARE RAM HEAD I/P-GSTU
012-79600-trays REQUIRE CONTAMINATION EXHAUST—(trays to cut up) -GSTU
0-35110-(N LOCKING MECH. HOUSING, OPEN CLEARANCE, SEND OUT FOR PLATING — : G S T U
0-35210- BUILD SPARE BREAK ASSEMBLY -6L
0-35300 FABRICATE MODULE REPAIR TOOL U

0-35230-FU OVERHAUL/TEST FLOW FUSES REMOVE FROM (T PARTS REQ. GSTU
0-35000-ACCESS FABRICATE ACCESS GATES PAINTING REQ.—U
0-35230-HV1-HFC-CT1 PERFORM ULTRA SOUND TO DETERMINE IF MV PASSING HOLD T
0-35230-MV1-SCV MAROTTA, SHELF 3B, TO BE SENT OUT FOR PLATING G
0-35230-MV1-HFP CUT APART.REPAIR.REWELD SEAL RING REQUIRED I/P U

CONTROL PRIORITY WORK
0-35000-JB NOT LABELLED I/P S
0-3573O-CAT(T ' " MODIFY METAL ANALYSER I/P S
0-63523-TE2-PSC . RTD READING HIGH (T2 I/P—GSTU
034-38350-ME11 ME11 FAULTY (ALSO 2-94-15167-00 QUESTIONABLE DEW POINT) G
034-38350-DR1 DR1 WILL NOT STAY IN SERVICE I/P G
034-38350-DR1 TIMER CYCLING PROBLEMS G
012-38350-MI121 CALIBRATION REQ. GSTU
012-67332-TC4 ACTUAL TEMP OFF SCALE GSTU
0-63521-SH-ENC CABLE MAKE UP CABLE GSTU
0-31920- CAMERA CART T
0-31920-CAMERA POWER SUPPLY NEEDED T
0-56230-RECEPTACLES SHOP POWER SUPPLIES —GSTU

2-94-16021-00
2-93-11679-09
2-94-15398-00
2-94-13631-00
2-94-09650-00
2-94-10912-00
2-94-12497-00
2-94-11336-00
2-94-15359-00
2-93-19271-00
2-94-12936-01
2-94-16174-00



(T1=(H3
(T2=(H5 TROLLEY 1/2 'HOT' FILE 11-01-1994

TROLLEY MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 201 HOURS

2 94 M M M mi TAGGED DEVICES OF CHECK TAGS,FILE DR'S AS REQD

2-94-11098-01 0-63594-PROT OF FHC(I D2O INTERLOCK 1-4 OFJCF

2 94 15398 00 0 63523-TE1- CF RTD READING HI 2-4

2-92-07194-01 0-35230-(Tl MFG INSTALL ECN 6076 ON
2-92-07194-02 0-35230-(T2 MFG INSTALL ECN 6076 ON

»TEST RUN SARF COLD WHEN T12 O\S FOR MTCE*

2-24 J OF 1-8
2-24 & OF I-8

HEAD MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 202 HOURS

2-92-19991-05 0-35220-(S5 MF INSTALL SPLASH GUARD
2 94 12922 00 0 352I0(HI OF TAG DEVICES

2-8

MECHANISM MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 203 HOURS

* 2 94 03273 00
2 94 03273 02
2 94 11089 01

O 353O0-IF(1
0 35300-PORTS
0 35300(T12

MF MONITOR PORT FOR DAMAGE
MF TAKE PICTURES OF PORT J/2
MF INSPECT PORTS AGAIN

NOV «7

2 94 15716 00 0 35670 (ALL MF SPECS REQ'D
2 94 16708 00 0 63567(FI CF CHECK ENCODERS

2-4
1-4

CONTROL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 204 HOURS

"•\1639P\FUELHAND\T12.FCO

OF OUTSTANDING CALL-UPS

1-94-14996-05 0-35230-(T OF PERFORM TROLLEY 2 R H7 APPD 970 A 94 10 31

MF OUTSTANDING CALL-UPS PRIORITY 970/980/990 PRI

CF OUTSTANDING CALL-UPS PRIORITY 970/980/990 PRI



(T4=(H7 TROLLEY 3/4 'HOT' FILE 11-01-1994

TROLLEY MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 205

2 94 ***** ** TAGGED DEVICES OF CHECK TAGS,FILE DR'S AS REQD

2-94-11100-01
2-94-11100-02
2-94-13695-00
2 94 13873 00
2 94 16278 00

2-92-07194-03
2-92-07194-04

0-63594-PROT
0-63594-PROT
0-35250-CP1-FM MF
0 21400 (T34 SF
0 63526-FI TF

OF FHC(3 D2O INTERLOCK
OF FHC(4 D2O INTERLOCK

MAJOR OVERHAUL(T4
CLEAN UP DESSICANT
LO TORQUE CONNECTOR 'A'

0-35230-(T3
0-35230-(T4

MFG INSTALL ECN 6076 ON
MFG INSTALL ECN 6076 ON

HOURS

1-4 OF&CF
1-4 OF&CF
2-64& CF2-12

2-24 & OF 1-8
2-24 & OF 1-8

HEAD MAINTENANCE

2 94 13051 00 OF

2 93 01326 04 MF
2 93 01326 03 QC

PRIORITY 206 HOURS

0 35230

0 35210-(H6
0 35210-(H6

MISSING TEMPI-LABELS 2-2

SWAP SNOUT
TEST SNOUT

2-12
1-1

MECHANISM MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 207

2-94-08146-02 CF
2 94 03273 03 MF
2 94 03273 04 MF

0-63567-(F34
0 35300-PORTS
0 35300-PORTS

2 94 04329 04 MF 0 351I0(N4

2 94 15716 00 MF

2 94 16116 00 CF

0 35670 (ALL

0 351I0-TPR(N3

NEW CRIMP CONNECTION
TAKE PICTURES OF PORTS
TAKE PICTURES OF PORTS

REPLACE ASSEMBLY

SPECS REQ'D

TPR STICKY

HOURS

1-4
2-12 (3
2-12 (4

2-12&CF 2-8
&OF 1-2

2-4

1-4

CONTROL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 208

\1639P\FUELHAN0\T34.FCD

HOURS

OUTSTANDING CALL-UPS

OF

PRIORITY 970/980/990 PRI DUE
DATE

1-94-15082-02
1-94-15081-02

0-35720-TT(T4 OF TEST SPARE PSC
0-35720-TT(T3 OF TEST SPARE PSC

H7 APPD 980 C 94 09 19
H7 APPD 980 C 94 09 19

MF

1-94-03708-09
1-94-03709-09

0-35110-INDEX MF OIL LEVEL CHECKS H7
0-35110-INDEX MF OIL LEVEL CHECKS H7

APPD 970 D 9 4 11
APPD 970 D 94 11

CF



(T5=(H4
(T6=(H2 TROLLEY 5/6 'HOT FILE 11-01-1994

TROLLEY MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 289 HOURS

2 94 ***** ** TAGGED DEVICES OF CHECK TAGS,FILE DR'S AS REQD

2 94 00307 00 0 75130-HOSE MF INSTALL HOSE SPOOLS 2-4

2 94 12121 00 0 63525-TE1-AC OF MONITOR (T5 AFTERCOOLER TEMP 1-1

2-94-11102-01 0-63594-PROT OF FHC(5 D2O INTERLOCK

2 94 10664 00 0-35260-FI TF T56/F.I. ALIGNMENT

2 94 15321 00 0 35260 FI NV MF CHECK FI N V S
2-92-07194-05 0-35230-(T5 MFG INSTALL ECN 6076 ON
2-92-07194-06 0-35230-(T6 MFG INSTALL ECN 6076 ON

2 94 14414 00 034-56100-LITES SF 7/8 AREA LIGHTING

1-4 OF&CF

2-6
2-24 & OF 1-8
2-24 & OF1-8

2-8

HEAD MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 210

2 94 06351 00 0 35230-NV1-SL OF ID & TAG COMPONENTS(H4
2 94 10767 00 0 63521-(H4 CF HEAO ID BIT MISSING

HOURS

1-1
1-1

MECHANISM MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 211

2 94 03273 05 0 35300-PORTS MF TAKE PICTURES OF PORTS

2 94 15716 00 0 35670 (ALL MF SPECS REQ'D

2 94 16073 00 0 63532-PDI- CF CALIBRATE SA SWITCH

HOURS

2-12 (5

2-4

2-4

SAB (F5 & (F6 CALLUPS HELD IN 969*
2 94 14072

(DS

PLATF0RMS

CONTROL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 212 HOURS

2 93 17600 00 0 69740-FHAC(6 TFC MONITOR COMPUTER OPERATION 1-1
: \163«P\FUELHAND\T56.FCO

OUTSTANDING CALL-UPS PRIORITY 970/980/990

OF
' PRI DUE

DATE

MF

1-94-03710-09
1-94-03711-09
1-94-11086-01

0-35110-INDEX MF OIL LEVEL CHECK.
0-35110-INDEX MF OIL LEVEL CHECK
0-35320-MV1-S( MF MV OVERHAUL

H7
H7
H7

APPD
APPD
APPD

970
970
970

F
F
F

94
94
94

It
II
10

02
02
30

CF

MPH

1-94-05418-01 034-76I77-CRI MPH INSPECTION/MAINTENA H8 APPD 980 94 10

CPH

1-94-15140-03 0-69740-FHC(5 CPH CLEAN/CHECK FH SYST H5 APPO 970 94 10 29



F/H PRIORITY/ HIGHLY DESIRABLE NOV 01 1994
2-94-16428-00

2-94-16469-00

2-94-16470-00

2-94-16461-00

2-94-16458-00

2-94-15515-01

2-94-15515-00

2-93-02311-12

2-94-16172-00

0-35230-FR2-(H MF

0-35230-V8 (Tl HF

0-63521-MI-E(H CF

0-63510-M-TPRC CF

012-56I36-PP0I4 CF

0-35210-CH5 MF

0-35210-(H5 CF

0I2-21620-ALI.2. CF

0-35000-WIRE CF

FILTERS NEED REPLAC H7 SCHD 009 A

VALVE HANDLE NO GOO H7 SCHD 009 B

HD MTR KEEPS TRIPPI H7 SCHD 009 C

REQUIRES FAST SPEED H8 SCHD 009 0

LIGHTS DONT RESPOND H8 SCHD 009 E

DECONTANIMATE HEAD H7 SCHD 009 H

TORQUE PROFILE NEED H7 SCHD 009 I

NV602-4 IS PASSING HI SCHD 009 X

MORE COILS OF WIRE/ H7 SCHD 009 Z

M
F
W
0
R
K

2-93-01326-02
2-94-09498-01

2-94-11388-01

2-93-21866-00

2-92-18952-02
2-94-15148-00
2-94-15249-01

2-94-15489-00
2-94-15526-00

2-94-15514-00

2-94-15594-00

2-93-17234-12

2-94-10528-01

2-94-16036-00

2-94-16111-01

2-94-16314-00

0-35210-(H
0-35230-MV1-HF

0-35230-MV1-SC

0-63532-VM-PV(

012-21600-STEP

0-35120-BARRIE
2-34520-PIPING

0-35670-LIFT-B
0-35230-FU

0-35210-RAM HE
0-63523-H1 GEA

0-35210-(H6

0-35310-CHAMBE

0-35210-INPUT

0-35300-MOO321

0-35210-BRAKE

MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MFT
MF
MF
MF
MF
MFU
MF

HUDROTEST SPARE SNO
VALVE PASSING INTER

MALFUNCTIONING VALV

PARTS TO BE REASSMB

FAB & INSTALL STEP

BARRIER POST UPROOT

HOSE REQ'D FOR FR H

OFFSET CRANE LOADIN
O/H FLOW FUSES.

INSPECT AND MODIFY
CALIBRATION REQD.

SNOUT REPAIR

STICKY OPERATION

REPLACE THE ENCODER
NEED ANOTHER TOOL

SPARE BRAKE ASSEMBL

H7
H7
H7
H7
HI
H8
H8
M7
M7
H7
M7
H7
H7
H7
H7
H7

SCHD
PROG
PROG

PROG

PROG

SCHD

PROG

SCHD
SCHD

SCHD
SCHD

SCHD

SCHD
PROG

PROG

PROG

010
010

010
010
010
010
010

010
010
010
OtO
010
010
010
010
010

94 15299
94 11731
94-04646
94 1S799
94-07724
94 09923
94 12207
94 12228
94-00070-
93 33056
94-15148-
94-07664-
93-17035-
92-07176-
94 16373
94 15988
94-16136-
94-15976-
94-15889

00
00
•01
01
•01
00 034
00 012
00 034
'06 0'
01 0
01 0
•17 0
00 012
'02 0-
00 034
00 012
00 0-

-00 012-

35100 FLOOR SP FLOOR COVERING PEEL H7 SCHD 010
76144 CR1 MPH OIL LEAK H8L0 SCHD 010
•35218-CH6 MPN REFURBISH SEAL PART M7 SCHD 010
35230 P2-HCF MPN REBUILD SEAL H7LD SCHD 010
•77000- CPJ FAULTY CAMERA H8 SCHD 010
63835 MT121 CPJ DEFECTIVE OUTPUT M7 SCHD 010
9S000 RUBBER SPP PAINTING REQUIRED H8 SCHD 010
95000 RUBBER SPP PAINTING REQUIRED H8 SCHD 010 (ISR)
35OOO-ACCESS SPP ACCESS GATES SCHD 010
35310 IFDM SPP CARTS REQD. PAINTIN H7 PROG 010
35120-BARRIE SPF FLOOR NEEOS GROUT IN H8 SCHD 010
35120-CART SP INSTALL MATS & PAIN H8 SCHD 010
76200-ELEVAT SIP REPAINT ELEVATOR WA MS SCHD 010
21500- PD EVIR 2593,INSTALL PL H6 SCHD 010
73310 HTS19 SPI MISSING INSULATION H8 SCHD 010* PEER
73310 HTS16 SPI MISSING INSULATION H8 SCHD 010M AUDIT
76840-LABELS SPL LAMACOID LABELS NEE H8 SCHD 010» PRE-
35000-LINE SP LINE TO BE PAINTED H7 SCHD 010M REQS
2O56S-DR SP BROKEN HANDLE H8 SCHD 01OM

0
F
W
0
R
K

C
F

W
0
R
K

2-94-02370-00 034-35370-SAFEGU OF STACK/SEAL EFFAA MO H7 SCHD 010

2-94-09578-04 8-35668-GRAPPL OF NEW PHOTO PUSHPLATE M3 SCHO 010

2-94-14106-00 0-35680-(F OF START; EXERCISE; SA H7 PROG 010

2-94-14094-00 0-35680-(F OF QUARANTINED REJECT H7 PROG 010

2 94-10664-01 0-35260-5/6 AL OF RECORD ALIGNMENT FL M7 SCHD 010

2-94-10664-03 0-35260-CNM-FI OF RECORD ALIGNMENT FL M7 PROG 010

2-94-15212-00

2-94-14194-00

2-94-14195-00

2-94-09578-05

012-34410-JUMPER

012-3441O-JUMPER

034-34410-JUMPER

0-35660-GRAPPL

OF
OF
OF
OF

REMOVE
REMOVE

REMOVE
REMOVE

JUMPER
JUMPER

JUMPER

#1866

#5748

#5747

JR 068164

M6
M6
M6
M3

SCHD 010

SCHD 010

SCHD 010

SCHD 018

2-94-14566-00 0-69940-OPS OF STANDARDIZE INV SET H8 SCHD 010

2-94

2-94

2-94

2-94

2-93

2-94

2-93-

2-94-

2-94-

2-94-

2-94-

2-94-

2-94-

2-94-

2-94-

2-94-

0-63521-SH-ENC CFG WE REQUIRE A STOCKE H7 SCHD 010

0-35120-ECN609 CF INSTALL ECN609I IN H8 PROG 010

0-35630-TOW CFG KEY LOCATION H8 SCHD 010

012-67332-TC4 CF ACTUAL TEMP OFF SCA H8 SCHD 010

0-31920-T512 CF UPGRADE CAMERA CART M8 SCHD 010

0I2-38350-MII21 CF CALIBRATION SCHD 010

O-35730-CAT(T CFS EXAMINE ANALYZERS S M7 SCHD 010

0-31920-CAMERA CFF POWERSUPPLY FABRICA H8 SCHD 010

0-56200-WR CF COIL OF WIRE H8 SCHD 010

034-38350-DR1 CF TROUBLESHOOT H7 PROG OtO

034-38350-DRI CF CHANGING DUTY EARLY H7 SCHD 010

034-38350-ME1I CF ME 11 FAULTY. H7 SCHD 010

0-63523-JB9518 CF SPADE CONNECTIONS J H7 SCHD 010

15167-00 034-63835-MEI1 CF QUESTIONABLE DEWPOI H7 SCHD 010

16021-00 0-35000-JB CF NOT LABELLEO H7 PROG 010

16174-00 0-56230-RECEPT CF INSTALL WALL MOUNT M8 SCHD 010

•15359-00

•07664-02

•09757-00

•11336-00

•19271-00

•12497-00

•11679-09

12936-01

15208-0t

09650-00

10912-00

13631-00

2 94 11873 00 O 35000 EF057
2 94 15975 00 0 56100 S132-L
2 93 09273 00 0 38200 CABINE
2-94-11946 00 034 21600-EF009

SF 2-94-14263-00 O-7688O-EYEWAS
WORK 2 94 15582 00 0 56100 LIGHTS

2 94 15870 00 0 56132-LIGHTS

SF REMOVAL OF GARBAGE H7 SCHD 010
SF REPLACE LIGHTS H8 SCHD 01«
SFH REMOVE CABINET HI SCHD OtO
SF HOSE BRACKET REQD SCHD 010
SF LOWER EYEWASH STATI H8 SCHD 010
SF POOR LIGHTING H8 SCHD 010
SF LIGHTS REQUIRE CHAN H8 SCHO OtO



(T1=(H3
(T2=(H5 TROLLEY 1/2 OUTAGE FILE 11-01-1994

TROLLEY MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 20!

2-94-06012-02 0-35230-PI-HCF MFG INSTALL LOCK NUTS(TI4

2-94-06012-03 0-35230-P2-HCF MFG INSTALL LOCK NUTS(T1
2-94-06012-04 0-35230-PI-HCF MFG INSTALL LOCK NUTS(T2
2-94-06012-05 0-35230-P2-HCF MFG INSTALL LOCK NUTS(T2<J

2 93 08213-01 0 35250 GP1-FM MFG GOVERNOR REPLACE.(Tl
2 93 08213-02 0 35250 GP1-FM MFG GOVERNOR REPLACE.(T2

2 92 17830-00 0-35710-(T2 MF INSPECT U-BOLT ON RISERS
2 92 13776-02 0 35710-(T2 MF INSTALL ECN 6067

(PILLOW BLOCK WORK- P\I\P 93-97-27)
«»TS INPUT REO'D 94 93 92««

WITH
PUMP
SWAP

HOURS

2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4

2-12
2-12

2-8
2-16

HEAD MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 202 HOURS

:\1639P\FUELHAND\T J 2.FCD

MECHANISM MAINTENANCE

2-91-14060-02
2-94-07741-01
2-94-07741-02

2-94-08957-01
2-94-08957-02

-35670-MITRE
-35110-(N1
-35110-(N2

PRIORITY 203

MF CHANGE VENT
MF BEARING AND VENT
MF BEARING AND VENT

H7
H7

HOURS

)2-l6
1-1

-35310-CHAMBE MF ECN 6092 ON SYSTEM (Dl
-35310-CHAMBE MF ECN 6092 ON SYSTEM (D2

WITH
CALLUP

CONTROL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 204 HOURS

WORK REQUIRING AWP 39



(T3=(H6
(T4=(H7 TROLLEY 3/4 OUTAGE FILE I -01-1994

TROLLEY MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 205 HOURS

2-94-06012-06
2-94-06012-07
2-94-06012-08
2-94-06012-09-

2 92 08695 05
2 92 08695 08

2 93 08213-03
2 93 08213-04
2-90-17573-04
2-90-17573-03

-35230-P1-HCF HFG INSTALL LOCK NUTS(T3<*1

-35230-P2-HCF MFG INSTALL LOCK NUTS(T3
-35230-PI-HCF MFG INSTALL LOCK NUTS(T4
-35230-P2-HCF MFG INSTALL LOCK NUTS(T4<J

WITH
PUMP
SWAP

OF
NC

MFG
MFG
MF
MF

0 35710 (T34
0 35710 (T34

35250 GPI-FM
35250 GPI-FM
0-35730-CAT(T4
0-35730-CAT(T3

SEISMIC LOCK 9 EFFAA
MEASURE T GAP '

GOVERNOR REPLACE.(T3
GOVERNOR REPLACE.(T4
REPLACE CAP SCREWS
REPLACE CAP SCREWS

2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4

3-4J D0

VERI IT0GETHER

2-12
2-12
j o«iWITH
' ° CATENARY
2_gJ CHANGE

** NUMEROUS HOSE CHANGE CALL-UPS HELD IN PRIORITY 205 FOR MF «*

MECHANISM MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 207

2 93 06958 00 MF 0 35670 JK3Y(F SEAL BLOWN

2-94-07741-03
2-94-07741-04

2-94-08957-03
2-94-08957-04

0-35110-(N3
0-35110-(N4

MF BEARING AND VENT
MF BEARING AND VENT

H7
H7

0-35310-CHAMBE MF ECN 6092 ON SYSTEM (D3
0-35310-CHAMBE MF ECN 6092 ON SYSTEM (D4

HOURS

2-12

1-1
1-1

1-2J CALLUP

CONTROL SYSTEM MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 208

HEAD MAINTENANCE PRIORITY 206 HOURS
WORK REQUIRING AWP 39 PRI

\1 63OP\FUEl.HAN0\T34. FCO



(T5=(H4
(T6=(H2

TROLLEY MAINTENANCE PRIORITY

2-94-06012-10 0
2-94-06012-11 0
2-94-06012-12 0
2-94-0601-2-13 0

2 93 08213-05 0
2 93 08213-06 0

HEAD MAINTENANCE

-35230-P1-HCF MFG
-35230-P2-HCF MFG
-35230-P1-HCF MFG
-35230-P2-HCF MFG

35250 GP1-FM MFG
35250 GP1-FM MFG

PRIORITY 210

209

INSTALL
INSTALL
INSTALL
INSTALL

GOVERNOF
GOVERNOF

2 93 16787 05 0 352I0-(H4 MF SWAP RAM

\ 1 63eP\FUELHAN0\T56.FCO

TROLLEY 5/6 OUTAGE FI

HOURS

LOCK NUTS 2-4
LOCK NUTS 2-4
LOCK NUTS 2-4
LOCK NUTS 2-4

{ REPLACE.(T5 2-12
1 REPLACE.(T6 2-12

HOURS

HEADS 2-8

LE 11-01-1994

MECHANISM MAINTENANCE . PRIORITY 211

2-94-07741-05
2-94-07741-06

2-94-08957-05
1-94-03977-01
1-94-03994-01

2-94-08957-06
1-94-03978-01
1-94-03995-01

CONTROL SYSTEM

WORK REQUIRINC

0-351I0-(N5
0-35110-(N6

0-35310-CHAMBE
0-35310-CHAMBE
0-35310-ELEVAT

0-35310-CHAMBE
0-35310-CHAMBE
0-35310-ELEVAT

MAINTENANCE

AWP 39

MF
MF

MF
MF
MF

MF
MF
MF

BEARING AND VENT
BEARING AND VENT

ECN 6092 ON SYSTEM
PREVENTATIVE MAINTE
PREVENTATIVE MAINTE

ECN 6092 ON SYSTEM
PREVENTATIVE MAINTE
PREVENTATIVE MAINTE

PRIORITY 212

H7
H7

(D5
(D5
(D5

(D6
(D6
(D6

HOURS

1-1
1-1

1-2 «|
2-32
2-32

1-2
2-32
2-324

WAITING
FOR
SHUTTLE
CYLINDER
PARTS

-



NON-TROLLEY OR HD WORK & CALLUPS NOV 01 1994 FILE H:\163t\FUELHAND\HD.FCD

OPERATORS

1-94-13230-01 012-34410-BAYS OF VACUUM CLEAN BAY FL H6
1-94-16266-04 034-56136-CALLUP OF EMERGENCY LIGHTS FF H8
1-94-17150-02 0-00700-JUMPER OFE REVIEW JUMPER DOC., H8
1-94-12216-04 0-35688-1X1(FW OF SARF CIRC & SAMPLE H8
1-94-13103-05 ' 0-35270-(F OF TEST OPERATE AGS E7

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE

APPD
APPD
APPD
APPD
APPD

980
980
980
980
980

94
94
94
94
94

10 06 1-94-17149-03
10 17
07 69
10 21
10 21

0-00700-JUMPER OFD REVIEW JUMPER DOC., H8 APPD 970 94 10 29

1-94-01688-05 0-35688-ACC1(F MF PRESSURE CHECK
1-94-07443-02 0-35688-P2(FW MF CHECK OIL

H8
H8

APPD
APPD

970
970

94
94

11
11
03
03

1-94*11310-0!
1-94-11312-01

-35320-MVI-SI MF VALVE OVERHAUL H7 APPD 970 94 10 30
-35320-MV2-SI MF VALVE OVERHAUL H7 APPD 970 94 10 30

CONTROL MAINTENANCE

MPH



APPENDIX I

Maintenance Statistics



CALL UP STATISTICS UNIT FH

1994 NOTE:scheduled - scheduled + overdue

WEEK

93/12/30

94/01/06

94/01/13

94/01/20

94/01/27

94/02/03

94/02/10

94/02/17

94/02/24

94/03/03

94/03/10

94/03/17

94/03/24

94/03/31

94/04/07

94/04/14

94/04/21

94/04/28

94/05/05

94/05/12

94/05/19

94/05/26

94/06/02

94/06/09

94/06/16

94/06/23

94/06/30

94/07/07

94/07/14

94/07/21

94/07/28

94/08/04

94/08/11

94/08/18

94/08/25

94/09/01

94/09/08

94/09/15

94/09/22

94/09/29

94/10/06

94/10/13

MECH. MAINT.
ECTION CHD.

38

0+19

7+3

6+1

6

3

6+2

0

2

41

6+2

5+6

7+1

9+1

30+2

28

20+2

22+3

25+8

27+7

29+6

10+2

30

48

16+31

14+36

40+9

31+6

40

16+6

19+7

21+4

30

15+2

28

37+4

33+3

29

25

10+5

32+4

COMPL.

22

20+16

27+2

16+1

16

41

16+2

to

12

39

11+1

15+5

17

7+1

30+2

26

17+2

17+1

19+7

21+7

27+6

12

30

17

4+2

13+27

34+9

37

34

9+6

19+3

21+4

28

15+2

25

35+3

33+3

29

2*

10+1

31+4

XCOUPL.

8X

2X

7X

oox

oex

sx

oox

oox

oex

9SX

66X

95X

94X

SOX

OOX

93X

86Z

72X

79X

82X

94X

1801

100X

36X

13X

SOX

88X

100X

8SX

68X

85X

100X

93X

100X

89X

92X

100X

100X

SOX

73X

97X

CONT. MAINT.
ECTION SCHD.

4 + 1

+ 1

+ 2

6

5

4

3

\

5

5+1

4+1

i

2+1

I

t

4+3

2+1

27+1

2+4

7

2

1

4

8+1

1+2

3+1

1+1

2

6

1

1

6

0

0

7

6+4

8

3+7

2+4

2+5

COMPL.

4/0

2

2

6

S

1

4

3

0

4

5

4+1

5

2+1

2

4

4+2

1+1

23+1

6

7

2

1

3

7

1+1

2+1

2

2

6

1

1

6

•

0

3

6+4

1

3+3

1

2+3

COMPL.

OOX

ex

oex

oex

oox *

oox

eox

oex

ox

3X

oox

83X

oex

oox

57X

86X

66X

86X

eox

eox

IOOX

loex

75X

78X

66X

7SX

tee

100X

100X

100X

IOOX

loex

42X

IOOX

13X

48X

16X

70X

CIVIL MAINT.
SECTION

1

SCHD.

2

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

0

1

2

•

0

•

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

3

1

0+1

0

2

0

0

0

4

0+4

0

0

0

2

COMPL.

2

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

0

1

2

0

0

•

2

0

0

0

2

0

•

•

3

1

1

0

2

0

•

0

•

4

2

X COMPL.

OOX

OOX

eoz

oox

oex

eex

eox

eox

loex

IOOX

leex

leox

•oex

IOOX

loex



CALL UP STATISTICS UNIT FH

1994 NOTE:scheduled - scheduled • overdu

t

I
WEEK

94/10/20

94/19/27

94/11/03

94/11/14

94/11/17

94/11/24

94/12/81

94/12/08

94/12/15

94/12/22

94/12/29

MECH. MAINT.
ECTIOH CHD.

1+1

3+7

COWL.

IS

XCOUPL.

68X

CONT. MAINT.
SECTION CHD.

6+3

COUPL.

6

COMPL.

66Z

CIVIL MAINT. I
SECTION CHD.

0

«

COWL.

•

«

X COUPL. l"

11
1
1
L
1

1
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CONTROL/MECHANICAL/CIVIL
UNIT FH 1993/1994

MONTH

DEC.

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.

APR.

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG.

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

ACTUAL HOURS WORKED

CONTROL

846

942

1133

825

889

1999

755

757

999

949

MECH.

21S6

1914

248*

2326

2519

2395

1746

1684

2449

2132

CIVIL

46

38

2

12

112

96

31

59

95

174

REMAINING HOURS (ASSESSED)

CONTROL

1797

1929

1827

2919

1945

1845

1463

1498

1271

1175

MECH.

6943

6292

8259

9364

8755

8596

8969

9259

8694

8699

CIVIL

397

313

318

334

213

195

215

214

398

274

NUMBER OF WORK PACKAGES

CONTROL

72

65

51

56

73

79

72

86

89

87

MECH.

317

279

341

317

39t

326

383

491

369

368

CIVIL

37

32

36

39

28

26

24

27

26

26

WORK PACKAGES GENERATED

CONTROL

54

56

55

45

69

82

57

53

32

49

MECH.

115

199

145

199

78

95

79

89

113

192

CIVIL

9

1

5

S

6

3

2

4

S

6

WORK PACKAGES COMPLETED

CONTROL

59

43

72

42

56

78

76

49

39

58

MECH.

119

199

135

99

73

199

75

79

125

92

CIVIL

8

4

3

4

12

2

4

1

4

7

BACK LOG STATISTICS

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.

APR.

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

NO. OF WORK PACKAGES
GREATER THAN 3 MONTHS OLD

TIMES 29 HOURS

25

29

.29

21

29

28

28

31

29

CONTROL

509

499

499

429

589

569

569

629

589

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.

APR.

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

NO. OF WORK PACKAGES
GREATER THAN 3 MONTHS OLD

TIMES 29 HOURS

299

145

152

155 '

195

295

189

218

218

MECHANICAL

4999

2999

3949

3199

3999

4199

3699

4369

4369

*

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.

APR.

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

NO. OF WORK PACKAGES
GREATER THAN 3 MONTHS OLD

TIMES 29 HOURS

8

8

19

5

19

8

7

6

5

v -a.

CIVIL

169

169

299

. 1M

299

169

147

129

199
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" C.3.1 AWP #F-39-7

I
C.3.1.1 Purpose

I
1. This Approved Work Practice details the safety requirements and

{ precautions to be taken for safe working conditions when entry is
required to the PRV Manifold, Pressure Relief Duct, Fuelling Duct
and the Vault FM Ballscrew Pits on any unit connected to
containment. It is not intended to provide isolation to those

I components to be worked on, or to those where motion could alter
safe working space. Prior to issuing this AWP, consideration must
be given to ensure the area and equipment accessed has "stand
alone" permitry applied, eg, F/M trolley no-motion. Reactor Area
Bridges, Duct.ACUs, FFAA shield door (see 1.3.2, l(b)).I

1
2. This AWP is to be used in conjunction with Radiation Protection

Procedures for Access Control, OM-09071.12.

3. This AWP is NOT required for access to the following containment
I areas:

— The CSA above 100 m el, or to the decontamination pit of

( the CSA-HRA.
- The Unit Vaults.
— The Unit Shutdown Cooling Areas.
— The FFAAs above the last Access Control Gate prior to going

I down into the FM Duct Floor, nor to the F/M shield door

drive unit area.
• NOTE:

These areas are still governed by the access control procedures
given in OM-09071.12.

C.3.1.2 Prerequisites

1- This AWP is valid under the following conditions:

a. Vacuum Building main chamber pressure is below -5 kPa(g).

b. A vacuum duct water seal is NOT in use.

2. Ensure that Breathing Air is de-isolated to area that is to be
accessed.

C.3.1.3 Procedure

Safe working conditions are provided with a combination of Device
Operations, Process System Precautions, Communications, Emergency Exit
Procedures and Training.
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( (

Device Operations

The Auxiliary Pressure Relief Valves shall be closed and their MCR
Handswitches caution tagged. Operation of these valves will require
prior exit of all personnel from the areas governed by the AWP.

If a PRV Manifold Entry is required, a work permit shall be in effect
guaranteeing the opening of the appropriate knife switches for the
IPRVs on the side of the PRV manifold to be entered.

Process System Precautions

The following precautions shall be in effect while persons are inside
the areas governed by the AWP.

1. Fuel Handling Restrictions

a. Fuelling will be restricted, as per the table below, whenever
these areas are accessed. During such fuelling, the FMs
involved in the operation must remain up in the applicable unit
reactor vault. They will be prevented from being inadvertently
lowered below Row Y by the FM Duct Access Control interlock
which is initiated by the removal of any one of the eight FFAA
FM Duct access control keys.

NOTE: j

Although access to the Ballscrew Pits may be physically made
without using the FFAA FM duct access control keys, one of
these must be removed and issued to ensure the FM Bridge j
interlock is activated.

FUELLING RESTRICTIONS DURING
PERSONNEL ACCESS

AREA ACCESSED FUELLING NOT ALLOWED I
WFFAA Duct Unit 1
Unit 1 Duct and Ballscrew Pits Units 1 and 2 I
Unit 2 Duct and Ballscrew Pits Units 1 and 2 |
CSA Duct/PRV Duct/PRV Manifold All Units
CSA Trolley Level All Units -
Unit 3 Duct and Ballscrew Pits Units 3 and 4 8
Unit 4 Duct and Ballscrew Pits Units 3 and 4 *
EFFAA Duct Unit 4

I
b. All FMs which are not actively being used on a unit for fuelling

will be empty of irradiated fuel unless positioned in an FFAA >
with the shield door closed. No access to the associated FM I
Service Area would be permitted, as per Access Control •
Procedures OM-09071il2. Access would also not be allowed in
the unit adjacent to the applicable FFAA (ie, Unit 1 or 4) until I
any irradiated fuel has been discharged. Other isolations to |
provide a safe working environment (as per 1.1(item 1) above)
may be required depending on the work location. _

NOTE: •

Operations on a cold PHT System which do not handle irradiated I

fuel such as CIGAR inspections are allowed to proceed. I

2. No planned power manoeuvres (>2 percent). a

94023 0907702
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; ( (
I 3. No planned 13.8 kV bus transfers.

4. No testing of the Pressure Relief Valves (Instrumented and

I Non-Instrumented), Auxiliary Pressure Relief Valves or Reverse Flow
Valves.

1 5. Containment pressure is between -2.5 and -3.5 kPag which is the
normal operating range. Personnel entry is permitted if
containment pressure is more than -5 kPa(g), which may occur due
to changing atmospheric pressure with the leak tignt containment

( boundary. If the pressure anywhere inside containment rises to
-2.0 kPa(g) or greater (ie, alarm setpoint for A/I 1132 Reactor
Vault Vacuum Low) all personnel will be instructed to exit

_ immediately.

• NOTE:

( Situations such as SDS/ECI channels open, DCC s ta l l s , thunderstorms,
turbine tests are not considered to significantly increase the risk of
a PHT system overpressure incident or a Loss of Coolant Accident.

I Communication Requirements

I

Prior to and during entry into containment for which this AWP must be
used, reliable, continuous communication will be established between
the Main Control Room and each work party making the entry.I

1
A work party can be made up of staff from different work groups working
in the same location.

The means of communication can be determined for the particular
| situation, for example:

— radio

I
— telephone line open
— maintenance communication system
— use of an intermediate person. This could be used for entries

into the PRV manifold where this person is located at the PRVM
airlock with the containment side door open and he/she is in
visual contact with the work parties.

Whichever means is selected, it must be approved by the Duty Shift
Supervisor.

All Panel Operators in the MCR who are actively involved in panel
operations or panel monitoring {ie, Units 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and F/H) must
be informed of personnel entry/exit to the areas covered by this AWP.

The MCR Operator designated to be responsible to communicate with the
work parties shall have established a means to continuously communicate
with personnel making the entry. Should a significant upset condition
develop on any unit, this Operator will tell all personnel to exit
c ontainraent immedi ate ly.

A member of each work party, or the dedicated person located in the PRV
manifold airlock for communication purposes, will remain in continuous
communication with the MCR Operator and will act immediately on any
request to exit the area or on loss of communication.

If at any time communication is lost, all personnel in the work parties
affected must exit containment immediately.

a/ima 0907702



Also, for PRV manifojLu entries, the closest PRv.. airlock must be setup
with its containment side door open for quicker emergency exit. The
second airlock should have both doors shut to permit use from either
direction.

If used, the dedicated person in the PRV manifold airlock will ensure
that all personnel have left the PRVM when required. He will ensure
emergency exit procedures are followed if necessary.

Emergency Exit Procedure

1. All personnel must enter the Airlock and then close the- containment
side door as quickly as possible.

2. Personnel should attempt to breath normally and take measures to
equalize pressure across the ear drums (eg, swallow).

3. If exit is required due to a spurious PRV opening, pressure in
containment could equalize at as low as -50 kPa(g). This level
would be reached within about 5 minutes.

Personnel should attempt to repressurize over a 5 minute period via
intermittent operation of the Airlock equalizing valves. Once
equalized, personnel should exit via the service side door.

4. First Aid for anyone with signs of illness (nausea, dizziness,
earache, cramps) is to lie horizontal with feet slightly raised and
contact ERT.

5. Personnel exposed to low pressure conditions as a result of a PRV
opening must be taken to a Medical Facility immediately.

Training

All personnel working under the AWP shall be familiar with its
contents. They must also be familiar with normal entry/exit procedures
via Airlocks and the Emergency exit procedure given above. A copy of
this procedure will be posted at the applicable Dose Desk.

This AWP has been reviewed by the Joint Health and Safety Committee.

94028 0907702
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1.0 PURCHASING AND EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Manufacturer: Broom Wade

Model #: . V100DA-B2

Serial #: N/A

P.O. #: N/A

Requisition #: N/A

2.0 REFERENCES

1. Drawing Number NK38-GEK-35250-0004

2. Maintenance Manual Vol. 7, Part 3, 35250-C-007

3.0 PREREQUISITES

Spare comp./motor package must be available in the head removal area
at the CSA.

3.1 PRELIMINARY RECORDINGS

N/A

3.2 SAFETY GUIDE

• Trolley height from duct floor, ensure all safety barriers are in
place.

• If no handrails are available use safety belts.

• Compressed air system, ensure system is de-energized.

• Limited working space, ensure good housekeeping to eliminate
tripping hazards where possible.

86273 3525001
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3.3 RADIOLOGICAL GUIDES

• Assess the hazards

— General—Gamma

— Tritium

— Air Borne Particulate

• Note that conditions could change if other trollies are in
operation when shield doors are not available.

• Be sure to fill out planned exposure sheets.

• Survey before beginning work to ensure radiation conditions have
not changed.

3.4 ISOLATION

PCI

• Isolate electrics and potential check

• Isolate and de-energize air

• Isolate trolley drives

• Other trollies to be guaranteed devices to prevent radiation field
from changing

3.5 TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

• 1 M/M tool box - more detailed list to come later once, a comp.
change has been performed.

• Slings as required

3.6 QUALITY ASSURANCES

• Ensure all replacements parts are of correct grade

— Gaskets

— Bolts

— Belts

— Lubricants

— Fittings, etc.

86273 3525001
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4.0 WORK PROCEDURE - REMOVAL OF CP1-FMA FROM TROLLEY

Obtain drawings from l i s t in Section 2.0 of th i s procedure.

1. Ensure proper isolation

• Tag Number

• Correct trolley

2. Re-assess radiation hazards before beginning work.

3. C/M to disconnect all power and instrument connections and stow
well clear of unit. - -

4. Disconnect all mechanical connections between (comp./compressor
motor skid) and the equipment to remain with trolley.

• Delivery pipe flanges

• Skid vibration mounts

5. Using approved (rigging) hoisting practices sling the
(compressor/comp. motor) skid and remove to F/M Maintenance Shop
for overhaul.

4.1 INSTALLATION OF CP1-FMA

1. Replace compressor skid with the spare (compressor/comp. motor
skid).

2. Reconnect all mechanical connections between compressor skid and
remaining equipment.

• Delivery Line

• Skid vibration mounts

3. Have C/M re-connect all electrics, which were previously
disconnected.

4. Perform a general inspection of compressor for:

• Loose components

— Screws

— Belts

— Tools

— Rags

— Guards, etc.

86274 3525001
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• Oil levels .

• Filters in.place

5. Trades Supervisor to submit a PC14 request for test. Test run unit
and perform vibration checks if required.

6. If test is okay, release for service.

7. Re-evaluate Maintenance Procedure and revise as required after a
compressor change over has been performed.

5.0 POST REQUISITES

1. Complete documentation to describe compressor details (serial
number) and trolley number, etc.

2. Work Report

3. Write DR to repair removed compressor.

86274 3525001


